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PART ONE 
fntroductfon 
ItJTRODLCTIOS 
Th® Mughal School of Painting ijn India coincides with 
the period of Muqhal dynasty, Coraing into prominonce during 
tha reign of Akbar in the later half of the sixteenth century, 
it attained its apogee undior tha imperial dilettante, 
Jehangiir, The reign of his successor* shah Jehan* marks the 
first step in its decline, while under the unsympathetic 
rule of Aurangseb, its death-knell was rung. It lingered on, 
a decadent art, under the ^awabs of Oudh, until the end of 
tha eighteenth century, and practically ceased to exist with 
the advent of the British rula. AS a school Of painting, its 
duration was a short one, extending over onl/ two and half 
centuries, and it has been aptly referred to as not exactly 
a School, but more of a brilliant episode in the history of 
Indian art.^ 
The ancestral home of Mughal painting was originally 
in Samarkand and Herat where, under the Timurid kings in 
the fifteenth century, Persian art reached its zenith. An 
offshoot of Central Asian Art, the term, Indo-Persian, or 
more precisely, still, Indo-Tisnirid, is regarded by some 
authorities as a more suitable nasne for this particular 
develofwient of Indian painting,* The history proves that the 
1 Browm, P., Indiaud Painting, p. 47. 
2 Ibid. 
dynasty of th@ Tiiimri^ s was not a barbarian ona, Z»d@@d 
there is ©very indication that the da8C©n«3ants of Tiraxir were 
highly civiiined and refined man#, and the most artistic 
princa® that ©v©r rigned in Persia. Painting flourished 
directly under their patrooag®* fcMsi09 essentially an art of 
th@ a>urt. Distinguished artists took sezvice with these 
monarchSf passing from one prince to another, as the sceptre 
descended from father to son, under the protection of Sultan 
Hussain of Khurasan, at the enA ©f the fifteenth century* 
wotk®d Bihsad* the greatest artist of the time, who has been 
called *the Raphael of the sast. Babur# a descendant of 
Tiraur, and the original founder of the Mughal dynasty in 
Xndia# speaks of Bihzad in his m^ t^toirs as *the most ^ninent 
of all painters* and it is evident fr<^ his writings that this 
monarch had studied hi© pictures most critically. It was with 
the descendants of such a school as Bihaad's and under, the 
personal patrcssage of the Emperor i^ tbar, that the Mughal school 
of painting eair.e into being. 
Among the many strikii.g characteristics of the pioneers 
of the ffughal dynasty was their interest in thing® artistic. 
Occupied maioly in carving out for thotiselves a kingdom in a 
foreign country, they nevertheless made great use of their 
imperial influence in encouraging art, architecture, and 
manufacturers* The keen aesthetic instincts of Babur were. 
owing to the vicissitudes of his career* never allo«ved to 
find eaqpressiotif but the Smperor Alcbar ruled at a more 
favourable time, when India was prepared for an artistic 
revival. Architecture and the industrial arts of the age 
bear witness to his Judicious encourageatent* while the art of 
painting received his special attention, Abul Fazl« whose 
observation in the Ain-i-Akbari on the state of painting at 
this period are exceedingly valuable* refers in the most 
emphatic manner to Akbar's personal interest in the painter and 
his art. This syiopathetic attitude of the great monarch even-
tually led to a n\K»ber of artists from ot*er countries making 
their way to the Muijhal court to carry on their art under the 
patronage of the Emperor, Trained mainly in the Persian or 
allied schools* these painters appear to hav@ been welcomed by 
the royal connoisseur* and specially entrusted with consnissions. 
In Abul Fazl's list of artists of the period ma/ be noticed 
. arrukh the Kalmak, Abd-al-Samad the Sherasi* and Mir Sayyad 
Ali of Tabriz* a selfsction which indicatfts the geocraphical 
source of inspiration of early Muahal painting. Later* a few 
artists from Samarkand figures at the court of Jehangir* showing 
that this intimate connection with the art of Iran was 
continuous. 
From this it will be understood that fundamentally the 
f!u:}hal School of Painting was exotic* just as the !lutjhals 
themselves were aliens in India* but in the same way as that 
race has grackially h<Xiom& absorbed Into tho people of 
Hinau3tan« so Mughal painting has CCK»@ to be regarded as an 
integral part of the art of India. For, side by side with 
these foreign artistSc worked the indigenous painters of the 
country, the excellence of whose native skill was speedily 
utilised by the obsexrvant Emperor* Such Hindu naiaes as 
Basawan, Daswanth, and Kesudasa, fsHooos painters at the 
court of Akbar, prove the liberal view that was taken of art 
at this time* The adaptability of these Hindu craftsmen may be 
realised frcwn the fact that their royal patrcw ccatK^ lssioned 
them to illustrate the works of the Persian poet, ?liz«ni, and 
other literary productions, normally foreign to their genius. 
Associated together in a congenial atmosphere of art, made 
possible by the generous aesthetic tfflnperaraent of their 
itnoarial employer, it will be readily seen that the one style 
apeedil/ influencecl the other, that each coB^aunlty was ready 
to profit by the othefs exiMsrience, and under these mutually 
responsive conditions, it is only natural that a corabinatioo 
of the two sK>d@s was the £inal result. Prom this favourable 
1 
beginning the 'luchai School of Painting was developed. 
During the time of Akbar, therefore, the new school took 
its origin, and in the early exaitiples of this period the two 
styles of work above indicated may be easily distinquished. 
An art of the court, secular and eclectic in its character, 
it had no profound associations with the people or their country, 
1 Mukherji, H., Mughal Paintirg, Modem Review, 113, 1| 
1963., p. 47. 
It gave pleasure to princely connoisseurs* but outside the 
palace it was originally little known. As time progressed, it 
became more democratic* and in its decadence* it la true* it 
penetrated the lo^ rer strata* but mainly in the form of popular 
portraiture. For one outstanding feature of the painting of 
the Mughals is its devotion to the delineation of likenesses. 
'<ealisn5 is its key-oote, and its subjects are largely drawn from 
incidents connected with the magnifiene court life of the time. 
In scale the Mughal picture is small* never attaining the 
dignity and size of the Buddhist frescoes* and* under the 
popular name of miniture painting* its conr^ectlon with Persian 
book illustrations may be observed. A record of the names of 
sorae forty artists* known to have lived during the reign of 
Akbar* many of whom retainers of the royal court* will serve 
to indicate the flourishing conditicm of the art. 
But it was left to the Emperor Jehangir to develop Hughal 
painting to its fullest extent. The notable artistic sense of 
his ancestor* Babar* was rekindled with additional force in 
Jehangir* and one of this monarch's innoccHnt prides lay in the 
skill and genius of his court painters. Europeans were beginning 
to reach the capital of the 'Great Mughal* in the first half 
of the seventeenth century* and more than one of these travellers 
relates the great interest that aehangir took in the productions 
of his retained artists. Portraiture and hunting scenes were 
the favourite subjects of this time* but the more scientific 
6 
fields of botany and natural history wsr© subjects of special 
«5tudy» unusual flowers or rare sdDintals vmt& ordered to bo 
copied by th@ &mp&tox, and somo of th@se pictures^ most 
elaborate and faithful reproductions* have survived to the 
present day. Eastern paintings also waro arciving in the 
country during this period, and the copying of these was 
frequentli^ indulged in. Portraits of Europeans, obviousl/ 
facsimiles of occidental paintings, are occasionailly forth-
caning, send pictures illustrating incidents in connection with 
Christianity, which was then making its appearance in India, 
are not rare. Ail these date from the tinae of Jehangir, when 
the painting of pictures was <5iven every encouragcanent and was 
1 
fully appreciated by the ruling class, 
mder the succeeding rule of Shah «Fehan, the Mughal 
School shews the first signs of deterioration? the robust 
character of the work executed in the previous rslgn is not 
to marked, there is an increased sense of richne s and 
luxury in colouring and conposition, and the artist's handling 
is not so vigorous. Under Shah Jehan architecture reached 
its aenlth, but painting began to decline. This fact may be 
another illustration of the one art preceding the other, on 
account of the facility of manipulation, ht the sawie time Shah 
Jehan*s personal predilsction for monumental building accounted 
for this in some degree, as the Taj Mahal eloquently testifies. 
The quantity of painting excuted about this time was maintained, 
1 Das, A,K,,Mughal painting during Jahangir's Time, 1978, 
Asiatic Society, Calcutta. P 279, 
but the quality is slightly inferior, AS the art centred 
around the court* and this was laainly held at Delhi during the 
reign o£ shah Jehan« the Delhi Kalan (brush or style) originated* 
and is a form of the art maintained in a somewhat debased manner 
to the present day. with the advent of Aurangseb the decadence 
of t^e Mughal schocd steadily continued* and it is doubtful 
whetlvar it received much pers«^al encourage»nent from the 
bigoted ruler. Among the nobles and courtiers it still had a 
cortain amount of popularity, and in some localities it 
flourished. But it ceased to receive the all-important 
stimulus of royai patronage, and accordingly languished. Xnci«-
dentally, Aurangzeb's conquests in Southern India introduced 
the Mughal style of painting into the Deecan, and we find a 
southern development of the art displaying certalr character-
istics which have given it the name of the Oeccani Kalam. This 
ia the only instance of Mughal painting being practised outside 
that portion of India known as Hindustan. Towards the end of its 
career oneor two families of artists eventually settled at 
Patna, in Binar, but their ancestral home was Upper India, 
until before of circ\irastanc@s drove th®n into the Lower 
1 
Provinces, 
After the death of Aurang^eb the Mughal style of painting 
lingered on under the feeble Emperors, who succeeded him, but 
in a degenerate form. It revived slightly at tucknow under 
the flawabs of Oudh at the end of the eighteenth century, bat 
1 Ibid. 
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the work was very inferior. During the nineteenth centiiry 
what remained of the art bacain© influenced by European pictures* 
Especially miniatures, which found their way into the country 
at this ti]»o* Several of the hereditary artists quickly 
adapted their style to suit the taate of the 'John Coa^any* 
merchants* vrtio desirer; miniature portraits of themselves and 
their families in the manner of the west, A nvenhor of 
miniature paintings* executed in a serai-Suropoan fashion* have 
baen forthcoming, and indicate the state of this final stage 
in the art. But before it arrived at this condition, Mughal 
painting to all Intents and purposes was dead* and it ceased 
to exist in the last years of Aurangzeb* when the dynasty 
founded by Babar was approaching its dissolution. Originating 
in the alaaospherQ of imperial state* its existence dei>ended 
largely on aristocratic patronage, and when this wa« %d.thdrawn 
the end carae. Its roots never penetrated to the subsoil of 
India proper* but as a splendid pictorial record of t4ughal 
pageantry and power it holds a prominent position it, the history 
of Indian painting. 
The Huqhal Ml.ni^tug^8 
h large proportion of the miniature paintings of the 
Mughals are portraits* but at the s^ne time the subjects of an 
appreciable quantity of the work of this school are of a 
general order. I'hese were mainly scenes from actual life 
hiintlng and fighting, battles and sieges* historical eplsodeSf 
durbars* mythological stories* zoology and botany and very 
occaslofjally religious incidents* There is no mysticism* 
and raraly pictures of doRieBtlc life* Muhanitnadanism* unlike 
Hlndulsin which was the mainspring of the cont«siporary Rajput 
painting* had* fundanentally* no association with pictorial 
art and regarded broadly as a religion was antagonistic to 
much of the painting of the Mughals. But the keen artistic 
temperament of the Smperora* so admirably sustained right 
through the dynasty, from Babur to Shah Jehau, overcome any 
religious scruples, and although these august individuals 
bowed to the stem decrees of their creed as far as religious 
art subjects were concerned* they revelled in representations 
of actual fact, The Mughal was no mystic* but a practical 
hard-headed individual* with a crub on his iroagination and a 
ready gift for taking an interest in the picturesque pageants 
that went on around him. His dcmtestic life* as this was li^ hind 
the evil* was very rarely represented, and his religion although 
more public than any other* was abo^e the plane of the pictoriali 
The earliest pictures aasociated ^tiHx this school are of a 
special type, and must be regarded as entirely of foreign work-
manship* This class of painting in India is not particularly 
rare, A few figure in almost every representative collection 
of Mughal miniatures* but they are always referred to by Indian 
ex?.>ert8 as of ^he 'Irani Kalam** that is* in the style of Iran. 
1 Brown* P., op. cit. 
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These pictures may be directly connected with on© or other 
of th@ phases of the Tlnittricl school of painting, «^lch 
flourished in Persia during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries* In general character these Indo-Perslan pictures, 
for such they Esay be designated, are notablf conventional, 
especially so in the treatment of the figures, but the details 
of the background, if this is a landscape, reveal a cloae-> 
acquaintance with trees and flo>tfers. This feature runs through 
the whole of the worlc of this and tr^ allied schools. It is in 
colour, however,that this early type of picture excells, being 
usually a beautiful mosaic of reds and blues and gold, an effect 
scintillating in the livos of the Orient. The blue, like the 
blue of a sunlit sky, or the distant hills after rain, is the 
lapis-lazuli, and this is the chief feiture of the colour 
sch<»se. Tha other characteristics of this style are the 
minuteness of the treatmfsot, the decorative composition, the 
extremely fine and 'short* outline, the free use of gold on 
cost\im€?.s, and background, and the ai^llcatioo of elaborately 
designees patterns to the gaxments* tirapplRgs and accessories. 
Such is the general style of the early Indo Persian 
picture, but the true Mughal miniature, which succeeded this, 
is a different conception. The conventional im^ saic illustra-
tiot; ii9^ ported frcKn Iran passed away, and the art began to assume 
a distinctive character, the result; of the Influanc. of an 
Indian environment upon the Mughals, These true Mughal 
11 
productions evince more freedORi and realism than the preceding 
work, and as ttio style progressed its independent nature 
became assured. The union of the Persian and Rajpur art thua 
resulted in an offspring the liUQhal miniature in which the 
features o€ the parental arts are disc»rnible« but as a whole 
It displays an individuality entirely its own. This is due to 
the fact that the art has absorbed the Indian atmosphere; it has 
beccxne a part of India itself, not that the Mughal style even 
professed to represent the emotions of the Indian people, as 
Rajpur painting undoubtedly didt but at the same time it was 
nourished on Indian soi and reflected this in most of its 
The Mughal miniature is distinguished from any other style 
of Indian painting by one feature which at once oroclairas its 
foreign origin. This is the calligraphic character of its 
outlines. In Persia on the one side and GMna on the other, 
an ideographic method of brushwork has profoundly influenced 
the handling and methods of expression of the painter. Distinct 
traces on the saRi© quality are obs«vable in the brushwork of 
the Mughal artists, and in this sense alone these ntiniaturos 
2 
stand apart from all other forms of Indian painting. 
In contrast to the Indo-Persian paintirgs, the chief 
characteristics of the Mughal miniatures are the introduction 
of modelling by means of delicate shading, and an indigenous 
interpretation of perspective* The surface modelling at first 
•——•• immmmmmmiwmmi nmmmmmmmmmmm'mmm 
1 I b i d . , p. 82. 
2 I b i d . , p . 84. 
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l3 sparingly use<3# but && the styi® advanccsd this effect 
beccxB® motet marked* and is a distinct advafice on th@ flat 
•tasaerae* tJ:e®tn»@nt mmQu In the plctaarss of the Irani KaXagm* 
In the tr©iitoi@iit of backgrounds, such as trees and landscape* 
Instead of the d@corativ© design of the order school a store 
material representation of distance and atasMOsphere is atteetpted 
with cwisiderafele success. Aerial perspective is realised* and 
the various planes of the landscape depicted are carefully 
ctxaposed. Some of the artists of the Hughal school had a 
r^ tiarkable feeling for foreshortening* and* al^cmgh this is 
not a feature of the majority of the pictures* that it was 
understock and put into practice with great skill is occasionally 
noticeable, h battle sc^ne in the Indian Museixn* Calcutta* 
illustrates this in a striking manner, a band of hores 
soldiers passing obliqtiely across the for€sground of the picture* 
indicatirig a knowledge of grouping and a sense of foreshorten-
ing riralniscent of Bolo Uccello* the first student of perspective 
in Italy in the fifteenth c^itury. 
h keen a:ppr©ciation of nature was also a characteristic 
of the Mughal artist* and this was fostereci bf the court* 
especially by the Smperor ffehangir* It is not difficult to 
see that In this respect the mantle of Babar had fallen on the 
shoiilders of his great-grandson* for it would be difficult to 
find a closer observer of nature's handiwork than the founder 
of the Mughal dynasty* Jehangir specially, cc«amissionad some 
13 
of his court artists to make copies of an^ rare birds mid 
anin^ls which ware brought to the capital* em a an interesting 
Rooiogical portfolio was tha result, some of these pictures 
have survived to the |)resent day, and indicate the fidelity 
with which the royal ccKoraand was obeyed. Probably tho best 
illustration of th© series was that of a turkey-cock, t^ich 
is preserved in the Indian Huseum, the colour and spirited 
drawing, besides the reality of the detail, show the artist 
in this branch of work at his best. A florlcan and a ram 
belonging to this folio have also survived, and in quality 
ace little beloi^ /the preceeding. But the surr^tuous nature of 
this rare collocti<xi is ^ nphasised by the r^ ounting of the 
pictures, the border designs being a complete work of art in 
themselves. This foan of ffinbliahrsent by means of a broad 
border of foliated design is comrtor= in the Mughal miniature, 
cat seen'.s to have boen specially developed by the artists of 
Jehangir's court. Its counterpart Ksay be seen in the lapidary 
work of the Taj at A^ r^a, and other buildings of this period 
decorated with an inlay of precious stones, for the two arts 
and similar in colour and design, though differing in techni-
que. For picture border is composed of sprays of flowering 
plants conventionally arranged around the picture, and thus 
framing it in a delightful design of broken colour, while the 
whole is carefully arranged around the picture, and thus 
framing it in a delightful design of brok^ ci colour, while the 
14 
whole is carefully arranged to ham«>nlse «tth the central 
colour sch€Hi)@. Batter files and birds are sometimes introduced^ 
and it is diffiult to iaiagine a cichor or more glo%d.ng work of 
pictorial art than one of these flower-franied miniatures of the 
Jahangir court painters. The plants orciinarily represented 
in these borders are poppies# wild strawberries* jonquils* 
lilies* iris* marguerites, and similar common flowers of the 
hills andplains* but sosnetimes these axe so conventionalised 
as to become difficult to identify, 
incideotij of the chase %irere favourite subjects for the 
brush df the Mughal artist* and no doubt these were executed 
at tiie express ct»nmand of his royal patr<»3^  who designed to 
have soma permanent record of his prowess in the field of 
sport. Jehangir rarely allowed any hunting adventure to pass 
without a picture boing painted of the most thrilling moment 
of the day. The pursuit of the ntaneless lions of India* which 
animal was much moi-e coramon than now* is the subject of 
several pictures* in one of which the imperial sportsman 
seeras to have had a very narrow escape. It is not easy to 
see how a serious result was avoided* as the lion is clinging 
to the back of the frmjaied elephant, and only kept out of 
the howdah by means of the empty firearm of the Emperor, The 
matter undoubtedly endeel satisfactorily* as a mounted 
attendant is seen approaching with a lance*but on the other 
hand another servant is jumping out the howdah and leaving his 
1 Solomon* il,E.Gladstone* Masterpieces of floghi 1 painting: 
A critical study. Islamic Culture* 4*1^ 1930, 144, 
IS 
august master to his tato in moat er«ven fashion, rhe last 
is evidently a little touch of pictorial sarcasm which could 
have b@en founded only on actual fact. In all th«s© jungla 
scenes th© landscap© is rendered with great feeling, the 
distant hills, and the nearer 'cover* in which the aniraal has 
been located, beiiig depicted with a knowledge of nature which 
is unrivalled* The palm tree framed against the sky, or the 
fresh-leaved plantain with its purple flower hanging heavily 
under its fronds, th© golden plane tree or th© ycHing rod shoots 
of the mango and all the numerous trees and shrubs of the 
garden or forest are to bes redally identified in the carefully 
executed pictures of the Mughal school. 
The paintiags of this school resolved themselves into 
various styles or kalas, all of which have distinguishing 
features mainly of technique. The Delhi Kalra is the irsost 
comnon, and may bo said to represent the classical aspect of 
the school. In wortanan#hip it is crisp and cle ir in its outline, 
as distinct from the other principal develO|»n«r,t of th© art, 
called tha Jaypore Kalm, which is soft and rounded in execution 
The J&ypore kalm shows a strlvii g after surface modelling by 
means of shading, but this work aust not be confused with pic-
tures from thesame centre which are obviously of the Rajput 
school* Mioatures in the Lucknow Kalm are similar to the 
Delhi ones, although inferior in quality to the works of that 
leading st/le. There is also a considerable difference in 
16 
tacliniqae* th© Lucknw* txoatinent being less opaque, in fact, 
not Inferequently the actual figures aure painted in almost pure 
water colour, although white, as a 'body*, is usedi more freely 
i.i the background. The i:>ecsani kalm ia an interesting develops 
ment, and pictures in this style are identified by thair small 
charact^^r, both in actual sise. 
Irani Kalam has been already described, but there ia 
another foreigii style of work which has obtair>ed the name of 
Rumi or European miniatures denoting western influence are 
classed under this head, especially acmti of the paintings 
executed in Oudh, when the Muifhal dynasty had begun to totter. 
This termis not used, however,with regard to Indian miniatures 
depicting European subjects or illustrative of the Christian 
religion, which quite early in the history of the Mughal School^ 
wes.e not unccxaaon. Pictures of thlis type were generally painted 
in the Dehli or Jeypore Kalros, and represent an aspect of the 
Mughal school of special interest. They %«»re executed trither 
by royal conmiand for the edification of the Mughal court, 
often fr«n European originals, or were prepared to the o£der 
of sc^e of the Jesuit priests in their work of introducing 
Christianity into the co\*ntry, 
Poxrtraiture uoder the Mughal s 
Although portraiture was a spcial features of the paint* 
inq of the Muchal period, it was also an art of considerable 
17 
popularrity In India from very reniote tltnQs, It is related 
that during th© lifetime of the BuOdha, wtien Ajatasatru 
d@@ir©d a portrait of th@ Haater« he alXc»/od his shadow to fall 
on a piec@ of cloth, and then this aha|)d was filled in with 
colour* This sugjeats an early ^aploymmit of the silhou6t:te« 
wiiich as a process#may hav@ s<m& connoction with tho port-
raiture of tho Mughal artiste, who aliaoat irjvariabiy depicted 
th© features® in exact profile. The favourite incident in th© 
ancient legends of th® country of the aliaost miraculous gift 
of certain i>Qople in "seizing a likeness" has already been 
referred to. There is also acmB evidence that portrature 
is to be found in the Buddhist frescoes,an axaniple being the 
paintin s at sigiriya, in Ceylon, which are prosamed to represent 
1 
features of king Kasyapa's queens. 
A, few exc^ x^ les of early medieval portraits have boen 
forthcoming in connectiori with the Mughal school, which are 
no doubt of direct foreign origin, being probably southern 
Persian work. They display the sinuous troatraent, both in 
co«aposition and outline, character!stingt th© work of Sultan 
Mohainmad, anci his contemporaries of the Timurid School, who 
flourished in Persia towards the middle of the sixteenth 
century. Specimens of the style of painting may be seen ^nong 
collections of Indian pictures, but they were neither brought 
over by Mughal connoisseurs, or painted in India by Persian 
artists retained at the imperial court during the first years 
1 Icfiaporia (B.B,). portraits of the Greater Hoghuls. 
qpur. of Indian History^ 14, 42; 1935, p. 364. 
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of the MugHal dynasty, 
Tha records of Mughal portraiture in India ghow that 
s(xno o£ Its leading artists were Hindus* such as Bhagwati and 
Hunar* The former was an early exponent in the sixteenth 
century; the latter flourished ecsnewhat later. It is not 
cl ^ar whether those -two individuals were the descendants of 
hereditary Hindu i>ortrait painters, or wfere the r suit of 
the dcanand of the Mughal empercrs for skilled artists in this 
branch or art. Bhagwati's stylo was obviousl ' almost pure 
Persian; in fact he has been desccibed as 'clearly one of 
those Hindu pairjters who worked slavishly in the foreign 
tradition'# bwt Hunar was of the uajput school. In fact# the 
production of tha lattar are so Indian in feeling as to 
suggest that he was one of a hereditary lino of Hindu artists, 
only connected hy circumstances with the Mujhal School, 
This reference may serve to indicate the mixed origin 
of Mughal portraiture which, as a distinct art, becomes 
observable in India at tha latter end of the sixteenth century. 
From, this time it speedily developed, and soon became a feattara 
of the painting of the time, owin^ to the encouraf5ement it 
received frora the Mughal court. For it is stated in the 
\in-i-Akbari that His Majesty hiiaself sat for his likeners, and 
also ordered to have the likeness taken of all the earandees of 
the realm. An irtmjense album was thus formed. Those that have 
passed away hava received a new life, and those who are still 
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alive havo immortality ptomia&d theia. 
It was left hoxmver, to the ati^ o^rar Jahangir to show the 
kaenest personal interest in th@ proAictions of the portrait 
painter* and the royal sSielettante prided himself not a little 
on tho s)cill of the artists ^Rployed at his court, sir Th<»nas 
ROQ relates th^ story of the Smp«ror having five copies of 
a certain portrait mad© by one of his court painters, and 
how he was chil<2ishly amused because the ambassador could not 
immediately diatint;uish the original front the copies. "'You 
confesse hee is a good workman** said Jehangir« 'send for him 
hotne, and shew him such toyes as you have and let him choose 
one in requitall whereof you shall choose many of these copies 
to shew in En iland. vie are not so unskilfull as you ostein us*i 
So he pressed me to cl^ose one, which I did, the king wrapping 
it up in a paper, and putting it up in a little brooke of 
mine, delivered it with much joy and exultation of his man's 
supposed victory. 
A study of represent itive examples of Mughal miniatures 
proves at once that the artist of that time was possesed of a 
marked natural jift for portrature, Tho not alto<3eth©r 
unpleasing vaniety ofthe Hughal aristocrats encouraged 
this,and the interest that these individuals took in them-
selves and their own performances causedthis branch of art to 
be a flourishing cme. 
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The coBimonest excjunples of portraiture, although not 
necessarily the b©st# arc those of the rulers of the Mughal 
dynasty. Members of th© royal 11 JO are almost always dis-
tinguished by a sjoiden halo* besides othor Insignia of their 
high degree. It is rsot unufiual for pictures to havo b®on 
painted displaying two or three succeeding emperors of the 
dynasty seated together, and similar situations not historically 
co*rect# but as a rule the artist confined hliBself to a re-
presentation of a singlQ figure standing on a greon sword 
carpet<2d with flowers,with a background of blended colours 
in which a pleasing shade of terra-vert® oftsn predominates. 
The rich brocades and cloths of gold, which fortned the usual 
costiiTi© of the Mughal aristocracy, preaanted the artist with 
excellent opportunities for brilliant scheines of mosaic 
colourirjg, and he further heightened his giowlrijj affects by 
pickir.g out the acessories with burnished gold. Occasionally 
the diaphanous drapesie of the hot whether were introduced, 
through the transparent folJs of whlc 2 the form of the 
limbs is seen. The figure is frequently represented as a dark 
schwne agaii.st a lluht neutral-tinted or almost colourless 
background, A few portrait© however, are painted against a 
flat background of very dark jreen and occasionally black, 
evidently the work of ar: artist of some originality, no light 
and shade, or shallow, as orlc^ lr arlly understood, are observable 
cmly a delicate niodeliing is introduced to s>ring out the relief. 
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The pictures relies on its rich colouring,aympathGtic outline , 
drawing and decorative treatment for its artistic effect. 
Such was the general schenie in which these portraits «rere 
concieved but it is in the delineation of the actual feitures 
that the genius o£ the Mujhal portrait painter is seen at 
its best. Technically the actual painting of the face and 
head is a marvel of fineness and finish* b^ it the amount of 
character that tha artist has put into the likt^ ness of his 
subject is only excelled in the medals of pisauello. The 
mental •stock-in-trade' of an experienced portrait painter 
contains much knowledge of human nature as reflected in the 
visage of the sitter* and the Mughal artist had this knowl^ge 
at his finger tips. Stiff and formal though his portraits at 
first sight may se€« to be* the delicate drawing and subtle sioda* 
lling of the likeness is there in its perfection*and by 
means of these qualities,we realise the character and soul of 
the original actually look into the heart of the man himself* 
Contemporary historians may have described this distinguished 
individual according to his own dictatior — fulscwno and 
flattering — but the artist has stib-consciously presented 
him as his deeds had roarkad him* great on petty* kind or cruel* 
generous or miserly* true or false* strong or vacillatiiig — 
these qualities ueveal themselves* touch by touch* throuch the 
fine brush* dexterous hand andobseiVint eye of this brilliant 
chariicter of delineator. 
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The roajorlty of the por t ra i t a of the Mughal school 
represent the figure in almost complete p ro f i l e , Th© e a r l i e r 
Indo-Pei-slar; po r t r a i t showod mora freedom in th i s respect, 
the face in these oxampler^ foei^g not unfrequeRtly a three 
qua,;:ter view. After this i t seerss a retrograde step to find 
the subs«Qii0r t Hughai a r t i s t s adhering to th© r ig id prof i le 
system ordinarily as;-ociated with the figure <3rawir>f| of a more 
primitive type. As a pictcr© the Mughal p o r t r a i t i s pre-
eminently a consentional production, controlled by certain 
laws, bound by t rad i t ions , and ruled by the changinj fashions 
of the couct. In the hands of any but an experiancod a r t i s t , a 
po r t r a i t produced onthese exacting terms would tend to be a 
s t i f f aod l i f e l e s s vork, lacking in in t e res t and conviction. 
AS would l}& ex|5ectei, the r e su l t , as i t s b a s t , i s conventional 
and decorative, but i t i s considerably more than t h i s . For his 
inherent sk i l l th© painter has not only redearoed i t from what 
might have been a xrudimantary ccKnmonplace,but has produced a 
work of a r t of great character , A good Mughal por t ra i t 
undoubtedly possesses a charm and quali ty which i s peculiarly 
i t s own. 
The fact that the likeness presented by the Mughal 
painter i s a t rue por t r a i t has alread/ been emphasised, but 
apart frort) t h i s essential consideration the actual technique 
ir. the surface treatanent the shading and colourir.g of the 
fea tures , i s of unquestic»;able merit . Then above a l l i s the 
©3«:eptioriaily fine drawing, which, in sc»ia examples, may be 
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studied unaer unusual condltioRs. For it is uncomimsn to find 
specimens of this school, corisisting of vory carefully executed 
impressions in black and white of the head alone <— tho 
ret\alndor of the picture bein^ merel/ faintly outlined on 
tho pa|>er»SomQ of these are prelimiriary sketches, while other 
are drawings left unfinished and before the actual pigments 
have been applied, fiut in both cases they servo the usoful 
purpose of enabling the studant to observe the skilfulness of 
the painter at a particularly intersting stage of his work. 
In tiiese marvellously fine *thurab-nail' sketches it is possible 
to studythe accuracy of the drawing, the breadth anl# at the 
same time, the minuteness of the modellincj, and the high 
quality Of the artist's handiwork generally. Any of thesa 
drawings may be enlarged to several times the actual si2*3 of 
the original, yet tli^ y continue to retain all the virtues 
which are the chartti of the miniature. 
In the finished picture theplunuad and Jcswelled head* 
dress and the pearls and precious stones around the neck, 
acted as a foil to tne delicate paintir»g of the face, Krhile, 
in the case of royalty, the golden halo, surrounding the 
whole, adds a dignity and aa^ phasis which is attmistakable. 
The background to the figure may be a plain golden-gre«») wash* 
blending into blue or melting into a copper-colourcjd sky at 
the upper border, and the indivickial unusually stands stiffy 
posed on a little garden plot, occupyinc the lower limit of 
1 Brown, P., op.cit. 
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the picture* A few £3.ot#@rs greying abot^ t the feet are int@iKlGd to 
break th® formality of this composition, taut the simplicity 
of the background contrasting with th® richness of th© costume 
and figure is evideamtly th® artists main idea. 
The sc»Bewhafc sovera arrangwsent of tho fiuqhal portrait 
is* however, relievod by one important feature, namely, the 
natural treataTient of the hand.*?. Reference has been already 
made to the ejtpressive manner in which these are depicted in 
the Buddhist frescoes. This tradition is maintained in the 
subsequent art of the Mughals, and the hands are always well-
posed and conscientiously drawn* It is doubtful whether the 
portr lit pairster of any other age has realised, as fully as the 
Indian artist, the importance of the aspect of his subject* 
The painter, be h© Buddihst, Raj part or riughal, saw at once the 
sisjiiificance of thQ position of the hands, as well as the 
ijrsat character that lies in the fingers, and used this 
knowledge wit^ , notable effect in his artistic productions. It 
is not an exaggeration to sa/ that the final test of a good 
Nughal miniature may toe applied to the hands. A favourite 
met jod of the artist was to lay these natucally over each 
ochar on the sworJ-hilt, a dignified action, wninentl/ 
suitable to the subject. But if special attention to the hand 
was considered desirable, the apparently affected pose of 
holding a flower or jewel was employed* To the modernist 
tnis is not exactly natural or manly, but the Mughals were 
2S 
fond of gardens and flowers* as well as personal omamants* 
and it was a means of showing the character of the hand in 
probably quite the usual manner of the time. 
The larger portion o£ the miniatures of the Mughal 
period, which have bsen handed down to us, have as their 
subject or representative of sone Individual who had an 
actual existence before or during the great dynasty. Kings and 
Jesters, queens and dancing girls, princess and ascetics, 
saints and soldiers, courtiers and grooms, authentically 
named likenesses of all sorts and conditions of people are 
depicted, and collectively from a national portrait gallery 
of which few countries can boast. The old Indian historian 
has baen frequently criticised for the scantiness of his 
character studies, but the artist has made aonpla anaends for 
these literar/ shortccmtings, and has produced in a most lively 
manner the figures and features of the people of his time. 
But this varsatile painter has done oven more than this. Long 
years before these lived and died man whose names for some 
distinjuishcsd work or action had beccxne household words i > 
different parts of Asia. Some of these existed in those 
mythological ages which fonr the foundation of the history of 
India and Persia, and had carved out by the power of the sword 
the countries which the^  subsequently ruled and made famous.By 
the skill of the Mughal artist a succeeding generation was not 
only "able to cherish the memory of its departed hero, but it 
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was possible for the people to preserve in their homes a 
traditional portrait of the historical perawj. For, taken 
probably Irs the first instance froflj a contempocary original* 
this was copied and r@-copiQd rig^t through the centuries still 
recording in its expression or dravring those characteristic 
feataros by which it coulcl ba iiimiediately recognised by all 
n^n, Iredj, a Prince of Persia in that country's legendary 
period, Chenghis Khan, Emperor of the Mongols, Iman Ali, the 
son-in-law of the prophet, are exatiiples, taken at rartdcKn, of 
pictures vihich ccHild be obtained until quite recent tiiaea. 
Only a few years ago it was possible to secure in the Punjab 
a portrait of Alexander the Oreat,with typical Grecian helmet, 
who, it may be recalled, spent only eighteenth-months in India, 
and that considerably over two thousand years ago. 'Many of 
the portraits are traditional» The features of distinguished 
personages so often that the artists are able to draw Aiurangzeb* 
Akbar, or Dost Huhamraad, The/ hxv& thus reduced their portrait 
gallery to a series of conventional types, which, however, are 
at once property recognised. 
This, however, largely applies to a later development of 
Mughal portraiture, when instead of a superior art remarkable 
for its originality, it had began to de?jenerate into a system 
of stereotyped copying. 
For the Lirst half of the Mughal dynasty, the art was an 
aristocratic orse, produced to the order of the ruling tsrir cea 
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and the nobles around tha court. Gradually it began to appeal 
to the people* anol a di^ nand for a cheap and popular form of 
portraiture arose. This appears to have been its death-knell 
for with the advent of the eighteenth century the production 
of copies of notable personages had become a trade which 
speedily took the place of the old art. This trade was 
conducted by a systenj of reproducing from a paper stencil. 
In the case of historical notabilities* these usually existed 
one or more accepted types of this individual's porttait. no 
doubt thene 'type-pictures' were* in soroe instancos* original 
paintings made by one of the leading artists of the time from 
the living person. But in the very ancient or semiHsnythical 
portraits these had been obtained from previous copies* and 
these again fron still earlier ones* until it is evident that 
the presumed 't/pe* can only be a tradition, when* however* the 
individual depicted had lived in a less remote age* the type 
was a portrait painted directly from the sitter* interpreted, 
of course* according to the artist's ideas* but at the same 
time an extr^^ely clewer conventional representation of the 
man and his teost strikir.g characteris-ics. From this type-
portrait careful tracings were made on a special kind of 
transparent skin — the prototype of the tracing pai>er of a 
later day. These tracings were executed in a brush outline* 
with t^e naraes of the different local colours in the original 
written neatly in their proper places. &%ah of these 'steneila' 
thus formed a very serviceable 'vRsrking-drawing** frora which til* 
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artist could make any nunii>or of duplicates* Large ntsnbers of 
those prepared stencils formed an important part of tii© stock-
in«>trade of the Indian portrait painter^ ani they are often 
seen among collections of Mughal pictures. The outlines of 
many of these have been Jtiuch damaged cming to perforations# 
as it was customary to 'potance' from thero in the process of 
duplication. But even with this disfigurcsnent they show 
clear evldeiscos of having been very carefull/ drawn. In some 
cases* these tracings have suzrvived without the i^erforations, 
and the fineness and freedom of the outline is remarkable. It 
roay be observed that the wood-block, as a cheap but artistic 
fomfti of reproduction, appears to have been unknown in India, 
although at this period wood enyraving was,a ccxwrton art in 
Japan, so that the Hughai artist was forced to meet a d^nand 
for popular prints by this system of stencils colourei by hand« 
iiot ir.ferequently the Mughal portrait bears, either on 
the picture itself or on the border, the name of the person 
represented, writtn in Inoian ink in Arabic characters. In 
the case of a group of fi^urjs it was unusual to write the 
name of each individual in minute letters on the actual field 
of the picture, and near to the person indicated. Sometiraes 
the names are to be found writtn on the reverse side of the 
picture, but the veracity of those inscriptions is not 
reliable. In this contectlcKi it ia strange to record the 
num or of mistakes that occur in these inscriptionsjt for 
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in8tancQ« Jehangir will he written Instead of Aurangsseb* 
although the error is obvious to anyone with the slightost 
knowlodg© of the features of thase two monarchiai. The most 
likely reason for this is that the timn& has been subsequently 
written by soma person entirely unacquainted with the appearance 
of either. 2'his refers to those names that are wrongly written 
through ignorance, but these are other cases, where a forgs^ 
namo has been recenrly added in order to give the portrait a 
greater interest and value. S<mmtiams these are written on 
the front of the picture, and are very cleverly thought out and 
inscribed, so much so that it is almost impossible to dis-
tinguish whether they are genuine or not. Not unfrequently 
these forged names are recorded on the back of the mount*when 
again it is difficult to judge definitely of their authenticity. 
It may be that the picture has been reeiounted, in which case 
the craftsman entrusted with this duty has transferred the naine 
on the old back to the new one, a very necessary proceeding 
if the record of the pictu e is to be preserved. But all these 
inscriptiwis should foe accepted with great caution, andonly 
after a very careful examiraticm of the penmanship and any 
1 
othar details tnat ma/ appear unusual. 
1 Brown, P., op. cit. 
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BABUR 
(1S26-.1S30 A.D.) 
Babur* the founder of the Mughal dynast/, even when he 
was fleeing for his iife from Samarkand to Kabful, carried 
with him sooiQ illustrated manuscripts painted by the masters 
of lierati Babur subsequently brou^bt them to this country 
and they can still h@ seen bearing his seal. In his memoirs 
his kaers aesthetic sensibility is everywhere in evidence* 
and he makes the most intelligent observations on the work of 
contemporary artists such as Behsad and Shah Muzaffar. Un-
fortuijately the period between his conquest of India in 1526« 
and his death in 1530, was spent- more in extending and conso-
lidating his ampire than in constructive works of peace for 
wnlcn he was so eminently fitted. It is impossible to say 
whether he actually astablished a studio? and there is only 
one illustrated manuscript which can be said to date fxrora his 
reign, the Persiai; version of his roemoires, now in Alwar. 
Althouih the text was writton in Babur*s reign, the pictures 
were prc^ably added much later, 
(1530-1555 A.Dj 
The next reign, however, proved more fruitful, Babur's 
son Humayun, lost his kingdcxn about ten years after ascending 
the throne, and spent the next fifteen years of his life 
(1640-S5) as an exile in Iran, His royal hoat,3hah Tahmasp, 
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did all he could to make his stay pleasurable^ and amcmg other 
things, Htimayun had ever/ opfaortunity to satisfy hia taste 
for art and literature by studying contenporary and classical 
work in en«»By field. Thus when he returned to India to 
recover his kingdom in 19S5» he set out not only with an 
army but with two of the m>3t outstanding artists of Iran, 
Hir Sayyed Ali of Tabriz and Khwaja Abbus Satnad of Shir as. 
To these two laastors the entrusted the task of illustrating the 
romance of Amir liasaaa in twelve volumes of a hundred folios 
each* EVQxry page consisted of to#antyeight inches by twenty 
inch s of cloth. Since Humayun himself died soon after 
establishinj himself in Delhi, the work was continued and 
completed in the reign of his fatnous son, Akbar. 
AKBAR 
(1556-1605 A.D.) 
It was Akb^r with his great intellectual curiosity and 
broad tolerance who founded the Mughal School of Painting, 
He established an atolisr attached to the Royal library, 
where the arts of the book were practised, including that of 
painting, in this case manuscript Illustration. A large nimber 
of artists was employed (Sir Ihanas Arnold has counted at least 
111) wlK) worked here under the direction of Mir sayyed Ui and 
later Khwaja Abdus Samad, 
n 
*^ ork was don© accordinri to an interesting system of 
divisiofj of labour, the director or SCKHQ senior artist 
outlined the bafjic composition, another drew the £ac@s# a 
third filled in the colours, and another did the background 
scone, animals, and birds, ^ fter Akbar, when, instead of 
manuscript illustrations the fashion for separate pictures 
began, they were handed them with borders, and bound th®t 
into albums. It was cmly in this way that by 1341, 24,000 
volumes had been collected in the royal library,as reported 
by the Spanish priest Sebastian Manrlque, who visited Agra in 
the reign of /^ kbar's grandson shah Jahan. i^ h^en it is considored 
that in tris collection there were books like Persian trans* 
lation of the ?4ahabharat, or the Rasra i^ amah containing 169 
pictures, which a^ kbar had made for himself at a cost of 
& 40,000 in labour and material. It will be realized that an 
artist could liot have produced even one book in his lifetime 
if he had worked single handed. The personal interest which 
the emperor took in the work, his weekly Itspections, his 
rewards anci encourigement, contributed much to the development 
of this art. 
Amcmg the roanuacripts illustrated duriug Akbar's long 
reign of about fifty years, the most important are the Romance 
of Amir Hamza, of which 1200 pages,only about seventy sarvive4# 
most of th'3Ki in Vienna. This early work is unique for its 
large size, the use of cloth to paint on, uniformity of style* 
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showi g how tfiQ personality of the director dominated that of 
his ntimercnis asjjistants. This series is rather like oarly 
Safavid painting of Persia, wccoot for largeness of scale, 
the introducticwi of sone Indian features in dress and 
scenairy here and there, and a somewhat more articulate 
expression of emotion. 
Also produced in the earlier part of the reign were the 
Babur Namah and the Oarab Mfiunah, both in British Museum and 
Tiraur Mamah (Oriental Librar/, Bankipur). Later were produced 
the Jaipur Razm Namah, the Shah ?famah, th© Babur Namah# the 
Baharistan~i*-Ji^ ai and the Khainsah-i-Nisami, while in the final 
part of Alcbar's reign were produced the Akbar rJamah and Anwar-i« 
Suhaili, Akbar (»nployed his artists mainly to illustrate 
classical works of literature which he loved to have read to 
him, then romances and histories. Unfortunately another great 
work which ha ordered to be made has not survived — an immense 
albtun containing portraits of himself, members of his family, 
and ail the important persons of his realm, 
Th<3 main feature of painting undoc Akbar is a certain 
crvdeneas combined with strength, both in drawing and colour-* 
ing. As time progressed, the drawing began to show more 
proportion and balance, while the colours, because of better 
ingredients ai a improved technique became purer, seioother, 
and softer. The local influence as3ert3 itself in a <}reater 
humanian, interest in landscape and animal and bird life, and a 
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growing realism in the <lra«/ing o£ fcmtale figures and tree». 
Ihe pictures reflect in subject and st/le the vigorous 
activity of the times and have somathirjci of the spirit of 
pioneering and adventure which marked tho age. One of the most 
improssive examples that may be quoted in this connection is 
a picture of Akbar on an elephant chasing another elephant 
over a collapsing bridge of boats (in Akbar flamah done by 
Basawan and Chatar)• 
JSKANGIR 
(1605 - 1627 A.a,) 
onder Jehangir Mughal painting developed a more mature 
and independent stYle. His keen personal interest in the work 
of his artists showed itself in a new directlan which he 
gave to painting. He was an aesthote rather than an inte-
llactual# cohscioas of sensati«3i s rather than of ideas, and 
interested more in tlie world around him than In the past. The 
result was that apart from th€j illustration of his own 
HmnoiCBfi* the work of book illustratl«:>n was relegated to the 
background* and he himself gave subjects from conte-nporary 
life for hia artists to paint. In his HeiRoirs, he has mentioned 
the niaaorous objects and incidents of which he had pictures 
made. Most of these were exploits of cer«monios in which ha 
himself figured, but thare was much else too# such as 
interesting characters, someone very fat or very thin, sorao 
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rare animals, birds, or plants, and of course portraits of 
everyone of importance, 
Aimng the groat artista of this reign some wer© old worker© 
of Akbar's time, \'/hom Jahangir continued to employ, for 
example the ranarkable Farrukh Beg who carrie in the last years 
of Akbar's reign and helped to illustrate a copy of Babur 
K^nah an^ ong other things, and may be said to have the tr^ st 
individual style in the whole schooly Manaur who excelled in 
painting birds and flowers and who was honoured with the title 
of •r3adlrul-Aar* J ^ '^ ul Hasan who is so highly praised by 
Jahangir in his Hetnoirs and who was given the title of 'Nadlr-
ul-i&aman'^ and Bishan Daa, 'matchless in taking likenesses* 
who was sent with the missior; to Shah Tahmasp to make portraits 
of the klnj and the court. The director of his library and 
studio was a nan narrjed Maktub Khan, while among other great 
artists were 5urad and Manohar t*ho excellod in painting animals 
and birds. 
The tendency towards naturalism, which was the result of 
local influence, continued to increase, and was accentuated by 
the fact that the subjects painted were now drawn frofft 
contemporary life; the proportions of human fijures became 
more correct and woraan were clearly distinguished frora men, 
unlike Persian painting in which the COTJtours of the face are 
more or less amorphous. Trees becjan to be painted with 
straight trunks, nbuntair.s of solid conical mass, and clouds 
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with natural shapes. Local typos o£ inen and trees appear 
more and more, whil© certain local conventions in painting 
both, came to be adoptedi Profile instead of three cjuarter-
fac®, and bunched foliage instead of sparse leaves in trees. 
\ nevT spirit prevades the work o£ Jahangir's tira©. The 
Jruesoene scenes of bloodshed and turbulent activit/ give 
place to peaceful scenes of courtly grandeur or the pleasures 
of the chase, or the beautiful fonns of birds and flowers; 
and cjrand oquestrain poirtraits were an Innovatior. of this 
reign, A surer touch, better finishing, inore perfect blocking^ 
ara showi by the artists on the technical side. The Persian 
palette dtxninated by blue, pink and white, is replaced by 
red, yello«^  and green; brilliant colours are on the whole 
avoided and soft and li(|uid effects are aimed at; there is 
more an ; moi-e merging and blending of colours rather than 
divisiot of area rigidl/ by linework as bcjfore; and the Persian 
method of outlinin i the figure drawing* 
The great advance in the art of paintinrj vsras observed by 
ths Sncjlish i^bassador, sir Thomas Hoe, who remarked that, 
"Indeed tn the arts of lining, his paynter work miracles". 
The prints and pictures which these foreign Missions brought 
to Jahans^ ir excited his eager interest, and he had many of 
thera copied, so that western influence gradually grew stronger 
in the world of ?*Iughal art. This showed itself mainly in 
the gradual adoption of linear and aerial perspective. In 
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early Mughal painting as is well known* ore place is super* 
imposQd or, the other and all are depicted as if seen equally 
in every detail. Secondly tharc is no id^ aa of the existence 
of an atmosphere which diras recedii g planes and distant 
objects. In Mughal painting ail colours are equally bright 
and there is no shadow or any idea of mass. Gradually under 
the influence of European pictures broaght to the court by 
foreign wnbassies mo; a and fnore use of perspective and 
chiaroscuro was introduced. A low horizon* the converging 
of horizontal lines to a vanlshinc point on the horizon, 
decreasing size of distant object, blending and shadincj of 
colours, and tonal harmony began to appear more and more 
as time passed, 
simumm 
(162S-1657 A.D.) 
Although Shahjahan's interest lay mainly in Architecture, 
painting also received his full patronage. There is no doubt 
that Mviyhal painting reached its zenith in his reign. It 
was in Shahjahan's reign that many of the typical conventions 
of Mughal art as different from Persian, were developed. 
The art of ortraiture reached its heights in this period« 
Thousands of portraits of princes and nobles wcsre produced, 
usually in full cereraonial dress, armed and bejewelled, 
standing in stiff formal attitude as if in the court.Always 
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they ar© shown holding a floorer or a sword or a lance in 
the hand. Othoi- characteristic subjects of this period are 
pictures of dervishes, eapacialiy when being visited by 
princes, scenes of hunting at nightj but above ail large 
durbar scenes with their magnificent array of courtiers and 
gorgeous furnishings, all depicted in meticulous detail. M l 
this is of great historical interest besides being artistically 
valuable. 
On the technical side the drawing bectxnes very careful 
and correct but without the free flow of the earlier days* 
Grace ratrtor than vigmir seemed to have been the ideal. Great 
store was set by fine brush work, and the use of tha single 
hair brush to draw fine lines microscopically became comnon. 
The pigments b^ samt^  so refined and the colouring so even 
and snjooth that no courseness r^nained and stipplinj became very 
rare. The use of gold became more profuse and the orders 
bee jme very broad and ornate, iticluding not only a thin 
arabesque panel next to portrait but another border margins 
of floral patterns and landscape including birds, animals 
and even human jjortraiture. 
Typical works of this perio<a are the pictures showing 
Shah Jahan receiving the Persian embassy (In the Bodelian), the 
portrait of Faqir-ullah and his seven assistant artists in 
the margin (Rothschild collectiora), and above all the pictures 
of Shah Jahan on the peacock throne (Rothchild collection). The 
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great artists of the period w©r© Paqir-Uilah, the Director 
o£ the royal stadium, Mir Hashlm and Bichitr. 
AURANGZEB 
(1658-1707 A.D,) 
Thero is raucn material forthcoming, sa/s Percy Bro%in, 
which conciusivQly proves that th© arts continued to 
flourish under Aurangzeb, much as they aid under his lass 
religtcMJs predecessors• Hiniatur© painting was one of the 
important arts patronized by king and nobles alike. The 
numbor of portraits that have survived of Aurang^eb 
are at least as nomeroas as those of Jehangir though the 
quality has fallen. 
The artists whose plight Bernier has described were 
bazaar artists and not employees of the court. Hot it is 
obvious that this plight was not the result of decreased 
patronage but rather of the number of artists which had 
greatly increased during the century and a half of generous 
oncourag^mant, numerous inferior practiticwjars filled the 
ranks of the profession. As for th© decline of painting, 
the seeds of decay were already present in the style and 
were indepenaent of external causes• The entire attention 
and energy of artists was focussed on refining techniques 
rather than in developing new styles and exploring new 
sources of artistic beauty, Th3 weakening of line had 
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b@cortMi evtdont in the l a t e r work of Shah J e h a n ' s period 
and In dXwc&ngzeh* s t i r e th© process continued. 
AIM, SCOPE AMD MST!«)DOLOGY 
Aim and Scope 
The present study displays in the form of annotations 
all the significant literature that is available in the field 
of Mughal painting. The bibltotjraphy is exhaustive in nature 
and an attanpt has been raade to cover all aspects of f^ghal 
painting. 
I am co-ifident taat the bibliofjraphy will be useful to 
all those who have some interest in the field of Mughal 
painting. Research scholars in the field of painting will 
find it helpful. 
The part one deals vfith the historical account of Mughal 
painting. The part two, which is the mail} part of the present 
study, consists of an annotated list of 250 doctiments. Those 
not 
entries are/comprehensive but are fairly representative of 
the subject. Part three, however, deals with indexes. 
Methodology 
Before starting this task, a general survey of the 
literature from the guides and from the available material in 
t.he libraries was made. 
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standard Followed 
As far as possible the Indian Standards recocroendad for 
bibliographic references (IS 2331-1963) have been followed. In 
certain cases, whore tho said standard bocame unhelpful.I have 
preferred my own Judgement. 
Abstractg 
The entries in the bibliography contain abstract.** giving 
the essential information about the articles documented. I have 
given informative abstracts rather than indicative which eliminate 
the burden of corssultlno the orijiottl articles in tho source 
material, ^ftar searchinc; the literature, entries were recorded 
on 7" X 5" cards. 
ixrranqeraent 
Generally it has been noticed that historians are prone to 
locate their wanted material in chronological order. It is for 
this reason, the bibliographical part of this doc\iment shows the 
follo'*/ing seqaenco of entriest-
(1) Entries dealing with General aspects of Mughal painting. 
(2) Entries arranged in chronological order as followsi 
pabur 
Huenayun 
Akbar 
Jehangir 
Shahjahan 
Aurangzeb 
1326-1530 A.D, 
1S30-15S6 A.O. 
1556-1605 A.D. 
1605-1627 A.D, 
1628-1657 A.D, 
1658-1707 A.D, 
Efforts have been made to arrange the entries under co-
extensive subject headints. For this purpose* a comprehensive 
list of subject headings was compiled. For the development of 
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subject headings, no classification scheme was found to give a 
coextensive class ntimber, therefore, headings havo been cJarived 
by following a logical helpful sequence, guided by postulates 
and principles o£ helpful sequemce given in colon classification* 
Although there is always scope for differences of opinion on any 
issue^ the list of subject headings will generally be found 
following a loc^ ical helpful sequence. Under the specific subject 
headings the entries have been arranged alphabetically by the 
author. The entries are serially numbered. 
Sample entry 
160 GHOSS (A H U ) , Akbar as a painter. Roopa-Lekha. 2? 
1929? 35-42, 
iExplanation - This article is taken frcmi tha periodical Roopa-
Lekha, which is entitled as "Akbar as a painter", written by 
Ghose, A..^ 4,u,, in 2nd volxime of ^ e year 1929, on the pages from 
35 to 42^ Against this entry, the number has been given. 
Indexes 
The part three of the bibliography contains Author and 
Title Index in alphabetical sequence. Each index guides to 
the specific entry or entries in the bibliography. The subject 
Index has not been prepared for the reason that the bibliography 
itself has been arranged alphabetically by subject headings, 
otherwise the subject index would have been a duplication of 
the same sequemce. 
See references have boen provided to facilitate the consul-
tatior- of the bibliography. 
LIST OP PERIODICAIiS D0CUf4SHTBD 
name 
Place of 
publication Frequency 
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental 
Hce jrch Institute. 
Apollo 
Artibus Asiae 
Bengal Past and Present 
Ohavan's Journal 
British l^ usQum Quarterly 
Bulletin of saroda Huseum and 
Picture Gallery 
Bulletin of Metropolitan "luseun 
of Art 
B u l l e t i n of t h e Ifeccan C o l l e g e 
Research I n s t i t u t e 
B u l l e t i n of t h e School of O r i e n t a l 
and African s t u d i e s 
Buriincjton Magazine 
Century 
Dacca university Studies 
East and West 
History and Culture of Indian People 
Illustrated vieekly of India 
Indian Antiquary 
Poona 
London 
T^ ew York 
C a l c u t t a 
London 
Baroda 
Q 
M 
U 
BA 
Q 
0 
Poona Q 
London 
London 
?iew De lh i 
Dacca 
Horoe 
Baaba 
Bocidaay 
TA 
K 
W 
0 
^ 
Q 
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Indian Art and Letters 
Indian Museum Bulletin 
Indo-Iranlca 
Xsloraic Culture 
Journal of Bihar and Orissa Research 
Society 
Journal of Bombay Branch of Royal 
Asiatic Society 
Journal of Indian Art and 
Industry 
Journal of Indian History 
Journal of Indian Society of 
Oriental Art 
Journal of Punjab Historical 
society 
Journal of xoyal Asiatic Society 
(Groat Britain and Ireland) 
Journal of the Bombay Matural 
flistorical Society 
Journal of the Maharaja Sayaji Uao 
University of Baroda 
Journal of lniver.5ity of Bcwnbay 
Kalakshetra Quarterly 
Lalit Kala 
Man 
?4arch of India 
Marg 
?4irror 
Modern Review 
Kendeln 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Hyderabad 
Patna 
Bombay 
London 
Trivandxrum 
Calcutta 
A 
BA 
Q 
0 
J 
Q 
0 
TA 
London 
Pocnbay 
Q 
raroda 
nembay 
Mew Delhi 
London 
Delhi 
Bombay 
New oelhi 
Calcutta 
AA 
5/yr 
Q 
BA 
0. 
H 
Q 
M 
H 
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Mosl^n world 
Muslim Review 
New Indian Antiquary 
Oriont 
Oriental Art 
Pakistan Quarterly 
Quateriy Review of Historical 
Studies 
•aoopa-Lokha 
Eupairt 
Science and Culture 
Times of India 
Times of India Annual 
Viava Bhartl Quarterly 
New York 
Calcutta 
Q 
0 
England 
Karachi 
Calcutta 
Mew Delhi 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
New Delfji 
Bombay 
Q 
Q 
Q 
BA 
Q 
H 
D 
A 
Q 
KEY TO FRSaUEMCY CODS 
Code 
A 
BA 
D 
H 
TA 
5Ar 
Term 
Annual 
Bi-Annual 
Da i ly 
Monthly 
Qua te r ly 
Tr l -Annual 
i^eekly 
F i v e t imes a y e a r 
PART TWO 
Blbliogrophi/ 
?AIfJTI?lG, MUGHAL. 
1 SOLOMOH (w S Gladstone)• Eealras of gold t h study of 
noghnl influences. Islaanic Cttlture. 1| 1927> 617-622, 
MarratGs the Importance and need of the books on Moghul 
painting. 
Of all tna books that be, those on Indian art are neither 
tho least numerous nor thQ least interesting, and of all 
books on Indian art tnose on Moghul paintii.g have become 
so many that a fa9K>us author Sms been roused to caution 
us lately that, if this kind of thing goes on, all this 
interest may serve to defeat its o%m t>urpo8e. Answers 
to Rvatjy comment on MOfjhul painting, such as; why there 
is no end to the making of these books on Moghul Art? Is 
it because the connoisseur has "cornered" the flomain of 
Moghul painting ? etc. Describes the dicnity and influence 
of iMioghul School of painting over other schools. 
Says that a Museum with its musty atmosphere seems not 
quite the right place for a Moghul miniature. These Joyous 
things were not painted to be exposed in cx2t-and-driad 
frames but rather to gave up the rare fragrance of their 
art with the incense of musk and attar of roses?. Describes 
the Moghil miniature and their painters. Traces the history 
of reproductive and printing methods in painting. 
Discusses the historical values of Moghul school of 
painting and defines its limitations and restrictions. 
r40ghul painting must always rank proudly in the compara'-
tive scales of the world's art. 
AMALYSIS 
2 BI; YON (Laurence) and ARJiOLD (T H), Court painters of the 
Grand f^ oguls, 1921. O.U.P., London. P 86. PI 40. 
Detects both the strength and the weakness of Moghul 
paintincjj beauties and errors of ccnrnpositloo. Demonstrated 
that Mojhui art was born in Persia, was then transplanted 
in India, where it contij.ued its healthy development. The 
Moqhuls instrxicted the dull and dead Inhabitants of that 
country in the arts of war, as well as arts of peace. 
under their auspices therefore, a new art arose in India. 
There were two schools in Persia — the 'Western and the 
Eastern, viiith the advent of the ?ioyhul both styles 
{penetrated into India and examples are soen where either 
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schools rtianl£«£Sts its peculiar!tias in all their purity. 
Psrslan art, however, falls victims to th© charm and 
inaglc of Indian traditions. The Persian elements begin 
to disappear under Akbar, Under Jehangir it has become • 
a £aint ar^ d vanishes at last under Shah Jehan* Describes 
the hisfe)rical develo|»n®r5t of portraiture, its character-
istics and composition which includbss the portrait of 
t«K)man. Also describes a brief accoimt about the portraits 
of animals,birds, plants and flowers. Shows the positi^i 
of Hindu artists under Jiughals. 
COOfiARASWAliy (4nanda)« Introduction to Indian art. 19S6. 
Theosophical Publishing House. Adyar. P 123. 
Describes the groat pioneer critic of Indian art. Section 
17 of the book deals with Moghul painting, Moghul paint-
ing — the old designation *Iodo-Persian* — is the paint-
ing practised and developed at the Moghul courts under 
Akbar and his successors, aid covers a period from the 
middle of the sixteenth to the «nd of the eighteenth 
centuryJ with nineteenth century and modem survivals 
in the ivory miniatures of Delhi. Kinds and style of 
painting in different manuscripts and albums have been 
illustrated. Shows the European influence in Moghul and 
Kajput stylo. Discusses the importance of Hoghul painting 
in Indian art with reference to its style, composition and 
techniques. 
£TTINGHAUSS^i (Richard), Paintings of the Sultans and 
toperors of India in American collecticms. (Lalit Kala 
series of Indian Art, !io,7) • 1961. Lalit Kala Acada:)!, 
T'lev? Delhi. 
Gives a comparative account of the pre-Mughai Sultanate 
painting and the Mughal painting. Describes the extent 
of Western impact <m the early Mughal painting. Illus-
trates with examples the Persian influence on Mughal 
painting. Som« of the .luiihal paintings clearly show the 
Western Treatment, Such type of paintings are mostly 
occurring in the -^ r^ erican collections. Jives a 
historical account to prove his discussion. Says that the 
early Mujhal painters copied some features of Western 
style.Enumerates the scope of Mughal painting. Many 
rsughai miniatures have be@n described which shows the 
relationship with the Persian miniatures in many respects. 
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GAM30LY Co C). Art in th« servic® of history. March 
o^ India. 9, 5? 1957i 7*9, 17, 
Df»scribos the purpose and importance of art in the 
service of history and conparas the realistic portraits 
with the imaginative presentaticm. Also describes about 
the court-artists who served the hinoblor role of 
presenting the portraits of contanporary life and events 
without any dilactic# spiritual, or idealising purpose. 
In the miniature presets of Jtoghul school, we have an 
enormous record of historical portraits. They depict 
almost ail the leading personages of Hoghul history, 
with the help of these valuable documen s recording 
contemporary life in accurate details, it is possible 
to reconstruct and visualise the Moghul period of Indian 
history with authentic vividness. To illustrate what 
valuable services the works of pictorial artists have 
rendered to th€! cause of history, the author cite here 
one example of an authenticated political evant of the 
reign of Emperor Jahangir. A series of miniatures and 
sketches, from the brush of Hindu painter Bishan-Das, 
one of the court painter have given us a valuable 
historical record. One of which is here reproduced which 
give us a historical record of the eonbassy that Jahangir 
had oent as a diplomatic mission to his'brother' Abbas — 
Shah Abbas I. The historical value of this miniature 
have been traced. 
QOETZ (Hermann), Life and art in the Mughal periods the 
mental background of Mughal painting and its reflection 
in art. Journal of l>nlVQr8ity of Bombay. 4; 5, 55-67. 
Traces the history of the style and the treatnent. Describes 
the miniature of Hughal painting and discusses the various 
phases of Mughal painting. Traces the analysis of Mughal 
miniature painting. Briefly describes the interest of 
painting in the Mughal emperors. Shows the importance of 
Mughal painting in Indian art. Compares this school of 
painting with other school of Indian painting. 
JAYASVIAL (P K) . So-called Basar Mughal School paintings. 
Lalit Kala. 15; 1972; 56. 
Snmieratea tiiat the Mughal paintings have been classified 
by the art critics usually under throe categories, namely, 
tha Imtaerial style, the popular style and Pasar style. 
Distinction between Popular style ai'id fiasar st/le of 
so 
painting appears to bo the refii^ oraent of one and 
crud©rsess of tin© other. Bazar stylo was one which 
consisted of crud© painting. The crudeness howovor, 
was not due to fluctuation in stylo of painting nor 
was it a new school. It was the result of the oppre 
ssivo tactics of Omarah or Mansabdar, as stated by 
Bernier (A,D, 1656-1660)« trie coiirt physician of the 
Great Mughal* He described the oppressive and coercive 
tactics during the reijn of different Moghul emperors. 
8 KtiAHDALAVALA (Karl). Sort® probl^ss of Mughal painting. 
LalltKala. lly 1962> 9-13. 
MPMIi.iWWM • 1 >WWM*WMI*> 
Discusiaes the problems of Hughal painting about the dates 
of the painting by showing aoma pictures representing 
Jahangir embracing ?S(ur Jehan and lovers on a terrace. 
Brief description about the painting of Later Mucjhal 
period with analysis and aspects of paintinvj. Other 
problems discussed are about the names of artists* 
ctwiposition, techniques, etc. Anott^r problem of Mughal 
painting is tho existence of ntsnerous late copies of 
drawings with or without washes of colour. Another probl«n 
is that of restored miniatures and the signature of artists 
on the paintings* All these probl^ns have been discussed 
with refarences and pictures. 
9 RAY (Niharranjan). Mughal court paintingi a study in 
social and formal analysis. 1975. Indian Museum, 
Calcutta. P 226. 
Traces the history of ilughal painting. Basically deals 
with the study of social and formal analysis. Gives a 
detailed accoant of the Mu<;::hal painting and its retros-
pect. Describes many paintings by reproducing them in 
colour from different manuscripts. Illustrates the 
various nosaible spheres frc»5twhere Mughal court artists 
could have derived such a vision and manner of 
execution, shows the riughal influence on other Inltar! 
school of painting with examples. Mentions the more 
prcaninent painters, who were awarded by patrons accordirsg 
to their capabilities and also mentions the secular 
quality of the r-fughal court. 
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10 SJttTH (VlDcet A). Colonel H.B. Hannan*s collection of 
Indo-Perslan pictures and manuscripts. Indian Antiquary. 
39; 19101 182-184. 
Examinee the m®rlt3 and limitations o£ the Mughal School 
o£ painting. Discusses on the openlons of Mr. Havoll for 
Mughal painting v/hlch has enunciated in his book on Indian 
sculpture and painting. Illustrates that Mughal school 
although foreign but has many Indian elements. A detailed 
accotmt about the collection of Mr. H.B. Hannan is givon» 
Describes that though these described as Indi-Persian 
but the artists were mostly Hindus. Thus these appear the 
cc^ sibinationof tha style of Indian and Persian artists. 
Compares the style, quality and other traditions of this 
collection with British Musevmi collection and India 
Office Library collection. Briefly enumerates about 
the catalocjue of these pictures which ir)Clud@s 130 
pictures and 8 richly de orated manuscripts mostly belcH>g-
ing to the reigfn of ^ ^bar. 
11 SOLOMD?^  (isf s aiadstone). r4asterpiece8 of Moghul paintings: 
A critical study. Islmnic Culture. 4, 1; 1930; 144*150. 
Criticises on the ?4o.jhul painting and to the wide circle 
of their admirers, and to the isitations of this style 
of painting with exaanples. Differentiates the Hujhal 
paintings from other kinds of paintings. They are generally 
seen in their extrcanes. They are usually either very 
good or desfxsratel / bad. For the purpose of this article* 
the aim and object of which is to illustrate, and justify 
(by a reference to concrete examples) the excellence of 
Indian painting, the writer has sclocted more particularly 
four pictures of v«hich three are Hoghul while one is 
described as 'Indo-Persian'. There have recently been 
added to the Indian cabinets in ttvs Prince of wales Museum 
of vieatern India. The subject, composition,style, period 
of these pictuies have be^i described. 
12 SOLOMON (w S Gladstone). Modern art and the Moghuls. 
Islamic Culture. 4; 1930; 569-573. 
Att^npts a critical study of the fashions of art and 
compares the rireserst modern art with Moghul art, with 
reference to their significance. It is certain that what 
is often regarded as the best and most significant in 
tha Art of our time is utterly different from the best 
and most significant in the Art of the time of Akbar. 
Describes the Italian and European art and shows the 
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influence of Siuropean style In Moghul painting. Moghul 
art was not held by these patrons of tru« tast and 
logty dlscernraent to be confined within geographical 
liaiitations; its range was to orabrace all that the 
national consclousnos© recognised as art. The painters 
e^ nployed by th© .\Kbar and Jahangir were encouraged to 
seek and find soatces of artistic inspiration wherever 
thoy felt impelled to do so. Jahangir*s mania for 
collectiDj included all kinds of Suripean curiosition, 
watches* jewels, but especially pictures. Jahanjir 
had a picture gallery of his own and enriched it with 
the work of many Suropean artists. ;\kbar and Jahangir 
also encourajed the study and use of i^ trestern tnadium of 
oil painting. The moghul was the last in the progress 
of art. 
P/^tmUQ, maHAL, BOOK ART, ALBUM. 
13 viAl^ D (Mulk Raj), Album of Indian paintings. 1973. 
t^ atiorjal Dook Trust, India, p 159. 
ThQ present album is a modest effort to encourage appre-
ciation of Indian paintings by reproducing the 'Tiost signi-
ficant pictures done in each phase of Indian history. This 
monograph has been divided into the various chapters. 
Chapter 13, however, deals with Mughal painting. Traces 
the history of Mughal awperors by the help of paintings. 
The albian contains many coloured and black and white 
pictures alonj with their description. Chapter 17 deals 
with Dazar painting done in the early eighteenth century 
during the reijnof Oudh, 
14 RAf^ DLE (H M) . Note on the India Office Raga-?4ala collee-
tion. f^ ew Indian Antiquary. 4, 5/ 1941; 162-173. 
Sxaralnes Raga-mala albums in the India Office library 
collection. Describes about the albums and drawings 
pcrtainincj to that*. These albums also contain the 
loghul albums, r^ akes out a list of albums witl. their 
subject and reproduction with references. Album 40.1 
is reproduced by Gangoly, who points out that it is a 
representation of Gajendra-moksana, whiGi3 the riu^ hal 
artist depicts as occurring in the local atraosphera of 
the royal elephant stables at Agra. 
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15 QAWSOhf (O C) Pag© on Hughal calligraphy. Ruparo. 30; 
1927; 59-60. 
enuraerates that Hoghul painting was Qsaentially an art 
derived ttoin that of Book Illustration. Traces about the 
calligraphy patronized by the Moghul court and describes 
a fine page with illuminated border from the collectior> 
of the Rharat Kala Parisad, oenaraa^ which is signed by 
a calligrapher named Faqir i<!lr Ali-al-Kitab. This page 
has a wonderful decorative setting in the illuminated 
border furnished by realistic plant and flot^ er motives. 
In later Moghul painting as in the decorations on the 
architecture, these plant and flower it>otives distinctly 
developed conventional forms. Illustrates thait the 
decorative border setting was added by the pictorial 
artist after the calligrapher had finished his task. 
Traces the tradition of art of illumination or border 
paintinj as evident from many floghul book illximinations 
of the early period. 
HISTORY. 
16 DIMOMD (n S) . Islamic miniature paintin-j and book 
illumination. Bulletin o£ Pletropolitan Museum of Art. 
23? 166-171. 
Describes about Islamic miniature paintir g used in the 
manuscripts on Islamic subjects. Describes the style 
and canposition of theses manuscripts. Traces the history 
of Book art in the Mughal period. The colopho s of 
these manuscripts were illianinated by fine decoratioris. 
Gives many examples of such illuminated manuscripts. 
17 LOSTY (Jeremiah P ) . Art of the Book in India. 1982. 
Britiah Library, London. P 160. 
ihis book has been published on the occasion of the 
British Library's exhibition "The Art of the Book in 
India', as part of the Festival of Inlia held in 1982 
under the joint patrca-^ age of the Rt. Hon. targaret 
'i'hatcher, H. ,, and Shriraati Indira Gandhi. The serious 
.«9tudy of Indian miniature painting has tended to 
concentrate on the Mughal and Rajput schools, without 
reference to the schools which preceded or followed them. 
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or to thair usual function as manuscript Illustrations. 
The Art of the Book In India attempts to redross this 
Imbalance, by placing trjese great schools in the context 
of tae develoixaant of Indian painting frorrt the 10th to 
tiie 19th cofsturios, and of thoir original px:.rpo8e as 
beir;g but cmj, albeit the most important* of the arts 
of the book as viewed by Indian book patrons. The book 
describes in detail tha places irt context with the 
masterpieces of Indian illustrated manuscripts which 
have survived intact to the present^ which includes 
the manuscripts of iWucjhal school such as Gulistan# 
AKbar ?JaiTja# Babur «ar a, Padshah Mama, Huraqqa of 
Jehanglr, Bustan« Di\an of Hafiz, Baharistan,Darab ^ laraat 
l*utlnajTja# Hamzanatia, ©tc. 
MAfrusCBIPT. 
18 ARilOLi) (Thoroas) • i-Sote on Oriental Manuscripts. Indian 
Art and Letters. 3, 2j 1929; 71«78. 
%s the title indicates it is a note on oriental manus-
cripts especially cm those in the collection of A Chester* 
Beatty, This article fon^ is part of the series denoted to 
collecticwss of oriental art in Europe. This collection is 
noteworthy for (1) manuscripts with historical associations* 
(2) examples of Arabic and Persian calligraphy, and (3) 
miniatures by Persian and Indian painters. Describes the 
manuscripts with historical associations, illustreated 
by the court painters of Akbar, Jahangir, Shah Jahan 
and Aurangseb, which were made for that Eaperor's own 
use. Also illustrites the names of the painters in the 
reign of riugnal ejnperors and describes their miriatures. 
Akbar in regard to painting gave ^reat encouragement, and 
considered that in the exercise of his art the painter 
had special opportunities of growir;g in knowledge of 
God. Several of the illustrated manuscripts prepared for 
the library of this enlightened monarch have been 
pceserved and one of the firsest exac^le is to be found 
in this collection, The fact that nearly all the pictures 
in the manuscripts bear the naiae of artists. Jahangir 
was a lover of painting who made fre<iuent references 
to the paintars of his court in his interesting M^noirs^ 
under his successor. Shah Jahan, painters in In ia still 
c<;:mtinued to receive ro/al patronage. But his son, 
Aurangsteb, was a fanatical Muslim and discouraged all 
exercise of the painting. 
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CO(»iARASWAMY (Ananda) . Relation of Moghul and Rajput 
Painting, f^ upom. 31i 1927? 83-91. 
Article consiBta of a canamQnt on Wr. Bit.yon*s article in 
'upam lio, 29. Discusses about the two illastiatod manus-
cripts and examines the miniatures. Depicts the style, 
ccMTipositicMi of these miniatures which are wrongly identified 
by Mr, Binyon. Also discusses about the manuscript dated 
1605 as suggested by Hr, Binyon, and proves by his 
discussion that the date is wrongly assigned. Refers many 
sources for t^ ta discussiori and describes many pictures. 
20 nmiimm MATH and KHAHDALAVALA (Karl). illustrated Islamic 
Manuscripts, Marq» 35, 2# 34-51. 
This article is a review of ten illustrated manuscripts 
of Muslim India; two of the Sultanate period, six of the 
Mughal period and two Deccani. Describes about Manus-
cript illustration during the Mughal period as the nK>st 
important artistic activities, vtith examples of manus-
cripts. The following manuscripts of Moghul school are 
fully described about their period, illustrations, 
articles and the place of preservation with brief historyi 
(l)Duval Rani Khizr Khani, (2) Zodiac and Tilaamat, (3) 
Tarikh-i-Khandani-i-Tlimurla, (4) Diwan-1-Mafiz;, (5) 
Babur :aama, (6) Jahancjir Hama. A list of artists appear-
in 3 in the Khandan-i-Timuria, Babur Haraa and Diwan-i-Hafi« 
has been yiven. Different colour pictures from various 
manuscripts have been reproduced. 
21 PiNDEii-wiLSOi (R H), Three illustrated manuscripts of 
the Mughal period. Ars Orientalis. 2| 1957; 413-422, 
Traces the history of the art of the Book illustrations 
Describes that the art of book introduced in India by 
Hunvayun, and this art acquired new vitality under the 
patrcKiage of Ak ;ar. In the reiyn of Jahangir this art 
ernergad a new attitude towards painting. In this respect 
manj! illustrated maniiscripta have been described.IChose 
are as follows; 
(1) ^ lisami's Leyla and Majnun, belonging to India Office 
Librairy, (2) Anwar-i-Subaill in the British Museum, (3) 
Sadi's i-:ustan,mar)uscript in the British Museum, (4) 
Mathnavi of ^afar Khanl froa i^ oyal Asiatic Society exhibited 
in Art of India jnd Pakistan exhibition. The scope is 
fe3 discuss the stages in the dissolution of Mughal paint-
ing whicn set in under Aurangze. 
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22 PRIT^miSirjGH riAHAR. Illustrated Salibhadra Manuscript. 
Journal of lodlan Society of Oriental Art. 1, 1; 1933| 
63-67. 
iives the historical account of the illustrated Salibhadra 
manuscript* and deacribaci about its illustrations. The 
illustrations of an artist, Salivahna have be n described 
and shows Hoojhul influence in his painting in respect of 
composition, style and technique* 
CHi<ISTlANITy. 
23 H\Chmm (SdMard D). Hoghul paintincs on Christian 
subjects. Mosletn viorld. 23.4| 1933» 330-332. 
Discusses the Mogul painting dealing with Christian 
subjects ana refers to a special lecture on this class 
of paintings which was delievered on ^pril 9th last at 
the Koyal Asiatic Society* s room in London by the 
President of the Society. The lecture was illustrated 
by over fifty lantern slides. Describes about the 
origin of Christian painting in Ho.jhul period and about 
the miniature paintings deals with Christian subjects 
with example* 
COLLECTIO*^ !-BEi>.LIN MUSEUM. 
24 KUCimBL (s). Indian miniatures in Berlin Museum, Marq. 
3, 1; 19-32, 35-37. 
Describes in detail the Indian miniatures which are now 
preserved in Berlin Musean collection. Discusses the 
style, composition and treatms^t of these miniatures. 
The developtn-ant of Muvhai painting under different emperors 
have bearj traced with respect to their techniques. Also 
describes about the painters and their contribution to 
Mughal painting. Depicts tho Hindu themes and tradition 
in these painting. The combination of Hindu and Muslim 
style of painting is shown. One of these miniatures 
represents a portrait of Raja Birbal. 
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- Bl}I^ LI^ 3GT0^ i HOI.SE. 
25 t^ SLLESE (E W) , Mughal paintings of fiurllngtoo House. 
BurXit^gton MagagJne* 90> 1943; 45-49. 
Describes about the iiujhal palntirij which is kept at 
Burlington House. The subject matter and style of these 
paintiu ,s have ba'ars illustrated and composition 
discussed. Compares these paintings with Huchal paintings 
more or lass resembles to these palntiggs. Reproduces 
the i>aintlK3 with destcription and back/round information. 
- CHESTER BSATTY. 
26 KH/\HE {G H) . sijote on the A.Chester Beatty collection. 
Annals of the Dhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. 
§6; 1#44| S^9-366. 
Di3CU3ses about the identification of the name of artist 
on plate 68 of the third volume of the monumental work 
by Sir Thomas W,Arnold, dealing with the collection of 
miniature paintings frc^ the Library of Mr. Chester 
Beatty. This plate represents the Mojhul school of 
painting under Shad Jahan. Apart from that about the 
Identification of the n.ame of painters on plate 40» 41 
have tocen discussed. 
« DAWliD, LOrJDO?^ . 
27 SOLO'lO M (*V B Gladstone) . Ilughal picture? in Londont 
:^ r. y. Dawud's Collection. Isla^ rtlc Culture, 12; 1938; 
365-367. 
Oescribes a group of Inoian paintings in London in the 
possession o£ a private collector, which is of special 
sicnificanc© and artistic value. The owner of those 
pictures is n. . i .Dawud, Professor of Oriental lanr^ uages 
and art. His collection is eludes Tiany Hojhul pictures 
ranging froai royal portraits to paintings and •puzzle* 
pictures. One of these picture shows a princes represent-
ing her prince with a garland on the palace steps. In the 
other plctute the prirces is seated on her gaddi on the 
terrace of the palace in the act of accepting a crimson 
lotus at the iian Is of otj© of her ladiQ!:5-.in-waiting. 
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Anotiier curious work is mors iinusual. This picture 
portrays Alexmdor tne ureat astride his charger on 
the banks of a river. This pictace is in the st/le 
of 'Utbar's period of painting. 4 more elaborate compo-
sitior is a fine subject-plctttjie which depitss a prince 
in the act of handing a cup of sharbet to a very 
melancholy lady, Ihis picture is a cfood example of 
flughal painting unaer that enthusiastic patron, Jehangir* 
There are seve^ a^l other pictures of the host period of 
Indian painting in Mughal times-notably one of a very 
i^ e^stern-looking princess whose fair curls rionling to 
the wai8t# are only rivalled by the brighter halo-
surrounding thetn. The last of Mr, Dawud*s Indian 
picturos is a beautiful painting, represents a princess 
at he» devotiorj on the banks of a river. 
- piME mr mjsEMM, 
28 COC^ARRASWAHy (A K), Catalogue of the Indian collections 
in the Museum of Fine Art, Boston* Part IV: fiuqhai 
painting, 1930. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
P 114. pits. 74, 
Traces the history of Mughal painting and depicts the 
Persian factor in it. Describes the characteristics and 
style of paintinjs, Uefers many illustrated manuscripts 
and describes their illustrations. Compares the ^ fu9h3l 
palntiog with najput school in the variety of colour, 
shades aj d technique. Illustrates the development of 
paintin] under different emperors of Mughal period 
respective!jf, I>escrib€?s many miniatures of Muc hal 
school with their composition and style. 
- inDl^,^ HUSEUM, CALCUTTA. 
29 BRO'Wli (Percy) , Art section of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
Indian Art and Letters. 4, Is 1930; 1-17. 
It is a lecture delivered by Mr, Percy Orown before the 
Indian Society on November 20, 1929, Describes a very 
comprehensive collection of oriental art, mainly of 
Indian origin preserved in the art section of the Indian 
?fuseum, Calcutta. This collection includes the Moghul 
school of miniature painting. These Moghal paintings are 
also iescribed. In the description it shows the style 
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and subject 6£ the miniature. Shows the Persian influence 
in these Moghal miniatures. 
- JOHNSO.'<J, IF:DI.\ OFFICE 
30 Af^ J^OLD (T w) . Johnsori collection in the India Office 
Library. Rupagn. 6> 10-14. 
Briefly illustrates about the albums of the ?4u9hal period 
in Indiei, towards the close of 18th century. One of 
the most f^nous of such collections about this osriod 
was that of Mr, Richard Johnson. Traces the life history 
of tnis gentleman ard describes his collection. There 
are nine j^ ortraits have been shown. Pig.l represents 
Mr, Johnson found in a manuscript of Diwan of ?1ir O^nar-
ud-Din Minnat. Pig, 2 is the portrait of M3wab Asad 
Khan, the nam® of the artist is not jcnown. Fig. 3 
represents Husain Pasha by Chatarman. Pig. 4 is that of 
Sayyii Majmu-ud-diri *f\li Khan by Chatarman. Fig. 5 
represents Mirza Hidayat Ullah and Pig. 6 of r^ awab Himmat 
Bahadur, both painted by Rao Gaj Singh. Pig. 7 represents 
Munavvar Khan, Fig. 8 shows Bagir Khan by an artist 
Bolchand. Pig. 9 represents Mirza Kahasi Tirandaz, the 
artist is yet to be identified. The life history of these 
gentltamen showing inti^ ie above portraits have also been 
traced. 
- HAl SAHIB. 
31 QMLH (Kanwar) , Note on five rare old paintings of the 
"loghul school. Journal of the Panjab Historical Society. 
9, 2; 1925; lei-TTH ^ 
Oescribes the five rare old paintings of the .Moqhul 
school from a collection of original paintings in the 
possession of Rai Sahib Lala Hadhamohan Lai Ji, and 
i<tentifiea there wlrh discussion. The subject of these 
paintings have boen traced. The first paiDtinj represents 
an old man, seated ou a carpet with a pillow behind. 
After remarkable discussion he condludes that this old 
man is the Emperor Jehancjir in the pose of a saint. 
Second one represents a prince seated on a horse/rock 
holding a hawk on his gloved hand. By comparing it 
with otaer paintini|s le concludes that this picture too 
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l?«pres©nts Jahanglr wheji he waa youny. The third 
picture is of an equestrian with a bow and arrows on 
sides and spear in hand. Ha identifies to this eques-
trian as Aaja Man Singh, Describes to the fourth 
painting as the picture of a scene of the raoetir! j of 
Raja n€kn Singh witn Faiz Talab Khan of Kabul, The 
nsitae of the artist is given as Baunda Tezdast. The 
fifth represents a group ol: six Muhairanadan saints,they 
are also identified. 
- TREASURYVALA. 
32 KHANDaLAV\LA (Karl). Some paintings from the collection 
of the Late Burjor fi. Treasuryvala, Marq» 1, Ij 46-57. 
iJescribes the paifitit gs from the collection of the late 
Mr, Treasuryvala* the cireat royal collection of Mujhal 
painticigs had been largely destroyed or dispersed. In 
several Indian States there stiil existed collections 
of liajxjur and Pahari art but they lay mostly unappreciated 
and uncared for. Illustrates the importance anJ value 
of f^ ugiial pair ting. In the opinion of £,B, Harell, the 
only icind of Indian painting whic^ i was worth collecting, 
knov;n as Mughal painting. This idea was pri-jcipally 
due to the circurastancas that Hughal miniatures were in 
demand in the art market of Europe. Compares the miniature 
of Mughal school witri the schools of uajput and Pahari, 
Describ-as a miniature titled as 'Rajini* which ts the best 
exarapie of the fusion of mixed Rajput and Hurhal school 
of oais tings. It belongs to the Jehangir*8 period, 
about 1625 A.i>. 
PAI'^ TI 5, HOJHUL, COMPOSITION. 
33 BUK ivi (Y K) . Artistic Baya^ in the r«atlonal Husetra, 
TsQv; Delhi. Rooya-Lekha. 40, 1-2; 89-94. 
Describes tne artistic Bayar. in the National Museum, 
oiocusses about the arranger ent of the paii.'ting and the 
process of their preservation. The Museum has many 
illustrated manuscripts and miniatures of Mughal pariod. 
Describes about these miniatures in detail, Reproduces 
many pictures and depicts the style, treatment, composition 
and other aspects. 
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34 <3AN,^ 0I«Y (0 C). Story of Sashi and Punnu. Hupam. 30? 
1927; 70-71. 
Tracer, the love story of Sashi and Pixnnu which appears 
to liaVQ inspired the two pictures reproduced. It is 
rar© to fi d tho same thoroe beinj treated by two schools 
of painting. The one belongs to Mughal School and other 
to Kaogra qualain. Both the pictures show the kidnapping 
of the hero on the caijsel takes plac > at nignt and the 
mad jrief of the heroine as she runs out into tt.o desert 
to find hor beloved. Both the artists adopt the same 
convention of depicting the two phtsses of th =? story, 
simultaneously in the same picture. The two elerents 
of the story are juxtaposed. Conpares the two pictures 
EVALUATION. 
35 GOiXDliE (Dora), Elephants. Journal of Royal Asiatic 
Society. 1944? 103-104. 
Describes the ccwmposition and execution of two paintings 
of Mughal school. One represents the elephants and other 
represents a cainel. The characteristics and background 
have beer; described. The characteristics and background 
have been described. The importanc"j of these two 
paintings have been given, and compared them with other 
such types of paintings. 
Influenced b/ PERSIAN STYLE, 
36 Bimon (Laurence) and ARNOLD (T w), Painting of Smperors 
and Princes of the house of Timur. Burlington MaqagJne. 
35, 197? 1919? 55, 
Describes a detailed account of a paintincj of Emperors 
and princes of t*ie house of Timur, including its 8i:?e, 
style and composition. Also identifies the Snqperors and 
princos sho^ v'n in the paii:tings. Shews Persian influence 
in this painting and discusses alx>ut the period, A note 
on this painting is given by Mr. T.w, Arnold. 
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ana relat ion with 
the Internatlotial 
goin J to be nald. 
37 muatisom (J V s). inter-relation of Indian and Persian 
art. In<tiari Art and Letters^ 4, 2| 1930; 123-125. 
it is « report of <s lecture delivered by Mr. J.V.S, 
•Wilkinson on Novenijor 26, at the Rubens Hotel. Sir Francis 
Younghusband introAiced the lecture and said about the 
paper which deals with Persian paintit g# its importance 
.Moghul painting. He mentioned about 
Sxhibition of Persian art which was 
Also describes about the book oh 
Persian painting written by Mr, wilkinsoi;. This book 
successfully formed part of the libraries of First fiva 
Moghul itoporors. Afto: him the lecture forwards by 
Mr, iilkinson anoi described the relation of Persian and 
Indiar Mogul painting, The persian paintings for the 
brilliance of their decorative colour are first and fore* 
most« but Mo-nul art for other qualities displayed 
especially in portraiture and scenes of court life. 
Shows the influenc© of Persian style on Moghul painting, 
Thoujh the e^rl/ Hogul f^nperora (snployed certain Persian 
artists, a naw style of drawing and a new schene of 
colour made their appearance after a very few years in 
i4ogul painting. 
PSRSPECTIVE. 
38 SOh(M0n (w E Gladstone). 
Islamic Culture. 5; 1931; 
Perspective and the noghuls. 
Oct; 582-587. 
Defines th© science of linear perspective and discusses 
its use by Mughal paititors, The Mogul painters made a 
ver/ partial use of linear perspective and t* oy did not 
worry much about tl^ils science of linear perspective. The 
diro>;n siotiS and views of the loghul pictures have been 
discussed. For the above discussion a picture has been 
descibed which traces the histor/ of Aurang^eb period and 
concludes that the picture will speak and tell us about 
themnelvo'^ rather than an environment of colour, designs 
and pageantry. 
EVOLUTION, 
39 KHAi^ JD\LAV4LA (Karl) , The Heritage of Islamic Art in India. 
Marg. 35, 2; 2-31, 
Tracos the history of Islamic art in Inciia since 712 
century specially in painting. The influence of pre-Munhal 
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painting is also traced. The Mughal painting havo been 
iiiscussed in detail under th@ Mughal ernperors. Describes 
the development of palntii g item Babur to Aurangzeb and 
its decline. Illustrates the paintings under each emperor 
respectively with examples* Shove the influence of 
Mughal painting in other schools of painting. 
40 J4UK\MDI t.M». Evolution of Moghul painting. March of 
India. 11, 4i 1959/ 7-8. 
Describes about the evolution of painting in Moghul India. 
In the early period of Ifiogul reign the influence of 
Persiai style was dtxninated. But later on it disappeared 
until trsa reign of Jehangir, Describes about the interest 
of painting under B^ur and his descendants. This art was 
first introduced b/ Babur, The style and technique have 
beion described. 
EXHIBITIOr^, ASIA HOUSE, 
41 -^ SLCH (Stuart C) . Art of riughal Indias Painting and 
precious objects. 1963. Asia Society, ?IQW York, 
It is the catalogue of Mughal paintings shown in an 
exhibition wtiich was held in the Naileries of Asia House 
durlry the winter of 1964, as an activity of the Asia 
society to prcatiote greater unierstanding between the U.S. 
and tho people of Asia in the field of art. The 
catalogue entries qlvwn « »>rlef description. Deals with 
some historical background about the developmont, style, 
techniques of painting under different Muqhal emperors 
respectively. This history is given in different parts* 
Sach part however, illustrates the development of 
paintit9 under each emperor. At the end of the each 
part tlie plates of paintings are Bhamt, The last part 
in fact describes the paintinrj of later Mughal style. 
BRITISH MUSEUM, 
42 MARIOTT (Charles). exhibition of Indian Paintings at the 
British Museum. Rupam. 12j 1922? 123- 125. 
The aisn of the exhibition was to illustrate froca the 
Musetun collections the school of Indian paintings which 
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Includes the painting of Moghul school from the sixteenth 
century to the early eighteenth century, Att®npts to 
distinguish the characteristics of the schools o£ Persian* 
Moghul and other Indian schools. Compares the Mughal painting 
with purely Indi«in paintings and concludes that Mughal 
paintinq bears the influence of Western art. 
CALCUTTA, 
43 MUKHSRJI (Hiren). Exhibition of old Indian paintings. 
Modern Review, 111; 4; 1962i 296-300. 
MentiojiS the two exhibitions of old Indian paintings from 
two famous private collections by the Academy of Fiue 
arts# a leading Art organisation of Calcutta, Ihe first 
collection, the Sitacans Shah collection of Banaras#is a 
collection of rare Moghul Miniatures• ^escribes about 
these miniatures, their me*.its# style, and development 
under fioghul ^ nperors from Bal:mr to Aurangzeb, with examples. 
Compares between Mughal paintings and European a^<Skamic 
paintings. The other collection of Oopikrishna Kanoria 
whicm consists of najasthani paintings. These too are 
also described and differs thert! from Moghul painting 
in technique, styles and in other manners. 
LONDON. 
44 VATSYAY*\H (Kapila), Inaia presented in its own terms. 
Museum. 34, 4? 1982? 204-213, 
Describes the Festival of India held in London from March 
to Soverabor 1982, Illustrates aoout the exhibition, 
•The Indlau Heritaje* presented at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum from 21 April to 15 August, 1982, The 
exhibition aim was to survey the decorative arts of 
Mughal coutts trots the sixteenth to the nineteenth 
OBfttyry. Describes about the painting sho%im in the 
exhibition. One of whicn shows Shah Jehan as a prince. 
Other shows the bears in the burning sun painted by 
Shankar, 1596, presented in Bharat Kala Hhawan, 
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45 7EBR0WSKI (Mark), Three Indian exhibitions. Orlgntal Art* 
2&, 3| X932f 29&.303. 
Describes the three exhlbitie»i8 which were organised by 
Royal Acadetfny exhibition of Indian Art at London, The 
firr^ t la the Indian Heritage at the Victoria and Aobert 
MuseiiBti for its unique assemblage of paintings and 
decorative arts of the Hughal period. The second one is 
In the Image of Han at the Hayward Gallery for the large 
number of masterpieces of sculpture and painting. The 
third one represented as 'The Art of the Book in India*. 
In these above three axhloitlons the flughal painting have 
been shown. Most of th®n are pair"ted by the artists 
named Basawan. Describes these palntlrius with their 
subject matter and othar details. 
LIK:KI«)W. 
46 GASGOLf (0 C) . All-India Fine Art Exhibition, Luckbow, 
Rupatn. 22-23; 1925| 65-68. 
Att^npts to describe the All~India Pine Art Exhibition 
at Lucknow. \lso describes the painting of different 
schools which iacludes the Moghul painting, Many 
examples of Moghul painting have been described those 
shown in the exhibition. One of which represents "A 
hunting scene showinvj Aurangzeb" present in Bharat 
Kala Parishad, shov-rs the influence of Mo^hal painting 
on other schools of painting with comparison. 
VICTORIA A'TD ALBERT MUSSUH. 
47 IRWIN (John). Mogul Jallery at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. Harg, 7, 1; 1953, 23-26. 
She recent openir q of the newly arrant^ ed Mogul Room at 
the Indian section oc the Victoria and Albert Museum, 
v^ as planned to illustrate different ai*t traditions. The 
first of the galleries was planned to Indian sculpture. 
2he next stage was marked by the decision to denote a large 
gallery entirely to Indian painting; illustratinc} its rise 
and developjncait frora earliest time until the present day, 
Ihe Indian section had for lone, possessed one of the most 
important collection of r4ogul painting. With the decision 
6S 
to inaugurato a painting gallery, plans were made to 
rearraoga tte Mogul Rooro on new lines and in accordance 
with Riodern dispiay metbocig. 
48 BtmOE (LmutBnce). In&Xtm painting at wembleyt the 
ratrospactlv® @jchibiticn. Eupawt* 21; 1925i 8-11, 
Describes about the series of Indian painting in the 
Exhibition at t^ embley, which also includes Moghul 
painting, Many pictures of later Hoghul painting have 
baen shown in the exhibition t^ose cover the painting 
of Manohar of th® period of Jahanvjir, On© of which 
lent by th© India Office is the portrait of Dara 
Shikoh's charger, Dilpasand. The other is the portrait 
of a noblanan, froro Professor Hothensteln»s collection, 
Hoghul paintings of ^urangzeb period are also descrilmd. 
HISTORY• 
49 AMJAD hLl (s), Hughal Painting, Pakistan Quarterly, 
3, 4| 1953,- 20-26. 
Traces th® history of painting under Muslim rulers aince 
its origin. The painting is a continuation of the 
siainstreata of Muslim art. Realta of painting the herlta^a 
of Pakistan cor^ sists of all that th® artists of this 
larid produced in Lahore and other centres, Descrlbos 
miniature painting under Muslim rulers. Ihe develoment of 
palntifsgs under the reign of Moghul ^nporors with 
ex«Mnpl©s have bsen traced. 
50 imJhD MA (s). Mughal Painting. Pakistan Quarterly. 
3,3? 19S3| 20-26, 62-63. 
Traces briefly about the Mughal painting. Describes the 
ffiiniatures and discusses its style and backgroand. Illus-
trates about th© origin and development of Mughal 
paintitjg. SnuiaerateB th© phases of Mughal painting during 
the whole period. The trends and traditions of Nughal 
style have been illustrated. Describes many pictures 
from various collections. 
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51 AMIS FAROOQI, Neiyly discovered manuscript. Isl^aic 
Culture. 55, 1; 11-20. 
Describes the history of Mughal painting and discusses 
its growth and dcwelopsnont through different stages. The 
art of painting unae*. the cjraat Mughals witn reforence to 
style, technique and composition hav« also been described. 
TracQo the names of painters from various references 
including the book 'Athar ai-Sanadid' by sir Syed Aiwtad 
Khan and a book by Archer. Describes the two illustrated 
manuscripts, their contents, compositions, style and name 
of tne Q-tists attributed to th®m. The firftt manus<^ript 
is entitled Tashrihul Aqwan, which is preserrved in the 
British Library, Landran. Another rare roanuncript entitled 
Sahifa-e-Gulshan-ut-Tawarikh which was prepar^ -jd at Delhi 
under the orders of Hakim Ashanullah Khan, Traces the 
compooitiovsal drawbacks in these manuscript paintings. 
52 BIMYOH (Laurence). Painting of Sroperors and Princes 
of the house of Tiraur* Keconsideration. Burlington 
ftooagine. 54, 310-315; 1929; 16-22, 
Describes a painting on cotton cloth of Emperor and 
princes of the house of Timur acquired by the British 
Museum in 1913. Discusses the problems connected with 
this picture which still await solution. Suggests that 
it is painted obviously by two different hands; that is 
to say it is subsequently a Persian painting but five 
figures in it are in the style of Moghul School, 
Describes the subject of this painting an i identifies the 
SmtiQrors and Princes with proper references. Compares 
tao style and c«aposition of this picture with both 
Persian and Mojhul school of painting, and concludes 
that the picture is in Hoghul style. The subject shows 
Tiraur seated in the pavilian with Humayun and others. 
S3 Bro,#^  (Percyi. Indian Painting under the Mughals, 1931, 
Cosjuo i^ 'ub,, New Delhi, P 240, 
Deals with Mughal painting from the reign of Babur-
Auran^zeb (15S0 A.D. to 1750 A,D,), Shows the pictures 
witT descriptiCHi, Ccwnpares the Persian and Indian 
traditions. Describes the metriod of painting and 
its material, tools at that time. And also about the 
subject of miniature. Emphasises that mislims painters 
were dominating over the Hindu painters during the 
said oeriod. 
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BKOWH (Percy)• Indian painting under the Mu^hals 
(A.D. 1550 to 1750), 1975, Hacker Art Books, New York, 
P 204, 
Depicts the Persian and Indian tradition in the Mughal 
painting by tracing a detail historical account of its 
development from Babur to Aurangsteb, i.e., <\,^ .1S50 to 
1750, Describes ths art of Book Illustration under the 
reiqn of Akbar, After Akbar his st:»i Jehangir was also 
interested in tiia art of painting. There are many albums 
of the portraits of Mature, Also traces the history of 
painting under Shah Jahan and Aurangzen, and about the 
decline of this art. Shows the European influence on 
these f-foghul paintings. Discusses the methods and 
material of painting and gives a list of painters with 
their contribution. 
CHAf'OTCMary) . Mughal painting. Apollo. 3i 1926; 126-131. 
Traces the history of Mughal paintintg since its birth. 
Illustrates the interest of painting in the Mxighal 
emtjerors. Hiimayun and Akfoar were takon lessons in 
painting, The birth of Mughal painting in India is due 
to tJie patronage of Akbar, Traces the history of his 
encaurageaient to tte painters. Describes about the 
illustrated manuscripts which were completed under 
Akbar, A detailed account about the develofanent of 
painting under Jahangir have also been traced. Describes 
raany miniatures of the HuQhal painting with their style, 
technique, and composition. Illustrates the intportamce 
of Mughal painting in Indian art. 
CilAlTANYA (Krishna), History of Indian Painting, manus-
cript* Hughal and Deccani tradition, 1979, Abhinav Pub,, 
Kew Delhi, P 92, 
Traces the history of Indian painting which also includes the 
Mughal school of painting. Describes the different phases 
of *4ughai and Deccani traditions. Describes many manuscripts 
and their illustrations, and examines the style, composition 
and other details of these illustrations. Compares thm 
4ughai painting with other schoolsof Indian paintings. 
Discusses the importance and features of Mughal painting. 
$9 
57 DAS (A K). Dawn of Muahal painting. 1982. Vakils Feffer 
and 3imons Ltd., Bombay. P 40. 
Traces the history of the foundation of Hughal dynasty 
in India. Also traces th@ history about the ^eergence of 
f4ughal painting and its significance* Illustrates tha 
interest and encouragensent of the style of painting under 
the Mughal eniperors individually, Sspedally examines 
the development o£ painting under the reign of Akbar. 
A detailed account about the painting under Akbar have 
been given. During his reign many Hindu painters %rare 
added and thus the painting under them shows a c<»ibinatiOQ 
of Hindu and Muslim traditions. He ordered to the 
artists to paint the illustrations for many manuscripts. 
Describes the encourag®n®rit of Akbar tm^ a^rds the art of 
painting. 
58 DAS (Asok K). Hogul painting. History and Culture of the 
Indian People. It 1974| 803-821. 
Traces the hlstor/ of Mogul painting frwn the reign of 
Babur to AurangE€jb. Different phases of the Mogul 
palntlnj have been described. Depicts the style, 
technique and ccwnposition of painting under different 
Hogul €Knperors. Discusses about the evolution of Mogul 
painting and its development. Describes many miniature 
paintings fr<»n various collections. 
59 FALK (Toby). Paintings from Mughal India. Colnaghl# 
London. P 94. 
Givc's the introduction of Mughal painting by Mr. Michael 
c^oedhuls. Traces the historical developnent of Mughal 
palntlnj un er different emperors. Examines the style* 
technique and other aspects of Hughal painting vlth 
exsonples. Some plates have been shown and described 
by two other authors. Plates -1-8 however* described by 
Simon Oighy and tho plate 9-14 by Toby Falk. Plates 1-8 
deals with opular flughai Illustrations of Omens. 
60 GOETl (H). New key to early iajput and Indo-Muslira paint-
ing: A unique Bhagavata Purauia (Dasama Skandha) Album from 
southwestern Mewar. Roopa-Lekha, 23, 1-2> 1952f 1-16. 
Tracers tha history of Indian Painting by the help of 
Dhagvata Piarana album in early Muslim period* pre-Mughal 
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times, Mugnal period, and in ?4ajput and Harwar traditions. 
Physical description and its importanc© in Indian 
painting is given. Discusses th® style of Mughal 
painting, Raiput painting* liarwari painting anl othor 
typas as shown in th© lainiaturQs of the album. Depicts 
the Mughal influences, from the early reign of Akbar 
to that of Shahjahan. On other schools of Indian 
painting. To evalyate its importance a detailed analysis 
about the motifs, features and style characteristics 
taken over from Mughal painting, has been illustrated. 
Distinguishes between Mufe^ hal features and Rajput 
traditions.in their style of painting by the help of 
these rainiatures. 
61 GRAY (Basil)• Development of painting in India in the 
16th century. Harq, 6, 3; 1953? 19-24. 
iraces the historical developrr^nt of painting in India in 
16th century and ratnarks the origin of the Mogul school* 
Emphasizes about the vail painting mentioned in Babur's 
memoirs, at SMiarqand. Describes about the Mogul style and 
its contribution. The influence of Rajput style in 
Mogul painting has haen discussed by showing the illus-
tration of HaraKah-Naraah. Suggasta that Mogul painting 
is a truly Indians style and depicts types of Indian 
custun^s, of ti\& time. Also illustrates the influences 
of f^ ogul style in other schools of painting. 
62 Gure% (Samarendranath). Making of the Moghal school of 
painting. Modern Review. 30, 4; 1921> 475-479. 
Traces the historical development of the Moghal school 
of painting. Although in its inception it owed rauch to 
Persian art, it ultimately became absolutely Indian In 
character and expression and the ctmtents of Indian 
pictoral art. Describes th© importance of Mughal 
painting. Snijuneiates that Indian art was experiencing a 
lew tide ciucing the period itttmediately ppreceding th«j 
Moghals, The advent, of the Mo^ shal school brought fresh 
water In the streaan of Indian aesthetic culture and 
produced wonderful works of arts of various kinds orje 
of which was painting. Shows the influence of Persian 
painting on early Moghal painting. Describes that the 
co-mingling of the technique and manuerism of both the 
Persian and Pre-Moghal Indian paintings which eventually 
produced the floghal school. Reproduces and describes sorae 
miniatures of Early Moghal school which shows persian 
influence. 
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63 HABIBULLMI (A M) • Hugiial painting in its »oquel. 
PaJciataq, Quarterly, 9, X$ 1959| 54-56, 64, 
Explains that it is perhaps possible to formulata th® 
classical qualities of Mughal palntiog* but it is less 
easy^  txj point to a given work ar a group of work and to 
say "here is an definit© example wherein everyone of 
those Gharact^ristic is fully and exclusively manifested*'* 
and which* thereby, cwapletely isolate the work frcxa oth@r 
gaps of styles of paintings. For# Mughal paintinj was 
highoy ©cletic, Cataparos the Mughal painting with 
other schools of Persian, Indian an4 European Schools. 
Traces th© history about th« disintegration of Mughal 
painting* Doscribes the Mughal art at Zenith, Oissolu* 
tion and assimilation hav© also Jaeen doscribed. Illus-
trates the Mughal influence in different schools of 
painting, DQ3crii3@s tmi nsiniatures, with the one 
roproduced hare, foelcmgs to tii© Johnson collQCtion,now 
in the India Office Library. The artists of this 
miniature was Mir Kalam Khan, which shows niidsarvant 
killinj a snake in front of his mistreos, which judging 
from the existence of another cc^y now in the Leningrad 
?4us©un), would se«n to illustrate an incident of some 
pop'ular tale like th@ Sukasaptati. 
64 HACMiJUAY (D). Mughal Art. Burlingtcsi Magazine. 44, 
263? 1925; 63-72. 
Describes about the characteristic and qualities of 
Mughal art. Traces the history of the developf?5©nt of Mughal 
art, ^ lentions about the description given by various 
authors on Mughal art. In this respect the text of Percy 
iitoasn have been dascrilsed which is titled as 'Indian 
paiatii.g unciar t:he r^ iighals. The full description of the 
book havQ becm illustrated. Discusses the portrait 
of Mughal painting shown in the text. Some are as followsi 
Portrait of (1) Laila and Hajnun, (2) portrait of 
Mhd. tiawal, (3) portrait of nd, Jan, (4) Portrait of 
Bairuffl Khan. 
65 HArnvzuh'-ttAQ in} . Painting and calligraphy In the 16th 
century, h,^* Proceedinag of the All India Oriental 
Conference, 6th seasioni 'K'.'""""'' 
Smphesises th© art of both paintinvj and calligraphy in 
the Mughal India, QS|>Qcially in sixteenth century. 
Traces thQ history of devslopnent of ?1ughal painting 
frati early Mughal pariod to that of .^bar* s reign. 
Dc3scribes the ©stsergence of the iriteresit of painting and 
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calll<Bfraphy In the Mughal caaperors. Also aescribas the 
importance ot both the art slraultanoousXy. Describes 
sonio paintings and calligraphic aystans. 
66 fllTlAL (Jagdish) • Islamic painting of the North and 
Deccan. Koopa-Lcikha, 38> 123-138. 
Tracos the Islamic j^riod in Indian history from Sul-
tanate school of painting (1500-1550 A,D.). It came 
into existence of a new school at least in the early 
years of the 16th century. It continued to flourish even 
after the Mughal school had cane into existence. Just 
after that the Hughal school had originated from 
1550-1850. The true Islamic painting actually started 
with the advent of the Mughala, Traces the history of 
painting under different Mughal emperors. The art of 
painting was firstly started by Babur, In fact,f4ughal 
school was Akbar's creation. Akbar was a great lover 
of patron of the arts, especially in painting. The 
book art was ctxamon during his reign. Jehan^ir's taste 
inclined iesc to book tnan to paintings representing 
ovm^ts in his life, and realistic studios of flowers^ 
birds and animals. Portrait painting became popular 
durincs his reign. Shah Jehan was much occupied vjitn 
architectural projects. Also traces the history of 
painting unsler Aurangzob and the uator Mughal period. 
67 MOTICimriDiiA. Mucjhal painting. Shavan'g Journal. 12> 
1965; 63-68. 
Determines the place of Mughal paintinc in the history of 
Indlati art. The iuterest of Mughal painting under different 
anperors have bean described. Of the MughvJl em- er6rs# 
Akbar, especially was interested and it was un'ier his 
patronage painting b ^gan to flourish. Refers the 
miniatures fromthe illustrated manuscript completed 
unier him. The characteristic of Mughal painting have 
been illustrated.Shows tha Persian influence on Mughal 
painting. 
68 MUGHAL PAINTII^O. t^rq. 25# 4; 1972? 61-63. 
Traces the history of Hughai painting. The growth of 
painting from Balaur to Akbar have been discussed, Ifivnayun 
patronised painters from Persia, ,^ kber began to cultivate 
the Hindu-Musli.o fusion by painting the books. Describes 
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about the eraperor Akbar as written by AbaX Fazal 
Allarni, H® wrote him as an active approciator of 
painting, Akbar gave much progress in painting. 
Naturally Akbar^s aesthetic attitudes are eclotic. 
There are many pictures in the Akbar jj^ amah for evidence. 
69 Ml Kiiiif^JI (Hiren) , Mughal painting, (4odem Reviev;. 113, 
1? 1963; 45-54. 
Illustrates a detailed historical account of the Mughal 
painting fran early 17th century. Traces the origin and 
developnent of Mughal painting. Mughal painting, though 
derived from Persian pait ting , yet differs from the 
lat'er botn in spirit and outlook, Ccxnpares Mughal 
painting with Islamic jjainting and Persian painting. 
Thus concludes that Muyhal pairjtirg is a new creation 
which stands on its own merits and should be juJ.jed 
by its own standards. Traces the develojMsent of painting 
fro* Babur to <\urangzeb and in provincial centres, with 
examples and references. 
70 RAHIIIJJ is Puzea) • Introduction to Mughal paintings. 
Pakistan Quarterly. 1, 5; 1950-51; 9-13, 
Gives a brief Introduction to th& Mughal School of 
painting, defers to paintings from the Lahore raufjeura 
and fron places. Describes the composition and tradition 
of this school of painting.Trace8 the history of the 
origin an J development of the Mughal paintintj. 
71 RAHMIK (S Fyzee)• Intrwauction to Muihal paintings. 
Orient, 4, 8| 1954; 23-24, 
Briefly discusses about the Mughal painting. Traces 
the history of this art and describes the style and 
coroposition of the Moghal paintings. Compares this 
school of painting with other Indian schools. The deve-
lopraent and encourajeaent of this art unjer the Hoghal 
em^ e^rors have b'><23i traced. 
72 RAiMiri (fysee) , Reflections on Orient Art, Pakistan 
Quarterly, 5, 1| 1955; 15-21. 
Enumerates the qualities of art and defines the philo-
sophy of oriental art. The history of Muslim painting 
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have beet) traced. The ait of miniature painting 
was introduced into this sub-continent by the Hughals 
whcsn they rulad this country. The painting produced 
in time of the Huglas are an assliailation of Persian 
sentiraent and Husiim idaals of art, ixit every where 
the characteristics of the Mughals were expressed in 
the picture. Despite the Persian and European impact 
ovor the Mughal painting. Describes that the greatest 
achiev@E«ents of Mughal art was its portraiture. The 
importance of miniature are also discussed. Traces 
about the style of painters. Discusses about the 
Miniature painting by Hindu artists. 
73 RAY (Andti. From Ajanta to the Hughals i The story 
of Inciian Art. Times of India. 12 Sep 1971; 6. 
Briefly illustrates about the Indiar art from Ajanta to 
tha Mughals.Shows the importance of Mughal art in 
comparison with other schools. Discusses about tha 
Mughal painting too. 
74 HAY CHOUDHur Y (M L). Religion of the -tv^ hal kings as 
revealed through paintings. Proceedinas of Indian 
tiistory Congress. 15th Session/ 1952; 239-254. 
Traces a detail history of Mughal painting under various 
rioghul emperors and discusses the religions aspects of 
Islam which prohibits ttia art of painting. Describes tha 
davelojxaorit of painting under Moghuls. Babur« the founder 
of the Mughal India, was a great adnairer of painting and 
arts, Humayun# like his father, was attracted to this 
art of painting. It was Akbar, who introduced a new 
style in Indian painting and this ultimately bec<3Bna known 
as Mughal style, Akbar, in his early life, received his 
training in painting from Abdus Samad and became a great 
patron and connoisseur of painting. The Islam says that 
painting as unlawful. But Akbar considers painting as a 
source of knowledge and as antidote of ignorance. Also 
traces the hobbies and characteristics of the later 
fflnporers jahangir. Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb. Depicts the 
interest of painging under these ^nperors. Describes 
about the painters, and their style, technique, colour, 
combination, etc., as evident from Emperor's autobio-
graphy. 
7S 
75 ROSSWBBP.G (P). Inao-Persian and Modern Indian Painting, 
Islamic Culture. S; 1931; 38-51. 
Discunaes the matters with regard to Muslim paintings 
and traces the history from its orivjin to th© various 
stages of its evolution on Indian soil. The period 
Islamic influence bojins from tha mosnent of the invasion 
of India through Persia by the Arab hordes in 705, Since 
then a gradual infiltration into India of Islam and Islamic 
art has been at work. In the middle o£ the XVth century 
Babur, succeeded in founding the empire of Great Mughals, 
which reached, both in the domain of politics and in th© 
domain of arts# its highest development towards the end 
of XVIth century in the reign of great Akbar and his 
inaiidiate successors. Deals with the stage of the 
evolution of Mughal painting which was developed under 
the fioghul period. Nothing, however, is known of Modem 
Indian Islamic paintinj previous to the time of the 
Great sMuohals, Discuj^ f^ es the difference of Persian 
rainiature-pairsting and the modern Indian painting. 
Regards the Hughal painting as Hodern-Indian Painting 
connected with one of th© religion of India, Islam, 
Describes the technical traits and Mughal painting and 
its importance in Modern-Indian painting. CcwnoarGS the 
HuTjhal school and fe sian school. Gradually when the 
Persian style influenced in palntint on Indian soil, 
little by little the two styles becan*e amalgamated, which 
resulted in the origin of what we call the Indo^Persian 
or Mughal style. 
76 SHJiv.v'Ai-il (H K) . Aspects of the Inaian horita ;G. Illus-
trated Weekly of India. 86, 27? 1965, Jul; 4> 22.^11! 
Traces the History of Huslim painting in India, which 
Includes the painting of Mughals also. The origin, 
development of paintinj unaer Mughal perloJ have been 
traced. During this period the intermingling of Hindu 
Muslim traditions was taken place. Illustrates th© 
Mughal paintir J fro:u thn aajput painting. Also 
descri'oes about tho Moghul sty^a of painting with 
reference and examplas. 
77 SOLOMOiJ (vi E Gladstone), Essays on Mogul Art. 1932. Oxford 
Iniversity Press, London. P 96. 
Deals with different pi-iases of Mogul painting. Compares it 
with other school of Indian painting. The value and 
importance in Indian art, have been traced. Describes the 
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3t/le, compoaitioti, techniques, Enumerates th© pers-
pective usad b/ riogul painters. Compares the Mogul art 
with the present mo^ e^rn art in style and composition 
PMUTim, mMHAL, HISTORY. 
78 i'JIl^ IMSOM (J V s) . Mughal painting. Faber and Paber 
Limited, London. P 24. 
Traces the history of Mughal painting during the Mughal 
Emperors Babur-Aurangs;eb. The founder of this school 
of painting was Babur. The paintings of his reign are 
rare but have imx^ortant value. In the reign of Akbar 
painting Icoovm to be a good school. He had hinself 
taken drawing lessons in his youth. Daring his reign 
the art of book became coraraon. Many illustrated manus-
cripts, were completed under him. It was in Jahangir's 
reign that Mughal painting reached its greatest heinht 
of acomplisnraant. Under Shah Jahan tl^ artistic bent 
was mairily architectural. During Aurangzeb's period the 
painting reached its decline. Many pictures with 
description have been illustrated, The»e are taken from 
the manuscripts and from the private collection. 
IMPERIAL. 
79 BiukCti (M C) , Grand Mogul* iinpcrial painting in India 
(1600-1660), 1978, Sterling and Francine Clark Art 
Institute, Massachusetts, P 199, 
This ifodk consists of a catalo^us which accompanies an 
exhibition held at tho Sterling and Francine Clark Art 
Institute, Williamstown, Massachusetts, The exhibitiOTi 
focuses on the central achievement of the Muchal school, 
the exploration of naturalists in the early seventeenth 
century. Traces the history of the commencement of 
European tradition in Mughal painting. This book also 
deals with an introductiCKi on Mughal painting in which 
the life history of the Mughal emperors have been 
traced. And illustrates the characteristic and develop-
raent of Muyhal painting un^ ier these ^ nperors respectively. 
The paintings of the exhibiticm are catalogued in a 
proper manner and describes a note on each and ever^ 
painting. 
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30 iEXiCH {S C) , Imperial Hughal painting. X978. Chatto 
and Hindus* London. P 119. 
Peals with Mughal patrons and artistic fashions in th« 
field of painting. Describes the techniques and treat-
ment used by the painters in the early ?lughal painting, 
•yhe painters were well trained so that no pains were 
spaceJ to the art of painting. Describes the style of 
the aoghal artists. Thay painted the portraits of 
Emperors reQlisticaliy. Traces the historical and 
cultural background of i^ ughal India, Di3cus53es the 
techniques of Mu ,hal Hiniature palntinvj. 
AND PRi; CELY, COLLBCTI0I1-
ALICS AMD MASLI HEERATdAilSCK. 
81 GIROuX ( S y l v i a ) . P a i n t i n g of I m p e r i a l and P r i n c e l y X^dia , 
O r i e n t a l A r t . 29 , 1? 1983 | 8 4 - 8 7 . 
D e s c r i b e s abou t t h e p a i n t i n g s from t h e A l i c e and r i a s l i 
Heeramaneck c o l l e c t i o n which were shown i n t h e e x h i b i t i c m a 
a t Ot tawa. The work e x h i b i t e d I n c l u d e d s<Ma« Mughal 
exaraples of t h e f i n e s t q u a l i t y ^ TJtese Mughal p a i n t i n g s 
h iva been d e s c r i b e d wi th s u b j e c t oxid c o m p o s i t i o n . Those 
Xjaintirjjs be long t » d i f f e r e n t phases of Mughal t r a d i t i o n s . 
F i r s t p a i n t i n g i s t h e l a t e 16 th c e n t u r y , a page- from 
Babur-i^lama, Second p a i n t i n g i s a sp lended Shah Jahan aXbura 
l e a f wi th P&irslaa. c a l l i g r a p h y . Also d e s c r i b e s a p i c t u r e 
s h o w i n j ^ iw>«4rfs Vl6i^ a Holy man a t n i g h t . 
I>^ \ C 
NATURALISM, 
82 BEDEiCii'v (V H) . Stylistic study of Naturalism vis-a-vis 
the imperial and the popular Mughal painting. Journal 
of the Haharaja sayaji Kao University of Saroda, 24, 1| 
1975J 1-15. ~ 
Traces the history of naturalisKs in the painting of ?4ughal 
Emperors and in Popular Huqhal paintin.3. Describes that 
Mughal painting was a unique stylistic developraont of 
great vitality owing miinly to the influence of European 
naturaliara. It led to a basic change in concept and 
methods of picture maki-jg. Yet the naturalism was not 
throughly pursued because of the Qverwhelming indiglnous 
conventions which assorted increasingly in the sub-stylo 
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of Mughal painting under the successive emperors. In 
the so-called popular Mughal paintings v@ find att^ empts 
at reconcieling the methods of naturalism with the 
indigenous conventlonjs. Mentions the pictorial analysis 
of Hughal painting described by the different art 
historians. 
influenced by EUROPEAra PAINTING 
83 GUPTA (Samarendra Hath). European influence on Indian 
Painting, Rupain, 2, 5; 1921# 20-23, 
Determines about Indian art»its physical conditions, 
Indian art has a long history and shows a variety of 
artistic expressicMis of different periods. The impact 
of India with Sngland has brought about certain changes 
in Indian painting. Describes the influence of European 
paintlnj on Mughal painting with references. The 
direct inter-relation between India and Sngland began 
in the latter part of the 16th century when the Jesuit 
Fathers visited the Court of Akbar. There are many 
evidences that Indian artists copiad the European 
style in painting. Also describes the European influence 
on other schools of Indian painting. 
TRADITIONS. 
84 V^MA (D n), European influence on Mughal paintings. 
Kalakshetra quarterly. 1, 2; 25-32. 
Traces the history of the origin of European impact over 
the Mughal painting. Describes' many paintings which 
clearly shows the influence of European traditions. 
PER SI AM STYLE. 
35 GAitGOLY (A !^ ) . ' Indo-Pers ian ' Miniature . Hupacn. 33-34? 
1928; 6 -8 . 
Describes a very i n t e r e s t i n g miniature pa in t ing of the 
Mucjhal school in the collectlcHi of the Pr ince of Males 
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r^ usaum, Bombay. Sxprasses views on the objection to 
the term 'Indo-Persian, One, that Mojhul painting is 
merely a continuation of Persian tradition, the other, 
that Indian painting oniy aroso in tt^ 16th century 
under tha stimulus of the Persian influence introduced 
by ^kbar» Discuases about the influence of Persian 
painting on rioghul school, and compares the two. For a 
ccxs)parison and a contrast, an authenticated rainitxtro by 
Bihsid is reproduced and compared with the Mo-ghul 
oxampla reproduced in the colour plate. The composition 
of these two mlnltures have been described and suggests 
that the similarity between them occurs in subjoct-
inatter. 
86 UAFlOt (nouchine)• Persian contribution to Munhal Art. 
Indo-Irguaiea. 7, 4; 1954, Dec; 39-'41. 
Mughal emperors introduced in India the contesiporary 
civilisation of Persia frorrs which they were to draw so 
much of their inspiration tn learning and art. They 
enroled many Persian artists into their court. Hutnayun 
and his little son Akbar took lessons in drawing from 
Mir Sayyid Ali, the last pupil of Bihzad, and Abdul 
Samad of Shiran;, At the time Hir Say/id /%ll started the 
illustration of the Dastan-i-Amir Hamzah, Abdus Samad 
wa6 the teacher of some of the famous Hindu artists. 
Such as, Dasawanth and Baswanth. It was in this way that 
the Hindu artists learned the Persian style. Describes 
the features of Persian art which is to be found in 
Mughal painting. These are minuteness of treatment, 
the decorative coropositicH^ i and the fine and short 
outlirie. The rtUQhals borrowed from Persia not OTily 
the technique but also the subject-matter. Compares the 
portrait and miniature painting between the Mughal and 
Persian school. It is suggested that in its origin, 
Hughal paintinj was merely a province of Persian 
painting. 
97 SUHT^AWARD^ (Shahid). Introduction to the study of 
Indo-Persian Painting, f^rq. 11, 3> 1958; 21-29. 
The history of Hughal art has been traced* The influence 
of Persian art ori Mugrial art, Rajput art and briefly on 
Rajasthani art has been taken into cor sideration. Com-
parison between Indian and Persian painting with refi^enc© 
to their style, ctMBpositlon, tradition, artists, tech-
niques, subject matter, material used, and other factors 
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with examples have also been discussed. Apart from that 
the resemblance to each other is shomi. Discusses the 
importance of Mughal painting and its characteristics. 
It is regarded as the reflection of Inaian and Persian 
art traditions, Thor© are a nuiaoer of pictures which 
show the influence of Persian art. Considered briefly the 
character of the interestinj Hajasthani school of 
painting. 
88 Alls FAROOQUI, Art Of India and Persia. 1979, B.R,Publish-
ing Can|3any# Delhi, 
The present book is based on the authoris thosis entitled 
"ThQ synthesis of Indian and Persian Qalsan in the court 
of Aukbar", Mas a well defined objective. There is no 
doubt that Hughal painting was inspirted by and derived 
from the clasitical Persian painting* but eventually, 
at any rate by the time of Jahangir, it came to achieve 
an identity and integrity of its own. Traces the 
lineacje of the fusior:s of the two schools of paintings 
executed in the court of the *jreat Hughals. In trying 
to understand the nature of the intimate relationship between 
Persian painting and Indian paiotinc]* he ha;^  analysed 
the cc»itposition» the colour schemes arid the pictoral 
devices of the Mughal miniatures, this providing an 
over-all picture of the various art traditions prevalent 
In the I6th century in India and their fusion. 
Influence on OARHsfAL SCHOOL. 
mKAViDl LAL, Jarhwal school's connadtion with Nujhal 
school. a.oopa-Lekha, 23, l~2j 1952; 37-50, 
Describes the origin of the influence of Muchal school 
on ^arhwal school.Traces the history of the Hindu 
traditions and style adopted by Mughal school in the 
field of painting. Akbar collected together a number of 
artists, mostly Hindus, and cwnmissioned th«Mv to make 
pictures for him. These Hindu artists even though 
employed by Hughal 2to£>eror did not shake off their 
racial and tradlticmal characteristics. Many Hindu 
painters of Rajput school and Garhwal school worked 
with fiuslim painters. These artists borro%/ed from each 
othor and influenced eachother. Bot^ adopted certain 
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characteristics of each othcsr to make the painting 
more beautiful. It was thus that the foundation of 
Mughal school was laid by Akbar. It grow by the 
collaboration of Hindu and Muslim artists. Describes 
the importance of Mughal painting. Also describes about 
the atfnalgajnatioo of Mughal art with Garhwal and Rajput 
schools. Diacusaes about the interdependence of Rajput 
and Mughal art and about ralgratioo of artists from 
flughai school to Garhwal school. Describes many 
miniatures for discussiori. 
90 GHOSB (Ajit). Mughal influence on Jaina painting, 
Muslin Review* 3# 4; 1929; 23-24. 
Traces the history of the origin of Jaina painting. 
Describes the influence of Mughal style on the Jaina 
painting, Also traces the history of the orsergence of 
Mo.jhul influence. The paintings of both the schools 
have i>®mi described. Hentions the Jain miniatures 
which clearly shows the Moghul influence in respect 
of the style, cotapositlon and treatment. 
RAJPUT PAIOTIMG. 
SI SQLOIION {'^ E Gladstcwie) • Mogul and Rajput Painting, 
Times of India Annual. 1937. 37-42. 
Emphasises a critical study about the Moghal and Rajput 
painting. Traces the history of both the schools. 
Conpares the paintings of Mogul school with that of 
Rajput painting. Shows the influence of Moghal style 
on the Rajput. Describes many examples for the discussion. 
in relation to CHRISTIAN OTSSICR^TARIES, 
92 CfiJisTIAil SUBJECTS in Moyul Painting. Journal of Royal 
Asiatic Society. 1933; 748-749. 
It is a lecture delivered by sir Edward Maclagan on the 
9th March, 193i. Describes the attitude adopted by the 
thrue logul sovereings, Akbar, Jahangir and Shah Jahan# 
towards the art of painting and towards the Christian 
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Mlasion whicii was established diirinj their reijns 
at the Mogul court. Slides wera exhibltod to illus-
trate the proses.ce of tha Christian missionarias at 
the court and the cla«r. of pictures which they 
introducad fran Suropa. 
INDIAN F/VBLES. 
93 BtCHltiAl* (Hugo) . Indian Fatoles in Islamic Art. 
Journal of Royal Asiatic Sociaty. 1941; 317-324, 
Summarises a Lecture givasn on 4th March, 1941, under 
the joint auspic's of the Royal Asiatic Society and 
the WarlMirj Institute, Oescribes the translation of 
Indian stories and animal fables In different lau3na^es 
h/ different religions. DescritKaa about illustrated 
Islamic books in India. Miniature painting played a 
nejligible rol© in medieval Islatt as C(Mnr_>ared with 
Christian Europe. Discusses the Islamic miniature 
painting and differs it with Christian painting. Prom 
the sixteent>i century descendants of Timur the subject 
matter of painting was changed from Persian style to 
IndiaTi style. The greater part of their subject 
matter was ultimately not of Isl^nic« but of Indian 
oricjin. Traces the pictoral traditions of Mughal 
painting with examoles. 
RAjmJT SCHOOL. 
94 GRAY(Basil) , Interminyling of Mogul and Rajput Art. 
Marg. 6, 2; 36-38. 
As the title indlcvitas the Irstarfnirr^ llrvj of Hojul and 
•^ ajput art has boen described. y^ Jcbar* s interests in 
paintln.js have been hirnlijhted. He was tne real 
creator of the school of flogul p^intlDg, His artists 
were drav/n from all over India and two-third were Hindus# 
but they received a training front Persian masters. 
Briefly sujmuarisss the atmosphere of his court. The 
influence of such a court must hav ' been great at this 
time h/ the revival of Hindu religious thoughts which 
startin-^  from Bengal had swept across to Rajputana, The 
Rajput rajas had a special position in the floiiul Sraptre. 
ihe Rajas of Rajput states had the resources to lead 
the vernacular renaissance by supporting the poets* 
musicians, an I painters, while at the same time, thoughts 
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them# the Hindu ani the Mogul made contact. Compares 
Mogul galleries with Rajput galleries in painting and 
makes the distinction between the two schools of 
paintinjs. The great ^mporor Akbar united the 
MinsJu artists with tho Turkl-Persian artists. He caused 
thi Hin«3u clasvics to La translated into Persian and 
illustrated; from that time the quality of Indian 
painting was changed. Undoubtedly the Indian genius for 
painting was turned during the early r4o«:?ul period. There 
is one factor in this which is the influence of 
Euoropean art. 
95 Bli-ncm (Laurence). Relation between Rajput and Moghal 
pain tin J: A new document, Hupain. 291 1927; 4-5. 
Two illustrated manuscripts in the rich collection of 
Mr. A.Chester Beattly are so Interesting and important 
for bearing a relation between the Hoghul and Rajpi^ t 
schools in the early seventeenth centur/. The history 
o£ these manuscripts is given. The relation between 
Rajput and floghul painting with reference to their style 
and techniques has been discussed. For the discussion 
some plates have tooen shown to describe the style of 
painting. 
96 ARDESHAli (A C). Moghul miniature paintiny (with lllus-
tritions frcKn the collectic«i of Hr. A.C, Ardeshar of 
Bombay). aQOpa-LeXha. 1# 2y 19-37. 
Briefly traces the history of miniature painting un^r 
Humayun anJ Akbar period. Reproduces many lllustrati(»ns 
witn descriptive note from various manuscripts in the 
collection of ^r, Ardeshar. The subject, connposition* 
style of these illastraticms with examples have Iseen 
jiv in. 
97 SHIIITZ (Barbara). Imperial image t Paintings for the 
r^ ughal court. Oriental Art. 28, 1| 1982; 101-10^. 
Dascribos the Feer Galier/ of Art, *<ashington, D.c,, 
which contains an outstan-airug collection of Indian 
miniatures of Muyhal period. The history of Mughal 
mini-jtures under dififorer.t emperors have bi^ en traced. 
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Also traces th© history of different illustrated 
manuscripts and their miniatures of Mucjhal period. 
The f««r gallery contiinn the following miniaturesi 
(1) 'Jams.iid writing on rock* from the album of 
Jahangir* (i) '.Mughal troops chase the armies of 
Daud% from -\kbar nama^ (3) *Jahangir embracing Shah 
Abbas', frotn an albtim h/ At>ul Hasan. 
COLLSCTION-COWASO'I JEHAMaiR . 
98 KHAUDALAVALA (Karl) . Five miniatures in the collection 
of Sir Cowasji Jehaagir. i^ arg. 5, 2; 1951; 24-32. 
The collection of Sir Cowasji Jehanyir principally 
pertaining to the Hoyul school. Describes about five 
miniatures from his collection. One of which shows 
an 11lustration to the Iyar«i-Danish, Mogul School, 
1606 A.". Traces the history of lyar-i-Danish was written 
by Abul Fa7al at Akbar*s instance. 
99 tiTgLCH (Stuart Ci, f^ ujhal and Oeccani ministi^rG paintings 
from a private collection. 4rs Oriantalis. 5; 1963; 
221-233* 
Describes about several miniatures of Kughal and Oeccani 
school of painting those have been a^^ed to one of the 
private collection shown at the Fogg Art Museum and 
publisned by the same author in Ars Orientalis of 
volume 3. These include the following important mini-
aturei (1) two portraits of the Aklaar period, (2) a 
page frc«B a dispersed manusctipt, Divan-e-Shahi of 
about 1595, (3; a page from a Razm lameh of 1616, (4) 
jt'wo portraits from the album of Shah Jahan. Also 
briefly discusses aoout Deccani pictures. At the end a 
catalogue of Mughal pictures those addecl in the collect-
ion, have been listed. 
100 BHOvvH (Percy) • Art section of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, 
Indian Art, and t^etters, 4, 1/ 1-17. 
Describes the Art Section of the Indian Museum w^ -ich 
contains a very comprehensive collection of Oriental arti 
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Explains th© arangoment of the pictures. One of its 
sub-SQCtion deals witn the collection of Indian miniature 
paintings. These pictures include both Mughal and 
Rajput style. Briefly discusses the significance of Hughal 
paintings \^ ita examples. Schows the persian influence 
on these Muyhal pictures. Enumerates the subjerrt of 
tiiese pictures! and cc^pares thmn with Rajput miniatures* 
INDI^ OFFICE LIBR^WY. 
101 PALK (Toby) and ARCHSI^  (Mildred). Indian Miniatures in 
the India Office Library. 1931. Sotheby Parke Bern©t# 
Lonaon, P 559, 
The India Office Library, London, has an extensive 
collection of Indian miniature which dates frcwn the 
sixteenth to the nineteenth century, which includes 
'luqhal paintings frori the Akbar-nama and other manus-
cripts. Describes the paintings with pictures of the 
r4ughal eraperor Akbar to Aurangsteb* Shows a catalogue of 
these miniatures. It is catalogued by school, each 
treated in a short introduction and the chronologically 
arranged entries list and discuss every picture. The 
catalogue is preceded by a survey o£ the history, growth 
and scope of the collection. 
r-lETROPOLIT.'UI mSEUM. 
102 DI liiMD (M s) « Persian and Indian miniature paintings. 
BuIIt^ tin of Metropolitan Muaetjun of Art. 3 0; 248-250. 
Describes in detail about the Persian and Indian miniature 
paintings which are now kept in the Metropolitan Museum* 
Host of the IntJlaii paintings consists of the Moghul 
paintings. The style, composition and techniques of these 
?ioghul paintings have been described* <^ ocBpares the 
miniatures of Mogul school with other paintings from the 
sarae collection• Some of these paintings show the 
Persian influence which belonjs to the early liurhal 
period. 
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POKTL.<=aJD mi mjsEun, 
10 3 BIN:^' (Edwin, 3rd). Indian miniature paintingi The 
liugial and Deccani schools with some related Sultanate 
mateiial. 1973. Portland Art MusetKn, Portland. P 203. 
Describes the exfiibitlc^ i at Portland. Art 'lusevtm in 
which t^ »Q Mughal and Deccani miniatures of all styles 
and periods have been shown. Diaoussos about thas© 
miniatures vrith a historical DOta. The album of these 
paintings Cam© into British hands as gifts. Depicts 
tho European influence in the treatJT)ent and style df 
these Mughal miniatures. Describes to each and evory 
miniature in the respect of thair style, subject, 
composition, technique iinfi the period which they belong 
Illustrates the importance o€ these miniatures. 
DAJ5CIMG D0RVISHSS. 
104 G\KGOL/ (A N). Dancing dervishes, Rupam. 31? 87. 
Describes tha miniature reproduced ou the colour plate 
by the courtesy of Mr, P.C. Manuk, of Bankipur. Also 
describes the subject of the picture as representing a 
.jroup of • Dancinq Dervishes'. Suggests that whether 
the group represerjts the mystic religious dancinr^  of 
Islam or street performers. Compares it. wit-h tn© 
miniature of 'h Dance of Dervishs' from the collection 
of Captain Spencer Churchill and conclude that the 
above miniature cannot represent a mystic religious 
dance, i'lhatever the subject-matter, it is a very 
interesting and charming example of the Moghul school. 
SNSIGSS. 
105 VSKNA (s p). Ensigns of royalty at the Mughal court 
(ill the sixteenth century) . Islamic Culture, 50, Is 
41-45. 
Describes about the SKiblems, thrones, chhatra, sayban, 
alam, flags used in tl>e fioghal times. These are 
depicted in the illustrations. Authors description is 
based on the miniature paintings. 
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106 HAJSK (Lubor), Indian miniatures of the Hoghul School. 
I960. vSprlnj House, London. ^ 87, 
Describes about the miniature painting of the Mughal 
School, mentions the riughal miniature press; ved In 
both the places of India and i^Jestern cot:ntrl©s. The 
styJe, ccfripoeltion and other aspects have boon 
doscribed, Shows the curopaan Influence In the.^ e mlna-
turec. Depicts the importance-and de«nan.i of these 
HilniatuEei' in t.'^e art market of I'^ Qstern countrias. 
107 KRIS S>i\D\SA (Ral) . Mughal miniatures. 1955, Lallt Kala 
VKadnii, ; ow Delhi. 15. 
Jivjs a precis© survey of :lughal painting. Traces the 
aisto leal account aoout the orijin of the so-called 
scnool of '-lughal palntiny. in tha early days it was a 
piovince of Iranian painting. But it was not slow to 
become InJianisod. This happy combination of Indo-
Iraaian aesthetics crevstad Muglial painting. Describes 
iis limitations, it v?as ^r^ official art,and an art 
baaed UDOD observation and spontaneous naturallsn. 
Illastxates ttie features of Hughal painting. One of 
the features is that it induces the art of portraiture, 
\nothor significant feature it, its landscape, Henresents 
the phases and characteristics frora an album limitecl to 
ten plates. Describes that the real foundar of the 
ffeghai .School was Akbar who established the Im\>eiial 
.-Miadefny at Agra. Shows the Iranian influence in the 
iTslf lat ires, ihe subject of these miniature shown in 
this album have beoj'j described. Th-s classic a§e of 
r^ u^ hal paintiny is the relcn of Jahangir,while that of 
Mughal architects re is the fx^ riou Shah Jahan, Jehan<jir 
apparantly welcomed Influences fri>m European art and 
wita the eye of a naturalist caused rare animals and 
rare plants and flow^ ers to be copied for his albums. 
fSMlUIWS, 
108 0A*i:vO.ijV (A ^J)• f'ioyhul m i n i a t u r e from t h e Lahore Museura, 
RU2>^.38-39; 1929; 84 -86 . 
Discusses on tiie a u t h e n t i c i t y of t h e Foffliinino P o r t r a i t s 
of t h e 'loghul School , and r ep roduces i n t h i s r e s p e c t a 
m i n i a t u r e fra?i t no c o l l e c t i o n of t h e c e n t r a l museuDn« 
Lahore , C<xnpares i t wi th ot.her p o r t r a i t s of ?1oghul 
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princesses. Ihc resent examplo represents a Moi;hul 
princess. Describes tho subject* style, coTinosition 
and suggests tHat the miniature belongs to the reign 
of Shah Jahars. 
KAUflUDI, (lughal Miniature with a rare motif, soooa-
Lekha. 22, 1; 1951; 47-50. 
Describee about the v/omar fijure in r4u hal miniatures* 
Portraits of w<«nen are for conspicuous b/ their 
absence in the early period, i#e., upto the end of 
Akbar's leign. But in the reignof Jehanjir, pictorial 
compositions with v/otnan fciguriog in painting, PrcKni-
nantly began to appear in large nijmbera. By the close 
of Shahjahan's reijn, artists had become so bold ar. to 
p<i»l£jt trtG women in their most intimate poses. These 
portraits and miniatures jive us a true re rosantation 
of queens and princesses. These miniatinreti show the 
lltGi.-ary or artistic activities of v/cffsan in 'lu-g^-jal 
Inclia. Such type of laiiiiaturos are rare in the history 
of Hugjial ?3alntin9, 'ih& subject and importance 
mentioned above is further described by illustrating the 
portrait of 'Princess i'ebun-nisa'pouring over a book'. 
These portraits are iaportant €tom many point of views. 
Also discusses about the Lady-artists in the Mughal 
days and catipareB them with that of raale-artist;i5. 
LOC-JEHSTSIN (Pelix). Saint Magdalene - or Bibi Rabia 
Basri in Hagul paintinq. Islamic Culture. 13, 4; 
466-469. 
Discusses about the ideotification of a picture represents 
a wotaan with ministering angels* For the disc\jssir>n 
the subject, style, canpositlon of this picture have 
boon descrifced: and compares it with the paintinvjis of 
Mogul and Christian with references and examplejs. Such 
painting Vias entitled 'The virgin Hary with Ministering 
Angles' anj '-lagdalene with ministering angels of 
Christian painting. At the end of discussion concludes that 
the style, comoosition, costume clearly mention that of 
the Mo-jul style. Suggests that the paintinn really 
represents no other thai- Rabia Basri. But it resaiibles 
to coatoRiporJcy r/estem representations, because the 
Mogul pai tecs adopted the general conception of tne 
Christian picture and represented in the same attitude 
and style. 
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111 s^£D MOHAIIED. Roinanee of alb-un-Wessa, Rupam. 25> 
18-2.^. 
Doacriblng a charming miniaturo of the Mogul school 
which is reproduced in colour by the kindness of 
nr, sitiram Sah of Benaraa. It is a very fine 
example of the later period of Mogul school. Discusses 
in detail the interest of this miniature from different 
fxslot of view* Such as character, peculiarity, techniques, 
style and culture pertain in it, Also traces the story 
of romance of i^ aib-un-Jlessa from history. The subject 
of tSie miniature as representing 2;aib~un->^ e^ssa, have 
been described. 
112 P^BRI (Charles). Islamic Art, Architecture and Painting, 
yiarch of India. 14, 1; 1962? 36-38, 
Traces the history of Islamic art which deals with both 
arcnitectaxe and painting, jDescribes that the Indian 
culture havQ been changed by the Impact of this Isl^nic 
tradition. Considers tl^ e^ el^nents of foreign influ^^ca, 
Disct-sses the miniature painting that flourished under 
the Muijhals.Also describes its charactoristics, techniques, 
conposition, subject matter, snumerates thit rtughal 
paintinj is one of the finest flowers of India art. The 
floral ornaroaptation is superb and is clearl, a llindii 
element that was introduced by many Hindu painters 
employed at the co trt. The influence of viestern 
rsnalssance painters is clearly seen, 
113 CUBA (J P), Introducing Inaian Art. 1963. P & K 
Publishing House, Mew Delhi. P 172, 40 plates. 
Illustrates the importance of Indian Art ^nd explains 
the criticism made by various authors on it. One of the 
contents deals with Indian Pairiting including the 
description of the Mu.jhal Miniatures with plates, Mujhal 
painting developed under the patronage of three emperors, 
llumayun, Akbar, and Jehangir, The beginning was made in 
a small way by Humayun whan he requisitioned the services 
o* the two famous painters, Mir Sayyid All and Khwaja 
Abdus Samad, from Persia to illustrate the flaras;a Mamah, 
Akbar was interested in European paintings. The book 
illustrations undertaker in Akbar*s time were religious 
books, includlncj Akbar t4ai»ah written by Abul Fazl. i'ilth 
Jahangir Mughal art reached its zenith. His love for art, 
was based on a deep knowledge of flora and fauna. He loved 
flov;ers and animals and ordered the artists to be painted. 
Describes briefly the development of painting after 
Jahancfir, 
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114 iiJ-<\;L •'iX'sia';!.' -;•; of t h e o a r l i ^ i r r*otiof:ir, 19S3. i j o i l e i a 
hios::.i£y, Oxford, P 3 , 
Deals i^it;: l i i s t o rv o£ miaiati-^re a r t vfjJer tho "^ii-:nol 
o?-? -er-.-rs. i 'his a r t was f i r j j t intj:o-.'uC'->a bv ,.ab«..r, ••r-;ut 
i t owGs i t s -jtiVciopKisnt in tiio r o i j n ot .larriayu-, arjij 
; i is ?; -n \Koar, '-.ho a c t i v i t i ;3 of Hi^ j^aai r-o'•itii.-} 'larih;;^ 
t;:jo Qr-:;atar p a r t of •MrJy.iS* ^> r e i g n were n a i n l y cot^fissorl 
t o book i l l u s t i a t t o j i s , b.scause tno £r!.pot."cr i'^ :^ c1 j , -ii;of;:m;>ir! 
lovo for tiiut a r t . 'MS a r e s u l t nav&cal nwinuocri^its wore 
i l l u s t r a t e d ^ nucrh as i c;:5:..y o£ 'i2r-Tfiii's P e r s i a n r a ; ; a n t i c 
•>0!:iir-n# rn-nnt''script of ' f^ai la .:;?i] :i<^!Joan*, corr,- of Ja^ni 'o 
; afiariR'f:an# i i a f i ^ ' s :'!acjnribi anu it,asi;;wi-vr.v; ^r . The 
lii '^torv aoout th .-^ 'a .vinurscripts havo buon tr.vC-.--J, ^rie 
m-ajor port!-J:': of t:ie uook d e a i o v/iih t h e pa l r . t i : . :;s 
an t^r Akbjr . i>j!0Gri.,;a8 about tho Porvtan i:*'"! jonce 
cac/rf''. ir, t;-© r-nl;. ti;.-.;c undar Mu.jhal r:tnj>3roro. " ' r lGfly t r a c e s 
iha n i s t o r y c^ £ or i . j i , ; ana docl i t ja c?f; t;iG ^'erni ::» 
isifii.-ance o« .'luaaal s t / i a . 
l i s HV!DM\i- (H S) . In;;i;K, M i n i a t u r e P a l n t i r i g , 1 9 8 1 . -^oli 
'iook-:- t n t o r j . i t i j ; : a j , ,av^  D e l h i . P i 2B . 
Vrac'./S t h e hir-tcsr/ aii^ce tno M r t h <;£ "=i;il.iture p a i n t i n g 
iji Incii-j and ix,s d i s t i n c t e v o l u t i o n . The Xn i a a 
p a i n t i n y had i'cs '<>ii:tii i n tn->.^  cavtss of ^ j a n t a about 
200 i .C , l i l u o t . .:ite5^ Wctinly the r»ai t i n g f r a n '-^ala -
760 ..i.^, up to tile S i d ; i^chool of P a i n t i n g 1025, coco r ing 
th. : .iUjhal iicnool of PaiiitirKj t o o , i>cals w i th a l l of t h e 
l0di i? i : i i n i a t a r o f>riinti:>j Irscluvlin,, the flir ha l p a i n t i n g 
un.,.G: 'ikhar ar»..c J e u a n j i x i:> C;iante^s 2 and 4 reP;-»octiV'ly. 
Char-^tGr 4 lia^ ^ tiiG t i t l G 'ThG ago of Magniflcio.-.ce anC 
pi- -i;;uro' ivhich J i r o c t s t he p e r i o d o£ JBha- i j i r in p a i n t i n g . 
Chap-cox 5 d e a l s ".ho :>rovir;cial -It'Oha' f-jai'jvin; of 3udh 
^-n-/nv,..,e£ai>a>a, Ot?i.3r criar^ters cover t.'m vjalntUvj of 
s ia jpat , !<.^n,-;ra, Pafiar i , a ikh and iJeccarji, Oescri t jos a l l 
scho<::5lG of p-:iinti:>« in tha way tr* -lako t h o com-"sarison 
ii; betwa-j' t h a •• 
116 D\3 (-^sok KmnarJ . !>u-rMJ r o y a l hui.„ i;= n i ' , ' a t . : i ro ;oaint-
^'^5^'« ln.Uan,Jlusou::i t u l l e t j f i . 2, 1 ; 19S?; 19-2;^, 
iJi'iCt,n;GQs ti ie auiivlr*., eX;:;editics^}s .jf :iiifjjals i l l o s t n t e - i 
in t b e pa in t i v jo s . iJoscrilxjs t n e ir>:,trro3t of uaii.-ifsvjir 
i n :yaatl:ij whicii i; . i l l u s t t r a t e u iu Jahaa-^ i r i pa in t in-j 
v;it-« d l l t a c minute r e t a i l s • i^.u t^io ciroiM.atic ac t i a r . of 
tfJtj !ii--nt. '•'loo d e s c r i b e s snany p i e t a r e s fo r t a e i I.-^  cue s i on 
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Including the pictures in Indian Huseixms. Makes a 
criticism about the identification of the paintins^ js 
by other authors, such as Brown, Basil Qray, Shows 
a piclmre trcm the colloctiofl of Indian museums which 
roprss^its • Snperor Jahangir hunting lion* 
influenced by EUROPEATJ STYLE. 
117 SIiiGH (Chandramani) • iSuropoan themes in early Moghul 
miniatures. Chhavi. 401*410• 
Traces the history of the aiaergence of European tradi-
tion in the early roiniatrures of Mughal painting. 
Examines the miniatures which clearly show the influence 
of Buropean stylo on these Mughal miniatures. The 
Mughal emperors adopted the Christian themes during 
the period of their diploraatic missions. 
PAINTERS. 
lia CHUGHTAI (M Abdulla)• Few Hindu miniature-painters of 
the 18th and 19th centuriuss. Islamic Culture. 8? 
393-412. 
Traces the historical account of the Hindu miniature-
painters under Ifughal emperors, especially under Akbar. 
Illustrates the fusion of Hindu and Nuchal traditions 
in the field of painting and about the origin of Indo-
Persian style. Also describes a detailed account of 
the Hindu painters undec later Mughals. Descrl'JKis 
many miniatures from thecollections both in India and 
Europe wnich are attributed to Hindu painters. Gives 
a list of Hindu artists from famous Johnson's collection 
at the India Office Library, London. Those artists used 
to work under '4ughal chiefs and nobles. 
PORTRAITURE, HISTORY, 
119 MOH/ifli''Is;D QUAMRUDDIN. Brief survey Of Mughal painting. 
Indo-Iranicg. 10, 3? 1957; 13-23. 
Discusses th© development of miniature and portraiture 
art of painting intthe reign of Mughal ranperors. The 
miniature art of painting owes its introduction into 
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India to the artistic cjenls of the tvfo Mughal emperors, 
liuraayun and his son Akbar, The sapling was brought £rom 
Persia and planted in India by Husnayun* and it b©cam@ 
a huge tree in the reign of Akbar. Many Persian 
paintQrs were ®nplo/ed by Humayun to maintain a court of 
his own. The activitiea of Mughal painting during the 
j^reater part of Aktar* s raign ware mairily confirmed to 
book illustrations, becaxi^ e the amperor had a profound 
lovo for that art. As a result several manuscripts 
were illustrated. Th© emergence and disappearance of 
Persian style have boen traced. Describes about the 
decline of the MOj'hal painting. The Mujhal miniature 
has secured for itself a high position in the history 
of fine arts on account of its portraiture. 
120 MOTI CHAiiD.<A. i^ hite elephant. Lalit Kala. l-2» 1955-
1956y 96-97. 
Describes the splendid .^ lughai rainiatui© of the late 16th 
or early 17th century which represents a white elephant, 
profusely ornamented under a canopy. It is attended by two 
smaller grey elephants, a fully caprisoned horse and a 
camel led by its driver. The majesty of the white 
elephant is obviously emphasised. The Ain-i-%kbari makes 
no mentiort of any vrtiite elephant. Author also traced 
the history of the white elephant. The ki-ig of Arakan 
had captured the white elephant frcsa tne king of Pegu. 
Later Hansingh defeated the king of Arakan in 1603. 
Jlintory, hovjever, is silent whether he captured the 
white elephant anu presented it to Akbar. There is a 
mention of a white elephant in the Padshah Mamah. 
P.AIKTING, r4lK3HAL, ,?4U{t:\L P I C T O K B S , BVAL-JATIO?? 
121 GOSIZ (H). early Hajput Murals of Eairat (C.A., %.D. 
1587). ATS Orientalls. It 1954? 113-118. 
Traces the oriqin of iaj ;ut paintiug and discusses the 
problom whethor it is originated frcxn Mughal court or 
developed independently. Also traces the history of 
some mural pictures acquired frrai! Bairat place, and 
describes about the style, background and subject-
matter in comparison with both aajput and Mughal st/le 
1. THE WHITE ELEPHANT 
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of painting. \nd thus concludes that these pictures 
are in Rajput fashion but shows tha Hughai style too. 
JiATliRE. 
122 ELUi-^ T (i^ ). HUvihai painters of natural history. Burlington 
Magazine. 90; 1943; 49-50. 
Briefly traces the historical background of the court 
painters employed in the Mughal school of painting. 
Th • techniquG, treatmont and styl© have been described. 
Describes the significance of "iatural palr^ ting under 
the Mughal emperors. Enumerates that riughal emperors 
were the lovers of Mature. As evident, there are 
many |X>rtraits of birds, animals, and plant, completed 
under th® reign of Jehangir. 
123 DICKISSOIJ (Brie C) . Treatonent of nature in Hoghul 
painting. Pakistan quarterly. 1, 6; 1950-51; 40-49. 
Depicts tho treatiTsunt of nature from the paintings of 
Moghul style. Describes the corapofsltloii, style, 
technique of many paintings which shows the natural 
drawing. Traces the evolution 6f these paintirjgs 
unier the floghul emperors. Also traces the interest 
and encouraietr.ant of the Hocjhul emperors in tho field 
of painting. 
124 KUHAR SAR^SW\TI. Birds in Moghul Art. Harg. 2, 2; 
23-41. 
Traces the history of Hoghal painting particularly in 
tha magnifleant style of painting of animals and birds. 
Also traces the significant aspects of Huyhal painting 
under the Mughal emperors. Says that Hojhul emperors 
were keen love^ -s of nature. Especially during the 
reign of Jehangir the study of bird vas most instruc-
tive. Jehangir ordered to the artists to paint different 
species of birds. Describes about the artints wno 
painted many portraits of birds* Ona of them is 
r^ anstir. \ detail account of 'lansur's painting of 
bird© with pictures have been given. 
HuituM. 3C, 2, 1961, ^p rn , n j I l i V r - ' " ""^"^S 
^ r i J u c l e s o5^?frr^,°r ^' ""Ol^-ion orlUcaUy of 
-no art icles published by ?ir. Robert Skelton In i^ h« 
M S ? I ^ i r ? °' '^ Ort.„tall= under ^ S e S t l e ^?L lugnal Artist Parrokh Beg- alona with 16 ralnlati^ra" 
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PAINTER, F-/VRPil)KH BEG, 
125 U^^m AH?4SD. Mughal Artist Farrukh Beg, Islamic 
Culture. 35, 2; 1951, \pril? 115-129. 
Sxcunines the observation ani conclusion critically of 
the articles published by ?tr. Robert Skelton in the 
socond voliime of Ars Orlentalis under the title 'The 
r^ ughal Artist Farrokh Reg' along with 16 miniatures 
attributed to him. (He had made an attewnpt to 
recorsstruct the biocjraphy of the artist with the 
help of the scanty historical material available and to 
fill the lacuna by a close study of tha miniatures 
preserved in hia name in various librariao of the 
world. Despite this, ha could not, check sane of the 
historical errors which have crept in somehow) and 
points out some of the defects of the article. Criticises 
about wrong identification of this artist due to the 
similar names. 
126 KH4s4E (G H) . ?4ir Khusraw or Farrukhf ai, 4nnals of the 
Bhandarkar Qrisntal Research Institute. 24; 239-240. 
In the first voluirie of the Bharatiya Vidya (pp.71-72) 
is published a note by Rai Krishnadas, in t^ich he 
has described the paintings of the so called Mir fChusraw» 
After describin*! the paintings, he has raised the question 
as to who this Mir Khusraw could be. In this article the 
author ansv;ors to the 3ihove question by the description 
of five paintings by Farrukhfal. Me also describes about 
tnis paintsar and compares him with that of Hie Khusraw. 
SnmhDh PRASAD. 
127 Ai^JA^'D KRISH?IA, Livinj hereditary artist of the Mughal 
school, Lalit Kala. 1-2; 1955|-1956 March; 77-73. 
Traces the histor/ of istad Ram Prasad (died 1943) who 
was a descondent of Sikhi in the fourth generation. Ustad 
Rarr; Prasad was not only a fine painter of the late Mughal 
school but alsoa philosopher and a lover of poetry and 
folk music. His painting won him recognition even abroad. 
Author describes his life history and his tachniques and 
style in paintinj.t He was regarded the famous artist of 
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Shah J e h a n ' s c o u r t . Sh r i Sharda Praaa«i# «oo of Ram 
Prasad i s a l i v l n y a r t i s t i a t h e J1,ughal t r a d i t i o n . He 
began p r a c t i s i n g h i s a r t s i n c e t h e age of fo i i r taen 
under t h e guidance of h i s f a t h e r andfoeing n a t u r a l l y 
g i f t e d , soon becamo a d a p t i n t h e t r a d i t i o n a l t e c h n i q u e 
of flughal p a i n t i n g . 
PAINTEI^S ASSlliKTIC. 
128 VSJ^ MA (s p ) , Huijhal painter's aesthetic. Quarterly 
review of historical atudioa. 1S# 2; 98- lot: 
A Study based on the sixteenth caituxry miniatures. Des-
cribes the Hughai painting and examines the method of 
painting, its composition, element, tool, technique, 
style and design pattums, etc. Compares it with other 
school of paintinj. Illustrates that luqhal painters 
have made every effort to create an effect of vividness 
to a greater extent in their creations. They borrowed 
some method of ccsmposition from the r>ersian art. Shows 
Persian influence on riughal painting, traces the 
historical account of the paint«ars and their way of 
painting, tradition, etc. 
SURVEY, 
129 I^IJKINSOO (J V S ) . Historians and painters of the 
Mughal court, nan, 22, 17; 21, 
Depicts the blo^jtapnical sketches of the Mughal court 
psdnters. Describes their techniques, style and treatment. 
Depicts tne nasios of the painters from various manuscripts. 
Di?^cus30s about the perspective adopted by these painters 
from Persiain and European style of paintincj. Describes 
about the fusi »n of the Hindu and Husliin tradition. 
PAI ' ITIHG, r-'JATEia/U., meXLYSlS. 
130 ^MJPPJUL (J C ) . A n a l y s i s of scmi© Moghul wa l l p a i n t i n g 
rndtorials. Sc ience and C u l t u r e , 30, 3 ; 1964; o l 2 ^ - 1 2 5 , 
A d e t a i l e d a n a l y s i s of trie Moghul wa i l p a i n t i n g has 
bean ^ i v e n . D e s c r i b e s i t s s t y l e , t e c h n i q u e s and t h a 
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materials used in painting. Depicts the colour combina-
tion and corapositlon of the rioghul painting, Givos tha 
details of treatment. Describes many miniatures for 
the discussion. 
POKTUAIT, C4LLlGRAPfIERS. 
131 VSRMA (s P). Portraits of the calligraphers depicted 
in the Hughal Miniaturos: A Historical study. Islamic 
Culture.54, 3; 1980; 173-186, 
Deecribes about the portraits o£ the calligraphers which 
is depicted in the miniatures of an illustrated manuscripts. 
Traces the historical details of sane calligraphers 
tnose are ascribed on the colophons of the manuscripts. 
COLLECTION - B R I T I S H MUSEtM. 
132 Gn\Y (Basil). Colloction of Inuian portrait, British 
•'luseiim Quartely. lOj 1935-36| 162-164. 
Describes the seventy -four Indian drawings haVQ lately 
been presented to the Department of Oriental Antiquities 
by the National Art Collections Fund. These have been 
mounted in an album of European manufacture about the 
year 1790 by some unknov/n Anglo-Indian who has added A s -
criptions and caarnents. Ihe albtutis formed in this way 
by Major Poller, the famous Swiss rt^rcenary. One of 
his album is in Ui© British fluseum which has riughal 
niniatures. The present album, its contents and portraits 
have been described. 
-R3MP.RANDT. 
133 GOSTZ (Hermann), Hotes on a collection of historical 
oortmit from Golconda, Indian Art a^d Letters. 10# 1; 
1936; 10-21. 
Traces the history of R^nbrandt's collection of Indian 
paintings and illustrates how did they come into Rem-
brandt's possession. Those paintings came from Golconda. 
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Scrnie of thein t^ ere the poE'%:cmits of Emperore, princes, 
and generals ©f th@ Mughal reign, Mughal pictoral art 
provides an additional souree of information to trace 
the history of Golconda In Its main outline. 
134 GAM iOLY (O C). On the authenticity of the Feminine 
Portraits of the Hoyihul School, Huraaro. 33-34; 1928; 
111-15. 
Diccusees the authenticity of the F^ninine portraits of 
the Moghal school, enurneratcs tha reasons why the 
f©"inirie portraits are very rare io Mojhul paintings, 
left by the Moyhul school, are iiaajinary pictures and 
are not the record of actual likeness. It has been 
stated that having regard to the strict purdah observed 
lit the Moghul harem, it was impossible to obtain actual 
portraits of the Muqhal princesses, nany portraits of 
those represent the Hoghul princersos have been described. 
135 CA?IGyLt' (O C) . Rare Moqui portrait. Koopa-Lekha. 21, 2; 
1950; 1-5. 
3hov;s a portrait of :Joor Jahan whic i is considered as 
a rare sioghal portrait taken frorr. a private collection. 
In the light o£ this portrait the general problesn of 
the authenticity^ of the feminine portraits of the r4oghul 
school has been discussed. For t^is discussion, many 
references have been cited. It was at one time believed 
that owlDj to the strict purdah observed in the Moghul 
harem, it was impossible to obtain actual or authenticated 
likenecs of the beauties oC f4oghul seraglio. The portrait 
of wonon left by the painters of the Moghul school are 
not the record of actual likeness, having regard to the 
testimony of the records of European travellers, chiefly 
Bernier and Manucci, scholars have been able to argue 
that the feminine portraits of the rioghul school are 
i-Tiajinary versions rather than actual records. Some 
ej^eptlons may have happened in the cases of princesses 
of outstandintj personalities like Mur Jahan, who is 
said to have appeared in public. It is stated that on 
occasions, she used to present herself before her subjects 
at tiie Jharoka (balcony) in the manner and followin j the 
custom of the :ioghui emperors. Describes the condition of 
fertiaio portraiture under thj moghuls and argues that there 
v,rere iady artists workin j in tha r^ oghul harems, who must 
2 . A MUGHAL BEAUTY 
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have actunlly drawn authentic Xik@n@sses of Moghul 
anpresses and princesses. In vl©w of the new and 
startling ovidances, it is quit® probable that some 
of the wokan |>ortratts of th® Moghiil school must have b«@n 
authontic. 
HISTOfty, 
136 HA^ Ati (S M). Mtighal portrait st^le, Dacca Qniveraity 
Studies. lOi 1961i 69-77. 
Trac^ -s the historical developm^snt of th© jjort-aits in 
the ?4ujhal school of painting. Describes that the 
painter® of the Moohul school depicted to all the 
Emperors, princes and other principal personalities 
of the f4ughal court, i'his are of portraiture mostly 
developed under the reign of ffumayun, Akbar and Jahangir. 
Discusses about th© style and treatment of these 
portraits. 
137 IGHAPORIA CBurjor ecsaanji). Portraits of the rjr?mter 
Moghuls. Journal of Indian History. 14, 42? 1935; 363-399, 
Describe® about the portraits of the great Mughals, These 
includes tlia tx>rtraits of iftiperors. Princes and Princesses* 
which were portrayed under different Smperors by 
different painters. Vrace® the history of the develop-
ment of portraiture painting under the patronage of 
various Sinpsrors, This art of painting mostly developed 
under Humayun, AKbar and Jehangir. 
138 POUSR.4ITS. Marg. 11* 4; 1958, Sep, 42-45. 
Illustrates the interest of portraiture during the reign 
of Mughal®• Bafour had inherited a su|^rb portrait gallery 
of his ancestors and was himsreif a rararkbale artist, as 
ia evidonc from hio memoirs, HnBiayun was influenced in 
predileetions in favour of portraits by his Persian host. 
Akbar not only carried on the project of the Amir Hamza, 
tou.t seema to have delighted in the record of his multi-
farious activities, Jehangir*s aesthQticism concentrated 
upon the narcistic portrayal of his personality from the 
time of his early youth. Shahjahao and his courtiers raad« 
portrait paintir^ g into the most fashionable activity of 
their elegant lives. 
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139 H*.\tHOD CHAKD A. Muyhal portraiture. Times of India 
annual. 1965; 19-24. 
Traces the historical account about the art of portraiture 
in Mughal India. DescriWQS the develoKWiont of portrait 
paintings under different ^nperors. This art of painting 
mostly flevsloped under the patroraj-e of Humayun, Akbar 
and Johangir, Bmphesises his discussion with examples, 
140 '^hKinsom (J V s). rortrait of Shah Daulat by Bichitr. 
Journal of Royal Asiatic Society. 1950? 11. 
oproduces a portrait of Shah Daulat whlculs a dignified 
example of Hughal Court art towards the middle of the 
seventeenth century, when portraiture was at its zenith, 
and/ under court influence, very much in fashion. Describes 
about the artists who paint the painting named Bichitr. 
It is at the Victoria and Albert Huseura. The portrait 
represents tha saint who was a revered Muhamr^ edar. leader. 
In this port£ait the suropean influence on Mughal art 
has been clearly shown. 
Influence on DECCAT^ SCHOOL. 
141 POsiTt AIT OF a court lady frora Hyderabad, Rupaa. 4| 1920, 
lC-17. 
Traces tne history from the tin® of disruttion of the 
?4yglial Empire of Delhi and migration of artists to 
Deccan court. The works of Mughal artists scxnetimes 
show certain strength and distinctive qualities. A. 
port ait have been deseocibed v*hlch represents a 
court l:-id/. This port_ait belongs to the peri id later than 
Auranjseb. Examines the sobjoct of the portrait, narrates 
that it is im jossible for the court painter to draw 
livifKj likenesses.of the beauties of the Mughalqueens 
and princoosos. The artists invariably drew on their 
imajination in renderinvj the portraits of ladies. But 
this presentpicture appears like ap authentic likeness 
and not an imaginary portrait. 
SIKH P.Ai"ITI?.IG. 
142 .A^ DJlA^ A <M s> • Pair;tin.ja of the Sikh Gurus iu the Collas-
tior, of Fiahant of v:iurdwara ^mn Rai, Dehradun. Hoopa-Lekha. 
39, 1-2; 13-20. 
Describes a collect!o of paintings of the Bikh Jurus 
which are at presen- with Mahant indresh Charan Das of 
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Darbar Sr i Guru liam Hai a t Dehraoun, iht*? largo col lect l (») 
of palntlncf in the ?4ahant*3 co l l ec t ion ccmtalns a nuraber 
of por t i -a i ts of Rat; a l which Ind ica tes t u a t he was a 
patrof. of paintincj, and poss ib ly muplo/Qd a flughal a r t i s t 
for t h i s work. The iroportauce of t h i s c o l l e c t i o n l i e s in 
the fac t t h a t I t contairis tho e a r l i e s t p o r t r a i t s of Guru 
Nanak. Thi© ccKuposition of t*iese co l l ec t ion havo been 
described >-mil i nd i ca t e s tha t the traatrntsnt of nature and 
costumes worn by the ouru and h i s a t t endan ts a re t y p i c a l l y 
Mughal, 
ih\Sr\i (S f4) . riu :hal scnoj l of Z.oologioal p o r t r a i t u r e . 
Art and L e t t o r s . 37; 1953; 3-13, 
rrac€js the h i s to ry of o r ig in of b i rd and animal drawings 
in the Mughal p a i n t i n g . i<<Jltii the Incept ion of Muqhal 
r u l e in India* pain t ing received a mighty impetus. The 
g r e a t e s t cont r ibut ion of fiuyhal paintiritj t o Indian a r t was 
the f>ortrait s t y l o , i'he next important subjec t t o 
represen ta t ion in .MuMhal pa in t ing i s the study of birds* 
animals and rep t i les*mani fes t ing both the Indian and 
Persian techniques . Describes Mughal p a i n t i n j as 
r ep resen t s the b i rd and animals during the ler iod of 
Akbar and Jahan^iir vsd.th tecrmique and i l l u s t r a t i c w i s . ^ s o 
descr ibes about the drawing of Ustad "lansur, Mughal painter* 
ropEesontinij the b i rds and animals and formulates h i s 
imfiortance in p a i r t i n ^ by a c lose study of h i s con t r ibu t ion 
preserved in various p laces of the world* 
WASLIS, CALLIGRAPHY. 
SASTRI (ilirananda) . Socae rare portraits and waslis. l-iew 
Indian Antiquary. 3; 1940-41? 2S7-265, 
Gives a few general remarks on the tilstory of the 
Indo-Persian or Mu.jhai f-eh :>1 of painting and the technical 
names of t!iQ calligraphic systesr.s of Persian or Arabic 
writings. Deacriises the attitude of the great flughals 
that made possible the masterpieces of pair ting and 
calligraphic art to be numerous durinq their raign. 
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145 MJ. (Sallna H) . Hoghul Qmf>eroifs of India as naturalists 
and sportsmen. Journal of the ocynbay ijatural History 
Society. 32; 1927; 34-63. 
Depicts tile costmnes arsd traditi:>r2s of Mughal anperora 
frcxmth© paintinjs. Doacribas many paintinqs which 
represent tne sports activities of the r?o«3hul esnperors. 
Traces tha history of the interest of pair ting, reproduced 
sosTio paintings from difforeot manuscripts and rliscuases 
the naturalism in this art. 
146 SOLOMOM (w s Gladstone) . Colour and i^ oghuls : Pefloctions 
in an Indian Museum. Islamic Culture. 3; 1929; 365-368. 
Traces the progress of prince of i^ ales Museum of Bombay, 
from tha gate to the garden, and thence to the Indian 
galleries and their cabinets. The walla of these cabinets 
show the Moghul painter's art. In the pictures of Akbar's 
school shows the grafting of Indiar. shoots upon the old 
Persian stem, and in the later works of Jehangir's time 
the full bloomin'j of a really Indian rose. 
PAIMTISG :CGIiAl., 1500-1600, HISTC^Y. 
147 ANAfSD (Mulk Raj). Background of Early Mughal Painting. 
Marg. 11, 3; 1958? 30-44. 
Traces tho historical background of the emergence of 
interest in pain tin j frcxii Babur-Jahangir. Dirscussea the 
various tconds, traditions and techniques durinj their 
reign. Identifies the irfluenco of Persian style and 
otner factors ou Mughal painting, and describes about the 
lmi>ortant painters and their works witn reference to 
their style. T\V2 history of paintiny under Timurid 
period has also he&) traced in brief. Reproduces many 
figures from Akbar-N^na and from other sources. 
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influenced by EUROPSAM STYLE, 
143 BE -^ H (Milo Cleverland). Suropean sourco for early Mucjhial 
painting. Oriental Art« 22, 2$ 1976| 180-183. 
Thor© is no ori'jinality to the observatiors that Suropean 
art was aif iraportarst and continuinj inspiration to 
painters in Mughal Intila, It is woll accepted that 
ttughal artist, copied, adopted ana learned from European 
prif>ts and paintinjs brought to Mughal Court by Hiosionaries 
and cladventurers beginning by the late 16th century. The 
faiiiiliar evidetjce for tna initiation of Moghul contact 
v/itn 2urop© and Euroooan can be found ir. Alcbar-Mama, Kamssa 
nama, Tulsi nana, the relationship of Europe and Moghul 
art %/as more compleK* Conc-..:'rnedl here is the presence of 
EurO|>ean print as source for the Tulsi-nama composition, 
for this reveals that influence from Europoan was obviously 
present at the vsry initiation of the Moghul school of 
painting. 
149 siifQH (Chandramani), European theraes In Early ?!ughai 
miniatures, Chhavi, 1971; 401-410. 
Traces the history of the orijin of European influence 
on the f4ughal miniatures. The nature of these Suropean 
style ttiiniatures, atgonco so Iniian an J yet so •European*, 
raised a number of Paestioes of fundamental importance 
amon:j art historians as to how Hughal masters got interested 
in these miniatures and their themes. Refers the discussion 
of various authors cm the nature of these pairtinqs, Anthor 
testifies his discussicwn with suitable examples of the 
rainiat.uce from the various manuscripts and from various 
collGCtioiis to show the influence of European themes. 
ISO tfELCH (Stuart C), Early Mughal miniature paintings from 
two private collectiorss ahoian at the Fogg Art Huseuen, 
.^s Qrientalis. 3| 1959? 133-146, 
Describes about a sniall exhibition of Muqhai Art, which 
was held at Fo<^ g -^ rt m^s&iun, Jiarvard Vniversity, 1956-57, 
Hany Muyhai pa ntings wore shown in the exhibition. Illus-
trates the paintings that gav^ a fuller picture of the 
aevfc3lop«!cnt of riu.,jhal stylo. i\lso describes the phases of 
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Mughal book painting with references from different 
manuscripts. Discusses the features of th© portraits 
un lar Shah Jahan and Shan Alain^  At tho end of description 
a catalocu© of pairtlngs v^ ith notes have boon illustrated. 
Phltiim, BIHSSAD. 
151 Bin'fOn (i,atir©nce), Indian painting of the early Mogul 
school, gritigh Musevan Quarterly. 2; 1927-28> 55. 
Describes a good example of the Hoghul school of Paint-
ing whicn was accjuired to th® Huseum. It was attributed 
to tha fa:nous Persian Haster nasn^ Bihjr.ad. It is a 
delicate and vigorous oxampl© of tho school, probably 
painted in the last years of Akbar's raicjn or the first 
years of Jah^gir*s» at any ratQ» quite o-arly In th® 
seventeenth century# Tho subject is a combat betweeai a 
buiffalo and a lioness. 
PCSiTRAlT. 
152 GAJCJOLY (0 C) . P o r t r a i t of Sher Shah, Rupffn. 35-36| 
1928f 61-62. 
reproduces a p o r t r a i t of the e a r l y Hoghul school , b / the 
courtesy of tha cura to r of H,r^, The 3«lkwad's Galley of Pin« 
Art and I4useum, oiscusses the » t / l e , technique and treat-Ttent 
of t h i s p o r t r a i t and i d e n t i f i e s i t as an p<5rtxait of 
Sher Shah. tThe date corresporsds to 1754 A,D, Traces 
b r i e f l y the l i f e h i s to ry of Sher Shah, 
WALL PAI^fTlKG. 
153 GOSTi. (H). Patban torabs of Sarhind. Islamic Culture. 
13? 1939? 313-318. 
Traces the history of Sarhind place and the tombs present 
there. These were well decorated with rich wall paintings 
in Ma<)hal style. These paintings were actually completed 
under the oarly ftughals named Babur and Humayun•Describes 
the details about the style, technique, compositicm. 
These paintings are stiii present on the walls of the tombs 
at Sarhind near Asibala, Illustrates the value and importance 
of these paintings. 
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PAIMTING, HOvrHAL, 1 5 2 6 - 1 5 3 0 , B.-^BUa, MANUSCKirc, SHAH-NAMA. 
154 HK3Lr43s ( iTilnifred). Babur*3 Shah Hamah, P a k i s t a n Q u a r t e r l y * 
3, It 1953? 2 0 - 2 3 . 
Deacr ibea about t h e i iojhul manusc r ip t ' B a b u r ' s Shah 
i^amah' w r i t t e n by F i r d a u s i and i l l a s t r a t a d by t h e 
foreinost c o u r t p a i n t e r . D i s c u s s e s t h e c o n t e n t s of th© 
m a n u s c r i p t , i t s s is® and p a i n t i n g s * The m i n i a t u r e 
p a i n t i n y of t n e manusc r ip t i l l u s t r a t i o n s i s no rma t l c 
i n c o n c e p t i o n . Shows t h e P e r s i a n i n f l u e n c e in t h e s e 
p a i n t i n g s . 
1530-1556, flUMAYUfl,HISTORY. 
mis TARoOai. Reassessment on t h e conuneneeracant of t h e 
Da3tan-i- .%nir Ha»n7,ah. Roopa-t«ekna, 42 , 1-2; 35 -37 . 
D i scusses about t h e i l l u s t r a t i < » s t o t h e Daatan- i -Arair 
Harasah, i n t h e Muglial p e r i o d , u n t i l r e c e n t l y i t was 
b e l i e v e d t h a t JIumayiin o r d e r e d t h e pa in ta i : ? t o p r e p a r e t h e 
i l l u s t r a t i o n s t o the Oastan-i-Ztmir flarnzah. This has been 
r e c o r d e d b / many comsjetent his tor iaurjs . But f u r t h e r 
disclonecl t h a t i t was wrong t o asswae, because t h e 
h i s t o r y o£ Huraayun's ro ign i s however s i l e n t and no 
evidotico i s availatsl© t o s u p p o r t t h i s v i ew. I l l u s t r a t e s 
h i s t o r i c a l account o£ t h i s view fc^ t a k i n g i n t o c o n s i d e r a -
t i o n t h e v a r i o u s r e f e r e n c e s from books, a r t i c l e s and 
m a n u s c r i p t s r e l a t e d in t h i s r e s p e c t . 
PORTi--AlT, 
156 POi<T \IT OF liiynayun. Rupam. 17 ; 4 2 - 4 3 . 
Compares t h e p o r t r a i t s of fluma/un wi th t h a t of h i s d i s -
c e n d a n t s . The p o r t r i i t s of Akbar ana Aurangseb a r e numerous* 
Hunayun seenis t o have been honoured with a c o m ' a r a t i v e l y 
le:^3 number of p o r t r a i t s . Desc r ibes a p o r t r a i t , from t h e 
c o l l e c t i o n of Mr. Si tarant Shah of Sonaras and compares i t w i th 
o t h e r |X>r t r a i t s of Hiaaayur from v a r i o u s p l a c e s in r e s p e c t 
of i t s demand, Drav/s analocj ies t o t h i s p o r t r a i t wit^; some 
p o r t r a i t s of t h e P e r s i a n s c h o o l . I t i s indeed a r a r e e » n p l e 
of one of t h e e a r l i e s t phase of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c -loghl 
n i i n i a t u r e . -^^Iso doscribcts itjs s i s e ^ml f e a tu re? ; . 
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1556-1605, mShA, BALL.I3T CUSTUilE. 
157 FAS,I (C L ) . Ba l l e t Custume in Akbar's t ime. ?4arq, 7, It 
1953; 17-22. 
' iv 3 a h i s t o r i c i,l account of the ancient customs, e spoc ia l ly 
pri7tGndir-J to know '^'hat Mughal court dancers wora, Author 
descr ibes i t in d e t a i l oy showinc; the minia tures fr<xn 
Akbar-naiaa and some minia tures from Rajasthani s ty lo and 
a lso fron the drawiii js in tliQ Metropolitan Museum. 
HISTORY. 
158 BH>\SK\:.'^ \ R\0 (D) , Mu-jhal painting under Akbar, Mirror. 
11, 11? 1972; 66-67. 
Traces briefly the history of Muohal paiatii-q under Akbar, 
Describes his interest of painting particularly in the art 
of book illustratiorj; The aevelopnent of the style, 
composition and perspective have t»oen depicted frc^ n these 
painti: fjs. The charactaristic and importance of tlie 
painting unier Akbar, is jiven. Discusses the encouragement 
of ^kbar to his artists. 
159 DIHOMD (Maurice S). Muchal paiiting undor Ak'ar the vOreat. 
Bulletin of rietropolitan Museum of Art. 12, 2; 1953; 
Traces tha history of the dovelopnvent of painting under 
Akbar, Doscribes that the art of painting owes its 
nourishment in he reion of Akbar, Trac<':'3 ti-se ii-.tere^ t of 
Akbar in painting. Depicts the Akbar's aesthetic attitudes 
whic!f are eclectic. Describes many illu«trate:1 manuscripts 
and their miniatures. Discusses the trends of book lllus-
tratioD under hini. The miniature of Metropolitan Husea-n's 
colioction are also described, 
160 GHOSE (A N U ) , ,^bar as a painter, Roooa-Lekha. 2t 1929? 
35-42. 
irac'js the life history of Ak >ar and his interest in the 
school of painting. Mir i?aiyid Ali and Khwaja Abu-s-Samad 
Shirin jal*n were ir; the employment of Akbiir and used to 
•jiva him lessons ir-drav/irsg. ^ k^bar was actaally practising 
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drawing in Hiimayun'a library. He was Imblbin 3 a taste 
for tn© art by looking at illuroinotod ani Illustrated 
manuscripts then proservsd in Htenayutn's library. To 
Aklar»s Cultivation of thcj art of painting we owe a 
n©w era in Indian art. Studies the work of the court 
painters of ''%b«ir periodi It was Akbar who discoverod 
one of the jreatst Mindu painters in person of Raswant. 
MANUSCRIPT, AKBAi^  NAMA. 
161 AHM'U:) liABl KHAii. Illustratesd Akbamama manuscript in 
th& Victoria and Albert -iaQOum, London. East and west, 
19, 3-4; 1969; 424-429. 
Th colloction of the Indiain section of Victoria and 
Albert Museum contai:js an Illustrated manuscript copy 
of a part of the Akbamama of Abul Fazl. The manuscript 
is a de-luxe edition prepared for the Royal Library of 
the Mujhal Emperor Jalal-al-Oin Akbar, (1556-1605 A.D.). 
It is transcribed in ©lejant nastaliq and possess several 
palntitKjs to illustrate the text. The present portion 
contair)S a part of the third volume of the Akbarngsria.The 
details about tae miniatutes, arrangenent and the narae 
of artists have be-on traced. 
152 P\i: 'ILL 5 0" the Akbar Namah. jarg. 29, 4; 1976; 37-49, 
Describes the Abul Fassl^ s Akbar rjaiijah which jives the 
histor/ of Akbar's reign. It comarises of three volumes. 
This rrsanusctipt, like theother historical nanuGcripts 
prepared in Akbar's rei jn has bean pair; ted in the typical 
workshop manrier practised in the Imperial atelior. Thus, 
more tnan one artists i-^ suld be engaged on one painting —• 
one would do the outline, another the background, and a 
third the portrait. The studio superviser noted the names 
of the artists in the n^ iarain of the palntinj for Akbar to 
examine and re^ ifard in t e course of his weekly inspections, 
i^ iscusr-es tne significancG of the Akbar l«arnah paitstings 
with reference3 to its techniques use d. 
163 :•>*.• AL'IOD CMAMDHA. .Akbarnana, Times of India Annual. 1963; 
29-40. 
Describes alxjut an illustrated manuscript of Akbar rsama and 
its miriatures. Depicts the stylo an 1 ccwnposition of these 
misiiatures. This manuscript was written by an historian 
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nwned Abul F&vX and its miniatures wers cwnpleted by the 
brilliant artists of the court of Akbar. Traces thenajae 
of the cirtistia and illustrates the significance and 
sty 1-3 Of painting. 
164 SCEKBS fl^im the Akbar Marnah. M§rg, 11, 3; 19587 53»55. 
shows three pictures from th© Akbar tiamah, Firat one is 
taken £rom the collection of Victoria and Albert HUSQUIR, 
London, which reproscn s Akbar on an ©lephant pursuing 
another elephant acros?^  a bridge of boats in A,o, 1561 • 
lai.nted by Chattar A,D. 1600} second one is painted by 
Kanohar, 4,0,1600, v/hicrj ros resents Akbar hunting 
near Delhi in A«D. 1568. The third one shows Akbar 
lost and exhausted while huntin j near Talwandi, Saltan, 
in A.D. 1571, pai: te<3 by Mahesh, A.D, 1600, 
165 WSLLES2 (Emmy), AHbar-namah manuscript, B\irlin<3ton 
Maqasiina. 80; 1942? 135-141, 
Descrir>es the problems connected with this manuscript. 
Traces the history of the presentation of its miniatures. 
Depicts the style and treatment used in these miniatures. 
Describes many miniatures from it. Also traces the 
history of the Book Art In tne reicsn of Akbar, 
p/a;riir-iL;, f'HiGHAL, 1556-1605, ms-m, M-Ar^usCHiET, AWW..^-I-
SUHAILI. 
166 GA!^ iGOt.Y (0 C) . Illustrated tnanucript of Anvar-i-Suhailii 
A new version. Rupatn. 42-44; 1930; 11-14. 
Depicts the style, ccxnoosition and techniques from the 
minaturea of the manuscript of .^tovar-i-Suhaili. It is one 
of the best illustrated manuscripts of Akbar*s court. It 
is ar; translation copy in Persian lan«j'uage from Panch-
tantra. This -aanuscript is translated from Sanskrit to 
Persianfor Akb«^ r to kucm tho lit.ju costumes and traditions, 
The art of ;^ ook Illustration have been discusceJ. Des-
cribes the physical nature, si?-©, n^mc of the painters 
and ot cir details about this tianuacript. 
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167 KRlSfWA (Rai Anand) • soake and the carael-ricler, Marg. 
35, 2; 32->33. 
Describes an i l l u s t r a t i o n £ran tn© manuscript of Anwar-
i - s u b a i l i which rep resen t s the snake ard the can)el~ 
r t d e r . This manuscript was t r a n s l a t e d in Persiar? from 
an Arabic version ca l l ed Kalila-u-Damna, This version 
was copied for Akbar and I l l u s t r a t e d by h i s cour t a r t i s t s . 
Ih© composition, s t y l e , background of above descri|>€»d 
illustraticx-^s have been givan. Shews the inf luence of 
European s t y l e in t h i s p a i u t i n g . This paintincj belongs t o 
Moghul school and painted in Akbar per iod and preserved 
in Bharat Kala Bhavan, 
160 v:>R'iA (s p ) . Anwar-i-Suhayll» An i l l u s t r a t e d manuscript 
of Akbar's cour t in the co l l ec t ion of Bharat Kala Bhavan, 
Varanasi , Roopa->Lekha« 44, 1-2; 1 7 - 2 . . 
I l l u s t r a t e s about an i l l u s t r a t e d manuscript of Akbar'« 
cour t , named Anwar-l-Suhayll• I t i s in the co l l ec t i on of 
Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi , Mentions about the copies 
of t h i s manuscript with names and places of t h e i r 
p rese rva t ion . Descr i les t ha t /\nwar-i-Suhayli i s a 
Persian abridjeinetit of the Panchtantra which i s o r i g i n a l l y 
wri t ten in Sansk r i t , The d e t a i l e d study about i t s 
physical navt-.rc, f o l i o s , paintin.3 have been t r a c e d . 
BABtR NAHIA. 
169 i £ViiHli>3ii (Annette r ) . Babur-naT.a descr ip t ionof Farghana. 
Journal of Hoyal As i a t i c s o c i e t y , 1910; 111-128. 
Traces the h i s t o r i c a l account of the manuscript of Babur-
nama, sxaKdnes the i l l u s t r a t i o n s of t h i s manuscript and 
t h e i r s t y l e of p r e s e n t a t i 'n. Also t r a c e s the h i s to ry of 
the devolofsnant of pa in t ing in tne reign of Babur, The 
a r t of paint ing was a c t u a l l y s t a r t e d in h i s r e l q n . The 
pa in t ings under Babur a re very r a re but has a very 
important value in h i s to ry o£ a r t . 
170 BBVSuiO i^t; (Annette 3) , Moces an Babur-nama. Journal of 
of Royal As ia t ic Socie ty . 1914; 440-431. 
I l l u s t r a t e s the h i s to ry of ans ix teenth century tnanuscript 
of Babur-nama, Descrioes t h a t i t i s an i l l u s t r a t e d manus-
c r i p t and nov; preserved in the B r i t i s h Museum, The con t en t s . 
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folios, illustrations of this manuscript have been 
described and compares it with other manuscripts 
presarveci in otiier places of the world. The style and 
ccxnpositi )ri of these illustrations have been depicted. 
171 II*¥4ID SULBIHAIK .'Miniatures of Bafcsir-iiaroa, 1970, Acadesmy 
of Science of the Uzbek, Tashkent. P 157, 
Traces tno hiatoricii account about the miniatures of 
Oabur-Nama, v^ hich is kept in the State Mluseum of Eastern 
Cultures in Moscov?. Depicts the style tradition and 
technique of painting under the cuarliar period of 
flughal relcjr). About 96 plates have >-)eQn reproduced 
which consists of the keen paintin.; taken from this 
manuscript. Describes them in detail with their 
orapositlon, charactoi istics. Illustrates the importance 
and value of these paintings, and other details. 
172 tiMimiAv!\ (n s) . Fain tings of the Babur-^ -Jama. Koopa-Lekha. 
42, l-2j 1973f 9-16, 
Descrihos the contents and paintings of the Babur-riaiBa. 
There are four illustrated manuscripts of the Babur-Nama, 
Of these one is preserved in che Firltish 'iuseum. Another 
illustrated manuscript of Babur-Mama is in the State 
Museum of Eastern Cultures, Moscow. The Victoria and 
Albert ?4useum, Londcn', has 10 paintings of Babur-Mama, 
The Babur !:^a?na of ivatioual 'luseuia, iiew Delhi, which is 
the subject of this raonojraph has 37B folios. Compares 
the names of the artists of the watiosial -tuseum Babur 
Nama, British (luseun Babar Nama and Akbar Jiama of the 
Victoria and Albert MuseoBi. Sxami es the different 
mlrsiature paintings and folios present in them and 
(tisntions the name of artists. 
173 TYlsLAYSV (s I), Hlniatures frons a 16th century Manuscript -
"Babur Maraah". f1arg» 11, 3? 1950i 45-52. 
Describes about the series of valuable miniatures-illus-
trations frosa one of the manuscripts of Persian version of 
Babur Ma.ttiah whic:; is kept i.'> the state Museujn of Kastern 
Cultures in Moscow, i.ha contents, style, quality, materials 
coin|x>sitioi>, Peculiarity, importance of these 16th century 
manuscripts has been described. Comparison of these series 
with that of 17th century mlaature in respect of their 
characteristics apd quality has also been described. 
3 . AN ENCAMPMENT SCENE 
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174 TftJLAYSV (S Z). Miniatures of B«bur Namah. I960, Stata 
Fine Arts Pub, Housa« Moscow. P 27. Pita 11. 
Daaeribtaa about the illustrated manuscript of Babur 
Mama and their miniatures, Oiscuases about the style* 
composition* treatment of these miniatures. This 
manuscript ia now preserved in the State Museum of 
Sastern Cultures in Moscow, Discusses about its date 
and name of the artists. It belongs to the early 
sixteenth century. Many of the artists of this manus-
cript are unknown. Compares this manuscript with 
other manuscripts of the same type. 
DA8TMf-Z-
AMZR HAMZA. 
175 DIMAfID (Maurice 3), Several illustrations frcxr. the 
Dastn«i-Amir Haiiiza in American collections, Artibus Asiae, 
lis 5*12. 
Traces the history of the development of Mughal painting 
in India, Shows the Persi«ai influence in the Mughal 
paintiny with eatasqples, Describv^s about the manuscript* 
0a8tan->i<-Amir Hamsa and the features of its illustrations 
«rhich are dispersed from the manuscript. Gives a detailed 
account of these dispersable illustration now present in 
American collections and ^eir places of preservation. 
OZMAR-X-
HAFZZ. 
176 UShCH (Stuart C}• Miniatures from a manuscript of the 
Diwan-i-Hafiz. Marg. 11« 3> 19S8f 56-62. 
Traced the Mughal history in the cwitext of literary 
traditions particularly in the Akbar's reign. Many more 
fine illustrated manuscripts have come down to us from 
this era than from any other phase of Mughal history. 
The manuscripts of Diwan-i-iafie and its miniatures have 
been described in detail. It is actually a persian 
poetical manuscript which was illustrated by the paintings 
and ornamented with drawing in gold. Apart from this* the 
author has also described other poetical nanuscripts 
illustrated with paintings* such as Baharistan of Jami* 
Rasm Namah* Babur Nan.ah* Alcbar Mamah* Kharasa of ^isami and 
cmqNuros their style with that of Oiwan-i-Hafis, 

Ill 
177 yM^n:V<i-.iS OF the HOfTiza c;ainah. riarg, 29, 4; 1975? 33-36. 
Traces the history of Hamsa l^ amah which is a largest and 
the most extraordinary of all illustrated manuscripts. 
It is said ^hat the tale of tne Harnsa ;\'antah was such 
a favourite with i\kb ir that its illustration was t ikcin 
up on an unprecedented scale. It was to consists of 
fourteen hundred paintings in twelve volumes. Describes 
the size, cc»nposition and stylistic element? in the 
pai; tin : of Harr.za Mama, Shows two illustrations of -lamra 
Maman, 
178 .•IILKI!;sO'J (J V s). Uote on an illustrated manuscrl^vt 
of the Jog-Bashisht. j^ ulletjLn of ^xJtiQ School j?/ Oriental 
and \frican Studies, 12T1947-43.- 692-694.'" 
.-.raC';? the historical account of the illustratod -manus-
cript, compl'sited in the -ei.jn of Akbar, Dc5crib'-:s that 
tnls manuscript of K., Chester lieatt-y's Jo i-^ :ashistht is 
un^ :|uestionably one of th>3 leadinq documentn ,:f the book 
art of the form,ar.ivo period of nuchal paiat.tng and 
desarv'iE :o r ui v/ith two other calobrated manuscripts, 
both, in this country,o£ the later part o£ Akbar's rol-jn, 
th : Oaharistan belonjinj to the Bodleian Library, and 
Mr. Dyson Perrins' Kha^ nsa of Jlizaml. 
179 CHAGHATAI (M A) . Illustrated edition of the Raznt lart^a. 
Bulletin of the Deccan Collejo esrearch Institutq. 5| 
1943-44; 284-329. 
A historical account of the manuscript of uasm Mana have 
been traced. It is a Persian version of the Mahabharata 
carapleted in the reign of Akbar. To understand Hindu 
culture, Akbar not orsly jot the Mahabharata translated 
or adopted in Persianbut got it illustrated also by his 
court artists. The aim of this article is to study 
these illustrations and to show hot^* Akbar sought the 
insDiration of his entire cos srt in this work .Gives a 
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brief noTce about the copies of Raara wama, and the 
calligraphy used in them. Different miniatures froin 
this manuscript are raproduced. An appendix is providefl 
which livos a list of the niiniatuce-painters depicted 
from various manuscripts. 
130 COHN-'i^ ISNEH (Smst) . Miniatures €to^ a Rasm fiaraah, Marg. 
il, 3? 1958? 63-64. 
Of th© literary works illustrated in Akbar's timQ* th© 
greatest interest must always attach to the Ra2sn Maaah, 
It is a canpilation from the Mahabharata in the Persian 
language for tha us© of Aktoar himself and his courtiers* 
imt the illustrations of these purely Indiars lagendis are 
painted by Hindu artists as well as by Muhautwiadans, and 
are documentsoof the great political problejr^ s of Asbar' s 
rule, the recoriciliation of the two correminities. 
181 COitJ-WISMS.-; (Ernst) • Miniatures of a Rasm riameh frort 
Akbar»s time. Indian, Art and Letters. 12# 2| 1933; 
90-92. 
Trace® tha history of Razitt HaBaeh and describes sane of 
its minatures. Of the litserary works illustrated in 
Akbar's time the greatest interest must always attach 
to th© RasOT flameh. It is a c<MBpilation from the Maha-
bharata in the Persian lanouag© for the use of Akbar 
himself and his courtiers. But the illustrations of 
these purely Indian lejonds are painted by Hindu artists, 
as well as by Muhamniadans. Hence it is interesting 
that thore exists a number of unpublished miniatures 
from a copy of the Razm Nameh bel^aging to Akbar's times, 
which is not mentionod in the works of Mughal art, and 
preserved in various places of the world, Ccmipares to 
these miniatures with Jaipur Razm Keuneh miniatures and 
the miniatures of the Wa<|iat-i-Babri (British Museum) . 
TARIKH-I-ALFI. 
182 GRAY (Basil)• Early Muyhal illuminated page. British 
Museiya Quarterly. 8; 1933-34* 149-151. 
Illustrates about tne discovery of an oarly Muchal 
ill^aminated page from the rsanascript of Tarikh-i-Alfi 
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whdch was announcscl b/ Mr. flahfuzul fJan. Describes that 
there had come to light in India a portion of a manus-
cript of Tarikh-i-Alfi, which soened from lt3 magnifi-
cerce to have SDoen the imperial copy made for tlia 
library of trie Kmperor Akbar, An opportunit/ has since 
occurred for the Museum to acquire a fine leaft from it 
witn a miniatUi-G o.'^  each side, Traces the hi£3tory of 
tie manuscript of TariJch-i-Alfi, Its illustrations, however^ 
are ass fine as any that survive from the period of Akbar, 
A full dascriation about the new page, v/it- its size and 
n ima of artist, havo bocsn j^iven. The scene represented 
on the recto of tne Huseuit^  leaf is the destruction of the 
tonb of Husain at Kerbala by the orthodox Caliph Mutawakkll 
(A,^. S47-61), The artist has made skilful use of the 
dlvlsiori of the paja between text and illustration. Of the 
rav'-^ r^se, three seoarate scenes are reprener.ted. 
183 MAJiPwi:. Uii \ih:j (M) . Discovery of a portion of t-ia original 
illustrated manuscript of 'rarikh-i-M.fi written for the 
erriperor Akbar. Islamic Culture. 5? 1931; 462-471. 
iivGs a brief survey of ihe manuscript in the collection 
of He, Ajit Ghos®, Calcutta. The discovery of this 
remarkable manuscript will be welcomei by all students 
of Inuian history and pair-ting. This Tarikh was, as we 
Ivjarn from Badauni, wri tenat the instance of the 
smperor Akbar. According to the original plan, it should 
have comprehended a hintory of the entire Muslim itjorld 
frcxn Che date of Prophet Mahinaad's death <i,e., 10 Hijra) 
down to the thousandth year after his death (i.e., 1010 
lijra), bur the extatvt copies do not carry th© narrative 
boyord the yea- 987 of the iUhlat Era (i.e., 997 A.H.). 
/\t presanc unable to say whether th© entire larikh wan 
illustrated or whethoc it was left incomplete ov/lnj to 
Ics jreat bulk. The entire manuscript, when, completed, 
uas CO have contained bcjtween 1,500 to 2,000 miniatures. 
Possibly this i/a3 never done. 
TARIKH-I-
KiimD-Mi'^-TimulA* 
134 Kr|.\ri SAHID mDUh riL'QTADIR 
Timur avd h i s descendan t s 
f i ihar an:,i Q r i s s a Research 
Mote on a un ique 
i n I r a n and I n d i a , 
S o c i e t y . 3 | 1917; 
h i s t o r y of 
J o u r n a l of 
263-^^5 . 
Mote on a unique history of ilraur and his descendants in 
Iran and In.ila, beautifully illustrated by the court painters 
of •'^ kbar, and once prize;i an J treasured by Shah Jahen as a 
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l i t e r a r y and a r t i s t i c masterxalece. D e s c r i b e s t h e i l l u s -
t r a t e d m a n u s c r i p t s which d e a l wi th t h e h i s t o r y of Timur 
and Mui'hai emperors . Those manusc r ip t s were i l l u s t r a t e d 
in trie coi-r t of Akbar a,u:i o t h e r s , Also d e s c r i o o s the 
cor j t en t s , s t y l e , t e c h n i q u e , t r a r i i t i o n s . lany Persiar; 
noDusc r ip t s ornamented wi th pictur?53 fo r Akbar, a r e a l s o 
ment ioned . Shows t h e ccsnblnatlon of P e r s i a n and MoQhul 
t r a d i t i o n wi th p i c t u r e . 
185 VEHMA (S ?) . • l iniaturaR of t h e T a r i k h - i - K h a n d a n - i - T i m u r i a : 
An i l l u s t r a t e d rnanuscr ipt of A k b i r ' s c o u r t , Roopa-Lekha. 
43 , 1-2; 1974; 56-60 . 
Desc r ibes the man ia tu re s of t h e T a r i k h - i - K h a n d a n - i - T i m u r i a , 
an i l l u s t r a t e d m a n u s c r i p t s of Akbar ' s c o u r t which i s i n t h e 
c o l l e c t i o n of Khuda Bakbsh O r i e n t a l P u b l i c L i b r a r y , P a t n a , 
Akbar who loved the h e r o i c deeds of h i s a n c e s t o r s , o r d e r e d 
h i s cou.;t p a i r / QCS t o p a i n t th(;sn. Hence a ntuiibar of 
mernoirs a n i c l a s s i c s were i l l u s t r a t e d w i th m i n i a t u r e 
p a i n t i n g s . Examination of the t e x t r e v e a l s t h a t i t d e a l s 
i.'ith t h e h i s t o r y of Timur ar;d h i s sc^ccassors , and of Babur , 
ntimayun and Akbar, P a i n t e r ' s names, s t y l e , have a l s o bean 
j i v e i u 
TiLASM mu 
ZODIAC. 
186 KHAMDALWALA (Karl) and MIITAL ( Jagd i sh ) . S a r l y i l l u s -
t r a t e d rr .anuscript of T i l a s n and Z o d i a c . L a l i t Kala , 14 ; 
9 - 2 0 . 
One of t h e very e a r l i s t i l l i s t r a t e d Akbari nianuf?cript i s 
ir) t h e Raza L i b r a r y , .-Aarnpur. I t i s a c o l l e c t i o n of ami I s 
( t a l s i m a n s ) for the c u r e of v a r i o u s d i s e a s e s , t o r f u l f i l -
ment of viiTioue d e s i r e s eucn as harm t o ones en*;?niies o r f o r 
c r e a t i n g a c e r t a i n d e s i r e d menta l o r p h y s i c a l c o n d i t i o n s 
isi a p e r s o n . In thif; m a n u s c r i p t only t h e p u r e r c a t e j o r / 
of t a i s ima i s a r e ment ioned . I t i s d i f f i c u l t t o say which 
t e x t i s i l l u s t r a t e d in t h e m a n u s c r i p t . Shows aoate p l a t s s 
froTTi t h i s tnanuscr ipt and inade r e l a t i o n s h i p wi th rlamEa-Mama 
i l l u s t r a t i o n s . 
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ZAjPm DAMAH 
ARMOLD (Thomas w). Bihsad and his paintings in the Zafar-
Narnah rai^nuscript, 1930, Bernard Quaritch, Lc«tidon. P 25. 
Traces the history of the iiafar-Namah aanuscript and 
describes that it is a biography of Timur from 25 years 
of the age until his death. It is an illustrated manus-
cript. This manuscript was copied by his descenders, 
Akbar, and Jehangir, Most of the paintings wete done by 
E^ ihzad Artist, Traces the life history of this artist. 
Some illustrations were also added by the Moghal ernperors. 
The style and composition of these paintings have been 
illustratea by reproducing fine pictures from this 
manuscript. 
WILKINSON (J V s). Dated illustrated manuscript of 
Akbar's reign. Journal of Indian Society of Oriental 
Art. 2, It 1934; 6^-69. 
Describes about a illustrated manuscript of Akbar's reign 
and about its date. This manuscript is in the possession 
of British sjuseum since 1871, and it is a copy of Sharaf 
al-Qin All Yasdi's Persian history of Timur, known as 
the Zafar nama. This manuscript is dated 'Friday, the 
2nd of Muharam 1009 A.M. which corresponds to the 14th 
of July, 1600 A.D. Also describes about the size, illu-
stration, style af the manuscript and compare to their 
illustrations with other illustrations under Akbar's 
reign. Reproduces son^ pictures fron this manuscript 
representing Timur, Ail these pictures were illustrated 
in the Akbar's reign. 
rtATSR IAL CU LTUR E. 
VERMA (sc»n Prakash). Art and material cultuire in the 
paintincs of Akbar's court, 1978. Vikas Pub. House, 
New Delhi, P 150. 
The place of Hughal painting in the history of world art 
has lontj been undisputed. Of the Hughal Emperors, Akbar 
especially was interested and it was under his patronage 
that paintine began to flourish. These paintings have 
been a source of continuous wonder to the connoisseur. 
The author interprets the paintinjs as a source of 
social and cultural history, ^hile taking due note of 
style and technique, he concentrates on the content. The 
result is a fascinatinc glimpse into the lines of the 
people, especially the notibility, of Akbar's time, as 
each element of material, described in intricate detail. 
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is 30 directly related to trie needs# environment* habits 
and culture of the people. This book, richl/ illustrated 
with miniatures and line drawings, will naturall/ be of 
interest to students of art and history. It is also 
recomn^ended to persons curious to knew aJbout life 
during the Hu^hal times. Brief introduction about the 
manuscripts, and about the technological devices used, 
have beean given. An appendix of the names of painters 
of the Mughal School under AJcbar have also been shown. 
190 VSRMA (S P). Fire-arras in sixteenth century India 1 h 
stud/ based on Mughal paintings of Akbar*s period, lala^tc 
Culture, 57, 1; 1983? 63-70. 
Traces the history of technology during Mughal India, 
Describes the material-culture depicted in Muqhal 
manuscript illustrations. Discusses that the pictorial 
representations of Mughal painting must be considered 
as or^ e of the primary source in correcting the perspective. 
In this article the writer has made an att®npt to examine 
the type of fire-arms as sht>wn in the paintings of Akbar's 
court. A detailed account about the Fire-arms and their 
kinds, pacts have been traated. R@fers to different 
manuscripts illustrations for his discussion, such as 
Akbar liama and Babur riama. 
191 GESTI SEN. Unpublished study of a Sadhu b/ Basawar. and 
its relati<»i to other drawings. Lalit-Kala. 20; 24-28. 
Briefly described about the work of Basawan. A detailc»d 
account of the three drawings hav^ ; been described and 
established its relations with other drawings of Basawan* 
The composition and subject-mattar is given for the 
discussion. The first drawing represents a S^dhu fron the 
collection of Gopal Siarain Library, Pharatpur, second 
shows two dervishes from India Office Library. Third 
slows Hajnun from India Museisn, Calcutta. 
192 WELCH (Stuart Cary). Paintinqs of Basawan, Lalit-Kala. 
10; 1961; 7-17. 
Traces the life history of a brilliant painter of Akbar*8 
coiirt named Basawan. Describ.is many paintings those 
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attributed to this painter. Compares his techniques, 
styl© and coraposition with the other artists by enumera-
ting different gcx)d examples from various sources. 
Briefly ciiscusaes the artistic conditions under the 
patronage of the Emperor Akbar 
193 SKELTOil (Robert) , 
2; 1957; 393-411. 
FARROKH BBQ. 
fiu^ hai artist Farrokh Beg. Ars Ori en talis i 
Describes about the evolution of Hughal painting during 
second half of 16th century and earlier years of Jahangir's 
reign, and traces the life history of an artist of the 
period FarooKh Beg and his contribution In Hnqhal paintinv^. 
He was firstly employed in tha court of Akbar and conti-
nued the worK: in Jehanyir's reigtj. Describes many paintings 
o£ FarroKh Bej whicn show European influence in them* He 
was mostly omplo/ed in manuscript illustrations, Oiscusses 
the features, style, quality, technique, composition and 
important examples. 
194 VSRMA (S P). Farrukh Beg - The Hughal Court Pal-tor, 
Procoediiqs of the Indian History Copgress. 39ta Session. 
li 1978? 3(i0-367. 
Describes a papGc read 
has been made in this 
Farrukh 3eg, an artist 
often confused with hi 
study is mainly based 
artist and other actis 
identified. Traces the 
iiscusses the problems 
identification. Refers 
manuscripts to testify 
by Mr, S.P, Verma, An attempt 
paper to establish the identify of 
of the Mughal court, who has been 
s namesakes In the same period. The 
on miniatures ascribed to this 
ts with whom the former is 
life history of Parruich Beg and 
attached to this artist in 
many miniatures from various 
his discussion. 
CliSLA, 
FARRUKH 
195 MimD KRISHNA. Study of the Akbari Artist i Farrukh 
Chela. Chhavl. 1971; 353-373. 
Traces the history of the artist, Farrukh Chela, his 
character!otic and style, iiives tho analysis about this 
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artist. Identifies this artist ana Individualises hint 
from other artists having the similar names. Briefly 
describes the term Chela which is associatod with the 
artist. Describes many paintings attributed to him. 
Describes the style of FarrtiHh Chela with refererces frotn 
various manuscripts. He was a court painter of Akbar'a 
court* Compares his work with other artists of the 
Akbar's court. 
196 VSRMA (s P). Chela painter Farrukh. Quarterly Review 
of historical atuciief. 16f 4t 226-230. 
Describes about the painter, Fanikh Chela* with reference 
to his style, technique and con^osition of painting. 
Discusses his contribution as represented in the manus* 
cripts. Distinguishes the Farrukh Chela with those of 
Farrukh Khurd and Farrukh Kalan and their work, A list of 
the paintings executed by these above three painters 
have been given with references and the period respectively^ 
PAINTERS. 
197 AfJis PAROOQI, Painters of Akbar*a court. Islamic Culture< 
48, 2; 19741 119^126. — - — - - - - _ _ 
Traces the history of the painters of Akbar's court, 
their life, contribution in painting, style, problems, 
material used by th«i. and different other conditions. 
The life history of the following painters have been 
traced t (1) Mir Sayyid All, (^d) Khwaja Abdus Samad, 
(3) Oaswant, (4) Baswant, Apart from that, a list of 
ttie names of many other artists has been given 
alphabetically 
193 MAHFUZLL HAQ i'A). Khan Khanan and his painters, illixai.« 
nators and calligraphlsts. Islamic Culture, 5, 1931; 
621-630, 
It has been supfxjsed so long that ail the Mughal artists 
were attached to the court of Emperors only, but the fact 
is that s^ r<e of the Mughal gsandees also had well-
equipped studios in which talontea artists ^nbellished and 
illuminated for the manuscripts of rare grace and beauty. 
Among lEUch gradeees was the Khan Khanan (Ahdur Rahim) ,the 
cjreategeneral of Akbar and a son of the famous Bayram Khan 
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{the Regent)» who had gathered round him a galaxy of 
some of the most talented artiste of the age. Describes 
the Khan Khanan's library, t^e names of librarians and 
the collections of the age, 
199 VBRMA (S P), Painters of the Mughal school under Akbar« 
Roopa^lieHha. 52, 1-2? 1981; 84^91 • 
sSives a list of painters of the Mughal school under Akbar. 
Akbar'a devotion to the art of painting and great patronage 
to the painters encouraged artists, designers, calligraphers^ 
gilders* etc., to jointhe court. Also gives a biographical 
sketch and brief account of the works of the painters. 
Mentiona the names of the painters having similar names 
and distinguish than with argument. The n^nesof the 
painters have been cited from many manuscripts and 
arranges thaw in cont^porary chronicles. Apart frcwn 
that the contribution of the painters and the places of 
its preservation are also given. 
CHELA. 
200 VEAHh (S P). 'Chela' painters of the Hujhal Court. 
Proceedings of the Indian History Congrass, 36th Session^ 
1975; 16. 
Depicts the aiynificance of the epithet 'Chela*, Describes 
that the term •Chela* has not been made clear though some 
authors have subjected it to scrutiny, rientions that 
Farrukh Chela, most illustrious atnong the Chela painters 
has beet" confused with Farrukh, Farrukh Khurd and KParrukh 
Kalan by some scholars. Subsequmitly F.Chela's paintings 
have been separately discizssed and compared with those 
given in the names of Farrukh and Farrukh Kalan. Indi-
vidualises the painter, Farrukh Chela by his style and 
technique. 
201 VERI4A (S P). i^ ho were the Chela-painters. Quarterly 
review of historical stf^dies. 16, 3; 160-162. 
Attempts has been made to determine the connotation of 
the term Chela in reference to scmte painters. There 
were at least eight such pait ters in Akbar's c<xirt who 
added the word Chela to their nasaes. Describes the terra 
Chela as mentioned by various authors of the manuscripts 
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of that period. Examines th© term in the light of t%io 
illustrated manuscripta. One is Ain-i-Akbari and the 
other Tauhid-i-'>Zlahi« The names and contribution with 
references and t>oriod of these painters have been 
traced* 
PORTRAIT, ABUL PAZL. 
202 Af^ NOLD (T w). Portrait of Abul Pazl, Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies. 4f 1926«'28y 721. 
Snumerates that no authentic portrait of Abul F'azl# the 
accomplished minister and panegyrist of the canperor 
Akbar, has yet bean published. Refers to Mr. Vincent 
A. Smith, who has included a picture of Abul Pazl fran 
the Delhi Museum 'in his life of Akbar* (Oxford, 1971), 
Through the courtesy of Mr, A,Chester Bcatty, Author, 
pubiishe© here a portrait of Abul Fazl. Describes that 
it have been completed soroetiraea between 1602-1605, 
painted by Govardhan with contemporary representation. 
This portrait shows Abul Fazl presenting the second 
volume of *Akbar«nama» to the Bmperor Akbar. 
AKBAR. 
203 COOMARASWAHY (A K). Portraits of Akbar, Raja Man Singh, 
and others. Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1918| 536-S40, 
Coimnents on a portrait of Akbar as a boy, reproduced as 
the frontespiefe to Mr. Vincent n^ittis admirable monograph 
on Akbar, and mentiosis that l^ie portrait cannot possibly 
be so early a work as is suggested. The style and 
composition of this portrait have been traced for 
discussion. Also ccronents on a portrait of Raja Man Singh 
in the same volume which appears to be doutful authcoaticity. 
The above two portrait paintings are in the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston, Two other pictures are also described, 
representing Akbar in Darbar, These are also in the 
collections of Museum of Fine Art, Boston, Other portraits 
have also been described those includes the portrait of 
Jahangfir, Mohd« Shah and Shah Aia: . 
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RSLZOXOUS 
DISCU SSI 0133 # 
204 HERAS (H). ThroQ Mughal paintings on Akbar's religious 
discussions. Journal of Borabay Branch of Hoyal Asiatic 
Society. 3, 1-2; 1927; 191-202, 
One of the most interesting subjects in the study of Akbar*8 
reign are hia dliscusaioas on religious systoas* Traces the 
evolution of Akbar's religious traditicwj©. The throe 
Gontoanporary paintings that constitute the subject of this 
paper, will now offord some other unknown cirounstances 
referring to these religious ccHitroversies* Before deserib-
ing these paintings illustrates a short chronological 
account of the relioious discussions at the Akbar's 
cotirt. These three paintings belwjg to the Bharata 
Itihasa Sanshodhaka Mandala, Poona. Slight study of 
these paintings is given. The subject in these three 
paintings shows the religious discussion of Principal 
personages of the court and Princes with A3cbar* Zt 
appears that these discussions were held in c^en air. 
The background of these paintings have also been givon. 
Id€»)tifie8 the other princes and personages shown with 
Akbar. 
TAIiSSK. 
205 KH-aki^ DALAVALA (Karl) and MOTI CHA^IDRA. Contemporary 
portrait of Tansen. Lalit Kala. l-2> 1955? 11-21. 
Traces the life history of Tansen* a brilliant musician 
of the court of Akbar. Commesits on the publication of scxoe 
wrongly identified portraits of Tansen. Describes a 
portrait of Tansen frc»n the collection of the National 
museum whichis painted by OTJQ of Akbar's court painters 
between 1585-1590. Reproduces the portrait#lts style and 
ccxnpares it with other portraits of the same persor^ 
Tansen preserved in the collection of Municipal Mus«um# 
Allahabad Museum and Prince of Wales Muscmm. 
206 MUKliiRJEE (Hiren). Portraits of Tansen. Lalit Kala« 14; 
1969; 57. 
Cwnments cm the article in Lalit Kala Nos. 1-2 by Karl 
Khandalavala and Hoti Chandra, Discusses about the 
portrait from the collection of National Museum which is 
identified as the portrait of Tansen by Mr. Khandalavala. 
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Examines the style and costumes shatan In the portraits^ 
and compares it wltn otht^ r portraits of Tansen. After 
the careful examinatioo,author concludes that the 
.National Museum portrait do not repreaant Tansen. 
WALL PAlMTItKJS-
207 S^!ITH (E y^). Wall p a i n t i n g from t h e Jaml Masj ld , 
Fa toh Pur S l k r i * J o u r n a l of I n d i a n Art and I n d u s t r y , 
8? 1900/ 5 5 - 5 7 . 
Reproduces t h e w a l l - p a i n t i n g s £ro«n t h e Jaml Masj id and 
d e s c r i b e s them about t h e s t y l e * t e c h n i q u e and t r e a t m e n t . 
The pigments and m a t e r i a l of p a i n t i n g have a l s o been 
d e s c r i b e d . Th® compos i t ion and s i ^ j e c t m a t t e r I s a l s o 
g i v e n . These p a i n t i n g s were done hy^ t h e c o u r t p a i n t e x d o f 
Akbar. 
208 SP4ITH (E W), ^ a l l p a i n t i n g s from t h e Sal im C h i s h t l ' s 
tcrnb, Pa t ehpur s l k r i . J o u r n a l of I n d i a n A r t and I n d u s t r y . 
8 ; 1900; 4 1 - 4 4 . 
D e s c r i b e s a)x>ut t h e w a l l p a i n t l u g s from t h e Sal lm C h i s t i ' s 
tcsnb. Reproduces t o t h e s e p a i n t i n g s i n c o l o u r . D i scus se s 
the s t y l e and p a t r o n s of p a i n t i n g . These w a l l - p a i n t i n g s 
were completed under Akbar, T race s t h e background and 
s u b j e c t m a t t e r . 
PAINTING, Mt'GHAL, 1605-1627, JBHANGIR, BOOK ART, ALBUM. 
209 G0ET2:; (H) , Masterpieces of Mogul Painting s The album of 
emperor Jehangir. Marq. 6# 2; 39-44. 
Traces the history of Mogul art, which was labelled as 
Indo-Parsian art, and shows th© influence of Persian 
traditions. Mogul art cane as foreign, Persian-Turkish 
Intruder. Th© roots of classic Mogul art go in the last 
resort back to the Rgjput and via the Deccani, sultanates. 
In its- golden age, Mogul art was neither Indian nor 
Persian. It was Mogul, a reflection of the spirit and 
ideals of the Mogul court. The Mogul emperors frcwi Babur 
to Aurangze surely had their own, very definite ideas 
on art. Mogul art, thus regarded as reflection of these 
iaoas. The devolopment of Mogul art under all has been 
illustrated. 
« • ^ 
^ ^ ^ i 
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210 KUHMSL (Ernst) and GOETZ {Hemaisa), Indian Book Paint-
ings froro Jahanglr's Album in the Stat© Library in Bsrlin. 
1926. Kengan Paul Trench, London. P 73. 
This book is the English version o£ the original QeKmitn 
raonograph devotad to th® study of a very intersting album 
of i^togtil miniatures, which belonged to the library of 
Jahajngir, having b@«n coEspletad sometimes between 1603* 
1S18, as many of the pages bear dates varying•between 
this period, Although most of the pages belong to the 
time of Jahangir, some of the miniatures in the albura 
belon to the school of Akbar* It is undoubtedly a valuable 
document for the study of l%>ghul painting. 
QQAS. 
211 QOETZ (Hermann)• Early Muraqqas of the Moghul emperor 
Jehangir* East a^ nd Hest. 8, 2| 1957; 157-185. 
Traces the history of Mughal painting under Jahangir. 
The reign of Jahangir (1605-27) is generally regarded as 
the Golden Age of Mughal painting.Caapares to his paintings 
with the paintings of other Mughal emperors. Oescribes 
about the Muraqqas (picture albums) of the first half of 
Jahangir*s reign and their places of preservation* Discusses 
the style arjd margins of the Muraqqas, and a brief account 
about an artist, Farn^h Bag Qalniaq. 
212 G0ST2& (Hermann). Early Muraqqa's of the Mughal Emperor 
Jahangir, ||arg. 11, 4f 1958; Smp»f 33-41. 
Traces the history of Mughal painting under Jahangir* The 
reign of Jcjhangir (1605-27) is generally regarded as the 
Golden Age of Mughal painting. Author described the 
painting under Jahangir with special reference to the 
Muraqqas which is on© of the wonderful picture albums 
of the first half of Jehangir*3 reign. Also traces the 
history about the problees of Jahangir style, influence, 
of Persian and i^ajr'*^*: style, and trends of painting. Apart 
fttm that the history about Furrukh Beg Qalainaq, Tiraurid 
and Early-Mughal pictures. Akbari pictures, European 
oictures. Hajput Scenes, Persian miniatures and their 
masters, Parsc^Bajput miniatures have been traced. Genesis 
of the latar Jehangir style is also discussed. 
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MANUSOllPT. 
213 BUKHARI (Y K ) , Manuscr ip t of Tusuko l ' - J ahang i r i In th© 
i^at lonal Huseum, Slew Delhi^ I s l a m i c C u l t u r e * 37, 4> 1963i 
283>294. 
Desc r ibe s abou t the m a n u s c r i p t copy of Tuz \ ik -1 - Jahang l r l 
(Memoirs of J a h a n g l r ) w h l c h l s In t h e c o l l e c t i o n of t h e 
relational Huseum. Z t i s clalmedi t h a t t h e m a n u s c r i p t under 
n o t i c e I s w r i t t e n In J a h a n g l r * s own hand . D i s c u s s e s and 
examines t h e manusc r ip t In d e t a i l ahout I t s p h y s i c a l 
c o n d i t i o n , l l l u s t T d t l o n s , pa ln t icngs . Th i s manusc r ip t 
c o n s i s t s of t h e au tog raphs of JaUiangir and p a i n t i n g s 
under h i s r e i g n . The p a i n t i n f s r e f l e c t J a h a n g l r * s 
i n t e r e s t a r e t h o s e on t h e p o r t r a i t s of t h e n o t a b l e 
a n i m a l s , b i r d s which were b rought t o the c o u r t i n h i s 
r e i g n . 
COMPOSITIOJI, 
CHi^^ACTSRISTIC. PEATLRBS. 
214 GANGOLY (0 C). Two Mogul drawings. Rupam. 15-16; 1923; 
106-107. 
Reproduces two drawings from th© collection of Hessrs 
Luzac & Co., and describes the subject, treatment, 
CGKnpositlon of these drawings. One is the picture of 
•Jahanglr hunting lions*. The picture bears the signature 
of the artist, Muhammad Musquin. Evidently it belongs 
to Jahanglr. The second picture also from the same 
collection is one of the ea^lolts of Akbar who is seen 
riding or. his elephant leading his cavalry in a battle. 
The characteristics and features of both the pictures 
have been illustrated with con^arlson. 
HISTORY. 
215 ANAND (Mulk R a j ) . Jehangir the spicurean, Marg, 1 1 , 4 . 
1958; 26-32. 
I l l u s t r a t e s the hobbies of Jehangir as compared with h i s 
p redecessors . Author i s of the view t h a t Jehangir*s 
personal temperament se^ns t o resemble with t h a t of h i s 
grandfather , Babutr. Discusses about the pa in t ing t rends 
of Jehangi r in comparisor) w i ^ h i s f o r e f a t h e r s . The 
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painting techniques, style, evolution have been 
discussed. Briefly traces tlie history of the painters. 
Author has testified his arguments by reproducing 
beautiful pictures completed at Jehangir's school of 
painting. 
216 CLAHKE (C S). riughal painting s The school of Jahangir, 
1983, Cosmo, n&» Delhi, 
Traces the history' of Mughal painting during the period 
of Jahangir, Discusses the various trends, traditions 
and techniques of painting under the Snqperor Jahangir. 
Gives a biographical sketch of Jehangir eaud emphasises 
Ells interest in the painting. Painting under him was a 
perfect task for c^coraticm. There are many albums 
existed which consists of the portraits of animals, 
birds and plants. Brief account about his artists is 
given. One of them is Mansur. These artists painted 
many portraits whenever the En5>Qror ordered them to 
record the things v/hich he loved very much. The compo-
sition, style and techniques have been described. 
217 DAS (Asok Kumar), l»fughal painting during Jahangir's 
Time, 1978. Asiatic Society, Calcutta. P 279. 81 
plates. 
Painting of Jahangir*s reign from 1605 to 1627, Purpose 
of the book is to trace the career and character of the 
patron as well as the form and contents of the pictures 
produced in his atelier in order to show to what extent 
these works depended or* tdie mood and temper anient of 
Jahantjir. All the pictures are arranged in chronological 
sequence with sane description. The foundation and early 
growth of Moghal gminting has becati traced. Moghal 
school of painting has already established when Jahangir 
was beginning to take interest in painting. It also 
deals about the leadimg painters of Jahangir. The painting 
became standard by the arrival of European pictures. Gives 
a note about Jahangir nama. One of the best pictxiros 
depicts Jahangir showing his hunting skill to Karan, 
218 GAilGOLy (0 C) , Page from Moghul History. March of India. 
9, 7; 1957; 13-14, 
Cites a pictorial record associated with the reign of 
Jahangir. It relates to the career of Ali Quli, a 
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Persian a<3venturer« who afterwards von the surname of 
•Sher-Afguo«, Traces the life history and perscunality 
of ' Sher-Affun' • Describes al>out his adventure with the 
tiger. The royal diarist, Jahangir, in his autobiogra* 
phy« however# does not give any details of the adventure, 
but simply records the bald statement! *I gave him the 
title of •Sher-Afgun•. Art in this case* has proved a 
faithful record of history* A rare miniature painting 
of the time of Jahaogir have been shmm and described to 
visualise th@ hero's sensational fight with the lion in 
a single handed combat. The graphic picture of the 
combat offers a striking illustration of the function of 
art as a recorder of history. 
219 STEWART (Charles). Biographical sketches of the 
Mogul Smperor Jahangiri his sons Sultan Khurram and 
Sultan Parviz; his Grandson Sultan Shuja/ and the 
principal personages of his cot;urt; intended as an 
Bsqplanation of a valuable original painting in water 
colours. Journal of Royal Asiatic Society. 1834» 
325-333. 
As the title directs,the article deals with the biogra-
phical sketches of the Mogul S»tperor Jehangir and his 
sons. Explains a valuable original painting in water-
colours presented by Mr. Major Charles Stewart to the 
Royal Asiatic Society and now deposited in its Museum. 
This very curious and highly finished painting represents 
the court of i^peror Jehangir at Agra, apparantly at 
night. This belongs to the period of 1625* Suggests that 
it is painted by Abd-as-Samad, who is mentioned in the 
autobiography of Jehangir. The painting was brought 
to England in the year 1775 by Colonel Alexander 
Champion. Author identifies the pcinces and the 
principal personages of the court of Jehangir those 
were shown with £nperor Jehangir in this painting, 
with suitable references. 
MINIATURE. 
220 ARDSSHIR (A C). Mughal Miniature paintings The School 
of Jehangir, Roopa-Lekha* 2t 1942? 19-42. 
Describes mainly miniature paintings which belong to 
the Smperor Jehangir. Traces the historical development 
of miniature painting under Jehangir. Discusses the 
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interest and hobbies of Jehangir# and depicts his 
encouragement to the painters. His period is known 
to be as natural in the style o£ painting. Reproduces 
many keen paintings of Jehangir's school, and examines 
the treatment ccMa|K>sition • 
221 G^mOhf (o C) • Historical miniature of l^e Jahangir 
school. Ruparo. 4; X920; 8-11. 
Traces the history of miniatures which has historical 
value painted in the Jahangir*s school. Xf we have no 
matrimonial missions in Indian history, we have at 
least one diplc»natic mission in which the court painter 
accompanied the aanbassador sent out by the Indian 
eBRperor* Of these the most Interesting frc^ a the history 
of Mughal painting, is the diplomatic mission which 
Emperor Jahangir sent . One of his own ambassadors — 
Khan Alam to Iraq to meet with Shah Abbas, king of 
Safavid dynasty. The artist, who was chosen for this 
important cremonial visit, was not a Mughal nor a 
Persian, but a Hindu artist nsned Bishan Das. Above 
traced history concerned to the first picture sho%iti 
from tJie collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
ana represaits the meeting of Khan Alan^  and Shah Abbas 
painted by eishan Das. This picture is fully described* 
The second picture shows the sssne incidence with a 
little difference, taken frc«Q Tagore collection, 
Calcutta. Both the pictures were painted by Bishan 
O-^ s and regarded that one is not a copy of the other 
but a duplicate miniature of floghul school. The third 
picture concerned to a very interesting miniature 
of the same episode, preserved in well known Schulz 
collection in Leipzig. It is r^roduced here for t^e 
purpose of comparison and has fully described. 
222 GAS«20Ly <0 C) . Miniatures of Jahangir School. Rupam. 
6; 19211 43. 
Describes about thsee illustrations that were published 
by the author in October Number, which commemorate the 
n»eting of Shah Abbas and Khan Alan-, the -^nbassador of 
Jahangir. Illustrates the versions of these illustrations 
which have been referred to by other authors. Compares 
these illustrations with other examples in their 
composition. Describes th& subject matter of these 
illustrations, and depicts the date of c<»apletion. Gives 
a note on tha record of these diplomatic visit shown 
in the pictures. 
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COLLECTION, 
BRITISH MUSEUM, 
223 BINYON (Laurence). Two Indian paintings* British 
Muaeum Quarterly. 8? 1933-34; 3-9. 
Oascribes the two Indian paintings presented to the 
Museum. The National Art eolloctions Funds has 
presented to the Oriental Section of the Departmont 
of Prints as Indian painting of the *'lughal School, 
This represents the aiiperor Jahangir sitting In a 
small pavalion in a courtyard, and giving audience. 
Miniatures of the time of Jahangir are comparatively 
rare. Another Indian painting has been acquired as 
a gift fron the Keeper o€ the Department. The siibject 
is a 'Prince vising a noly man among his disciples', 
and the painting presents son^ unusual features. While 
the l€Uf5dscape background shows conventions of the 
early Mughal School and rwainiscences of Persian 
painting, the figures are In Rajput style. It seems 
to date from some time late in the seventeenth 
century. 
PAINTER, BISHAN DAS 
224 DAS (Asok Kumar). Bishandas, Chhavi, 183-191, 
Traces the life history of an artist named Bishan Das, 
Depicts the contribution of Bishan Das to Mughal School 
of painting. He was a court painter in the reign of 
Jahangir, The period of Jehangir was well known in 
the history of painting. The asnperor Jehangir was a 
keen lover of nature, and he ordered tha Bishan Das to 
record the natural portraits. Thus the artist 
Bishan Das is regarded a natural painter. Describes the 
style, technique and composition of his paintings, and 
coQipares his miniature and portraiture with the painting 
of other artists those belongs to the court of Jehangir. 
Describes his style of painting with reference to 
different manuscripts. Reproduces a picture vrhich 
represents the House of Shaikh Phul, 
225 MEHTA (N G) , )^sw picture by Bishan Das, Rupam, 24; 
1925; 99-101. 
Traces the history of a Moghul artist, Bishan Das and 
describes about his contribution. A new picture of 
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Bishan Da8 have toaen described which zrepresents a 
painting of Shaikh Phool# a mad devotee* who lived 
in the city o£ Agra. The 9ubjCK3t« ccsnposition* style 
o£ this picture have been described ttod with this 
e^ a^mple ccxnpar s the work o£ other artists and their 
paintings. Also describes the importance and features 
of this picture. 
MAMSUR. 
226 DAS (Asok Kumar) • Some more Mansur drawings. Lai it 
Kala. 18» 26-31. 
In the postscripts of his paper on ustad Mansur in Lalit 
Kala 17« the author wrote about two new Hansur works 
in the Mah«iraja Sawai Han Singh ZZ Museum* JaiiHir. Since 
then he had found two more splendid deawings by this 
cel^rated master in the same collection. The same have 
been described in the present study. One drawing shows 
the Himalayan Cheer pleasant and second one shows the 
blackbuck* 
227 DAS (Asok Kumar). Ustad Hansur. Lalit Kala. 17> 32-39. 
Traces the life history of Ustad Mansur and describes 
about his works in painting. Mansur was a fintf painter 
in the Moghal court. His tala^ it in rendering subjects 
of natural history bocatie apparent frcan those days as 
he was ccxraiissioned to draw the pictures of birds* 
animals* and trees in different manuscripts. By show-
ing some pictures painted by Hansur*the style, compo-
sition* technique and other aspects used by him in 
painting have been described. Compares the Hansur 
and his paintings with other artists of Moghal court 
with references. At the end a list of works of Meuisur 
has been given. 
228 TASNSSfi AHTIAD, Hadirul-Asr Mansur. Zndo-Iranica. 25* 
1; 1972; 51-55. 
Kefers to a paper on miniature paintings read by Dr. 
A.lvanor at the Xll lnternatlc«nal Ornithologists 
Conference held at Helsinki* in 1958. He discussed 
a sot of painting which he had c<xm acro.^ s at the 
Institute of the Orlentalistic of the U.S.S.R. Academy 
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of Scloncos. Describes tnat the miniature, though 
unsigned and undated,was clearly and uraniatakably 
in the style of Mansur. According to the Tuauk«-i« 
Jahangiri, Jehangir usod to asJc his painters to 
depict strange and exotic animals that came to his 
notice. However, he was disappointed as he coald not 
find any mention about this in the relevant literature 
which could help him to investigate the matter further. 
Traces the history of the title of Nadirui-Asr which 
Hansur held, speaks of his greatness. The emperor 
Jehanglr mentions in his Tuzuk that 'Mansur is one of 
the illustrators of the Balxir Nama, Beautiful paint-
ings and fine finishing of the animals and bird port-
raits of the Babur Naraa speak about the excellence of the 
painter. Illustrates the style and consposition used by 
Mansur and describes some important painting by him. 
229 VERMA (S p), Mansuri The Master-Painter of Jaharfgir's 
Epoch. Roopa-Lekha. 53, 1-2| 1983; 5-11. 
Traces the life history of an Mughal artist, Hansur, 
and describes his contribution toward painting and 
encauraganent given to him by fiughal emperor, Jahangir, 
Also describes about his paintings in respect of the 
composition, style, techniques and features* Compares 
him and his painting with other painters of Mughal 
court, with references and examples. The itejperor 
Jehanglr, who was greatly fascinated by rare birds and 
animals, ordered Mansur to be painted. Reproduces some 
portraits of birds and animals painted by Mansur 
present in the manuscript. 
PAINTERS. 
230 SOU3MOt4 (w s Gladstone) . Jehanglr and his artists. 
Islamic Culture. 3; 1929; 38-43. 
Illustrates the interest of the esnperor Jehanglr in 
painting by extracting it frcxn the book "'th^ Monoirs 
of the Emperor Jehanglr". It Is observed that Jehanglr 
really interested in art. His book Is full of references 
to the subject, which it would be desirable to collect 
and discuss. His love of nature has been cited as 
Jehanglr*s most pleasing characteristic, whenever 
his artistic eye detects a natural scene or a beautiful 
flower or even a strange animal he ordered the painters 
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to be painted. Jehangir was an all-round patron and 
art critic, and there are araple evidences in his Monoirs, 
of his gift of thinking plctorially. Traces the history 
of the artists and painters of the Mughal school under 
jQii&ngir and describes their names with their contribution. 
Gives briefly th© life history of two great painters* 
Abul Hasan and Mansur, 
PORTRAIT, 
231 GAl^OLY (O C) . Moghul Prince. Rgpagj. 41; 1930| 24. 
Describes about a portrait which represents to the 
Emperor Jehangir. Depicts the composition, treatment 
and style and discusses the subject matter of this 
portraiture. Compares it with other paintings, ZlluS' 
traits the develoj»nent of portraiture under Jehangir. 
232 KALY.%N KRISHNA. Probl<^s of a portrait of Jahangir in 
the Musee CJuimet, Paris. Chhavi. 1971 j 392-394, 
Describes about a enigmatic portrait ana the probl«Kns 
attached to it. The portrait represents Jahangir with 
halo and in full imperial regalia at 'Jharokha'* gazes 
at a portrait o^ : old Akbar holding a globe. Discusses 
with argument about rhe name of artist and the exact 
date of this portrait. The ccHxipositiXK) and subject 
matter of this portrait have hoosn described. 
NATURE, 
233 BIRDS At© animals. Harg. 11, 4; 1958; 46-47. 
The Hcjmoires of the Emperor Jehangir are repleted with 
references to birds, beasts and flowers. For instance, 
there is a two page ac-'ount in this book about how the 
famous Turkey-cock, so frequently painted was brought 
from Goa. He had hundrec^ s of species of Birds, flowers 
and animals painted and put togettier in the albums for 
perusal. The painter, Mansur, seems to have been 
inose prolific amoiuj all the artists of Jehangir*s atelier 
in the portrayal of animal and flower life. Apart frc^ th« 
masterly Turkey-Cock, the cranes, the cheer pheasant, 
sparrows, vultures, peafowls are also painted. 
o 
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234 GRAY (Basil)• Hughal drawing* British Muaeum OuartorXv. 
13? 1939; 72-73. 
Describes a Hughal drawing present in the Museum. The 
drawing in question comes frcxa an album of drawinge and 
calligraphy of the Mughal school recently broken up, and 
it has never been published or exhibited. Also 
describes Its size and decorations on it. The subject 
is a young adult elephant being fed by a groom apparently 
with bundles o£ sugar->cane and jack fruit. Compares it 
with a drawing o€ a Black Buck in the Museum. No artist*s 
nan^ can be suggested* but the date of drawing must be 
about 1615. The only Mughal drawing of an elephant com-
parable with it is one in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, 
signed by Ghularu and dated 1621. 
235 Irwin (John). Note on the tnfo reproductions. Marq. 5, 
4? 1951; 35-36, 
Illustrates the love of Babir and Jahangir to the birds 
and animals. Jehangir's love of painting was second 
csily to his love of nature, and we know from his 
Memoirs that whenever he came across a bird or flower 
he ordered the artist to paint it. Describes the two 
pictures, one shows the Hombill and other shows Oane-
cock. The Hombill was painted by Us tad Mansur, A brief 
account about this painter is given. 
?.36 HEHTA (N C). "Red 111168"$ A newly discovered Mansur. 
Rupa^. 19-20f 19241 117-119. 
Traces the history of Moghul period and describes the 
habits of Jehangir, t^e naturalist oirperor. He ordered 
tte artists to draw the likenesses of any thing 
particularly beautiful or peculiarly novel in the realm 
of !5ature. A number of botanical portraiture executed 
by the court-artists of Jehangir, have corae down to us 
and amongst thet none are better known or more admired 
than the creation of Mansur i^ aqqash. Describes in detail 
about the artist, Mansur and his work with examples. 
Also describes a picture representing the 'Red Lilies' 
painted by Mansur. 
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PAIHTIMG, mamja, 1628-1657, SHAH JAH«\H* BOOK ART, /OBUM. 
237 HASRAT BlKRAf4AJIT. Dara Shikiih and Fine Arts. Viava 
Bharati Quarterly« 9| 1943'-44i 22-31. 
Tracas the history of tha dav@lopi^nt of painting 
under oara Shikuh, Discusses th® atyl® and technique 
of th© painting undar him, Thar® are inany Albums of 
th® portraits which were completed in his reign. The 
importance and value of these altnims have been described* 
These albums are dispersed and ncfn preserved in various 
places of th© world* 
238 MAHFU2-UL-«AQ ( M ) . Dara Shikuh and the Fine Arte of 
painting and calligraphy, gfaslim Review. 2, 3; 192Sjr 
32-37. 
Enumerates the developnent of painting under Dara Shilcuh* 
Descrii>es the technique* style and treatment of painting* 
Also describes afcKjut the calligraphy systems. Illustrates 
the albums of Dara Shikuh, Reproduces a fine painting 
of wild ducks frora a Mughal painting in the album of 
Prince Dara Shikhu. 
MANUSCRIPT. 
239 VflLKIMSOl^  (J V S), Indian manuscript of the Golestan 
of Shah aahan period. Ars Orientalis. 2i 1957| 423-425. 
Illustrates about an illustrated manuscript of Sadi's 
Golestan dating txom the beginning of Shah Jahan'a 
reign, which is now in the Chester Beatty Library. Traces 
the history of this Manuscript and cc^ nparea it with 
another manuscript, named Sustan. Describes that thare 
are similarities in the shape and arrang^cnent of 
mi»iati.res in these two manuscripts Also describes the 
character of the miniatares and shcMi^ s Persian influence 
in th<an. Ccmipares amcmg these ^ niatujces themselves 
of the manuscript of the aolestan and shows the deve-
lopnsnt of miniature painting under Mughals particularly 
in the style of Female figures. 
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HISTORY. 
240 fUDAiTAT (A) . Shahjahan. Marg. 11, 4| 1958; 48-53, 
Traced the history of Shahjahan and his interest in 
the painting. He adumbrates the tradition of his 
ancestors. Describes the cont€»nporary paintings of 
Shah Jehan's period, showing the Red Port at Delhi 
and Inside decoratiois of various palaces which show 
the customs of Mughal court in the early part of 17th 
century. The paintings Bhom the Durbar held in the 
Diwan-i-Am to receive the Embassy from Persia, and 
Peacock Throne, The emphasis on buildings under 
Shahjahan, such as Moti Masjid in the Fort of Agra and 
Taj Mahal at Agra#reveals that though this emporor 
continued to patronise painting, ho was much more 
inclined to make it an applied art. Thus the dynamic of 
Mughal style of miniature painting which had reached 
its climax in the work of the painters under Jehangir, 
passed out and reappeared only as an erabellishment in 
marble and gold and precious atones under Shahjahan 
and the later kings. Similarly, the tradition of 
making portfolios or Muraqqas continued. Several 
pictures frcKti the albums of Shahjahan are extant which 
show the general qualities of the style. 
HIHIATURE. 
241 ARDESlilR (A C) . Mughal miniature paintingt The school 
of Shah Jehan. Rpopa-Lekha. 2, 4; 23-52• 
Traces the historical accounts of the Shah Jehan*s achieve-
ments. Naturally it could not expected that the school of 
painting would alao rise to similar lights and eclipse 
everything that his father had achieved in this art. 
Author has comi^ arod the hobbies of Shah Jehan and 
Jehangir, emphasises that Shah Jehan could neither afford 
the time nor the interest which Jehangir could devote to 
his personal hobby, which tantairtounted to religion within 
the depths of his soul. Shah Jehan's soul was in 
architecture and painting was to him a side-issue. 
Fortunately, there are five Albums of Shah Hehan^ Describes 
about the albxiea and mentions the places of their 
preservation. 
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242 ma^m (Percy) . M i n i a t u r e p a i n t i n g of a Mughal P r i n c e . 
yea r Book of A s i a t i c S o c i e t y , C a l c u t t a . 2? 214-216• 
Enumerates t h e development of m i n i a t u r e p a i n t i n g under 
a rioghul OT-.peror, Shah J a h a n , Oescr loos t h e s t y l e , and 
treatiT.ont of p a i n t i n g , fienticms about t h e more prominent 
p a i n t e r s . D e p i c t s t ho q u a l i t i e s , o f p a i n t i n g . Cons ide r s 
p robably t h e l a s t phase of t h e p a i n t i n g i n i t s devcloi^nenti 
Thouja Shah Jahan was ve ry much i n t e r e s t e d in a r c h i t e c t u r e 
bu t t h e r e a r e many m i n i a t u r e s which show a good q u a l i t y of 
m i n i a t u r e s . Desc r ibes many m i n i a t u r e s from v a r i o u s 
raanuscriwts. 
243 G/UIGOLY (O C) 
37; 1929? 6 2 . 
Shan J a h a n ' s v i s i t t o a s a i n t , Huoasi. 
Desc r ibes a m i n i a t u c e whicii reprof ionts Shah J a i i a n ' s 
v i s i t t o a S a i n t . D i s c u s s e s t h e s t y l e and ccwnposition 
and cc»npares i t %?ith o t h e r p a i n t i n g s under t h e 
pa t ronage of Shah J a h a n . B r i e f l y t r a c e s t h e d e / o l o ^ e n t 
of p a i n t i n g under t h e omporor. 
244 KiiAUJDALAVALA (Karl) . Mojhul m i n i a t u r e of p r i n c e 
Kharrart! S l a y i n j a L ion . Bul 1 e t i n of Baroda Hutseum and 
P i c t u r e G a l l e r y . 1 0 - 1 1 ; 1^5^-55? 1-5 , 
Desc r ibe s about a minlatujre whicis i s i n t h e Baroda 
Huseian which d e p i c t s P r i n c e Khurrati a t t a c k i n g a l i o n 
wi th a sword. The c c n p o s i t i o n , s u b j e c t , s t y l o have been 
d e s c r i b e d . Mentions t h a t t h i s m i n i a t u r e be longs t o 
i4ana*s alb\aa . B r i e f l y t r a c e s t h e h i s t o r y of Nana ' s albuoti 
D i scusses about t h e p e r i o d of t h i s m i n i a t u r e . Sugges t s 
t h a t t h e p a i n t i n g b a l o n j s t o t h e school of Shahjehan, But 
a c l o s e r examinat ion of a m i n i a t u r e r e v e a l s t h a t t h i s 
be longs t o t h o school o£ Shah Alam p e r i o d (1759-1806) . 
Coraparas t o t h i s m i n i a t u r e wi th p a i n t i n g s of Shah Alam 
f o r d i s c u s s i o n . Desc r ibe s t h e f e a t u r e s which r e v e a l s 
t h i s m i n i a t u r e t o be a Shah Alarr: p e r i o i copy . This 
m i n i a t u r e i s one of t h e v a l u a b l e oxiample for t h e s tudy 
of Shah hXasti p e r i o d -
COUiECTION 
BRITISH r4US£UM. 
245 AfMAD {n L ) , Mughal m i n i a t u r e i n t h e B r i t i s h Huseum. P r o -
ceed ings of t h e I n d i a n H i s t o r y CQn.;res3, 2nd S e s s i o n ; 
iSi38; J4<^-i$4. ^ 
Describes about a miniature wtiich i s a unfinished drawing 
of a durbar of Shah Jahan, by Anupchatar. I t i s a f o l i o of 
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a niagnificant album of Hughal ralniaturos in th® 
British Museum, Tracas the history about the 
artists of thts miniature. The miniature shows Shah 
Jehan^soated on a throne with Princes and other 
principal ijeraohagos.oC tho court. The picture 
reprcisersts undoubtedly one of the earliest durbars of 
Shah Jahan, probably, that was held in February 1623« 
to receive the throe Princes and Asaf Khan« who had 
arrived at Agra from Lahore, Identifies an-.3 describes 
the short sketches of the life and character of many 
of those, who are represented In tho miniature. 
246 BREND (Barbara) • weighing of Khurram Hlrza, Oriental^ 
Art, 28, 4J 1982-83; 346-358, 
Traces the history of portrait painting during fiughal 
reign. DescrirjQs a portrait from British l^useum which 
shc^ f/s the ^^£>eror, labelled shahinshah Jahangir Shah, 
weighing In a golden balance a prince labelled Khurram 
Mirza, Suggests that the picture cannot be much later 
than 1615 on stylistic grounds but others suggest not 
of a date later than 1613, Thepurpose of this article 
is to make tho casu for a later dating. Brief analysis 
of this picture have been jlven as a basis for discussion. 
Compares this picture with other pictures of the same 
subject matter and style. 
WASLI. 
247 SHiiRij; (s A). Wasll of Prince Khtirram. Journal pf the 
Bihar and Qriasa Heaearch Society. 29, 4; 1943; 171-183. 
Describes about a painting v/hich was ao^ulred by the Patna 
Huseum in 1934, depicting an acetic wearing a coat,lead-
ing a chained dog with his right hand and bolding In his 
left a square flag whicii appears to have a written or 
©nbrolderod Inscription, Its subject-matter and back-
ground has baon traced,\rfith style and influence of other 
traditions. Fully €ueamines the painting and describes 
that on the reverse was a panel calligraphy purporiiing to 
be by Prince Khurram, later known as Emperor Shah Jahan. 
Describes about the calligraphy shown on It and depict 
the record about the ;^ asll. Briefly traces the life history 
of h^ali Jahan, 
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PAlMTIr^G, HU*.JHAL, 16S8-1707, AUBAMG2EB, HISTORY. 
248 ASmAP (M) . 0eclinG. Marg. 11, 4/ 1958/ 54-57. 
AS th© meridian of Mughal painting was reached in the 
reign of Jehangir^ so the decline may b@ said to have 
started with the accassior) of Aurangz©b» Traces the 
history of Aurangzeb by showing his a<teinistrative 
policies and relicious customs which were different 
from his predecessors. During his reicn the desctruc-
tion and d€>facoment of many idols and paintincfs were 
happened. Though he disliked pictoral art, this form 
of expression continued. The quality of rainiatares 
produced during his period s&ema good though the quality 
obvio|isly declined. The paintings of Aurangzeb were 
mostly produced during his old a^e, because all paintings 
show hiia as an old man. The painters did not take much 
pains in their work and produced just as much as 
enabled thea to keep alive. Thsse paintings are even 
more conventional than ones under Shahjahan. The 
composition is merely formal. After Aurang«eb a little 
paintigg did under Muhanwnad Shah during the first half 
of the 18th century. The import of European miniature 
portraits struck the final blow to the three hundred 
year old tradition of Mughal art. 
1708-1750, CHARACTEi^lSTICS Aim MIS-
COMCEPl'ION. 
248 KHA^mALAVALA (Karl) . Eighteenth Century rfughal Paintings 
(some characteristics and some misconceptions). Marg. 11, 
4; 1858? 58-61. 
Discusses about eighteenth century Mughal painting with 
reference to its charactoristics and misconceptions. Th© 
characteristics choosen for discussion includes the 
style, material, fashion used for painting in the reign 
of Aurangseb* Jahangir ^hah, Farukh Siyar, Jtoharamed 
Shah, shah Alam. f4isconeeption caused in citing early 
painting due to the copyin j of minatures in the reigft 
of Shah Alan. As a result there is a contrast between 
the 17th and 18th century paintings, some of the 
paintings which actually belong to the 17th century 
are regarded as to the period of 18th century. Many 
of the reasons have also been discussed. Describes 
with referencetj the mistakes happened in identification 
of paintings by various people. 
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OSCLZN£. 
250 VISIT TO a salntt "Chharl Shahmadar". Rupam. 11> 1922y 
89-91. 
Illustrates a colour pictxars reproduced by th© courtsy 
of Mr, Sltaram who used it as a very Interostlng document 
for ti\Q study of late Mughal paintings. Describes about 
the decline of riughal painting. Mentions that one of the 
most characteristic subjects in late Mughal Painting is 
the depiction of night scenes. Of this class of subject, 
the picture reproduced here is an ujiique example. It 
represents a visi^ to a Saint at night. The subject, 
treatraefit and cc^po3itic»i of this painting is given. Further 
describes that the picture bears the name of an artist, 
v/hich is Mtr Kalan. Briefly discusses about the title 
of the picture 'Chhar-i-Shahmadar". 
PAINTER, Hin CHAND. 
251 GAMGOLY (0 C). Mir Chandi A late Mogul painter, Rupara. 
17; 1924; 59-60. 
Traces the history of a Mogul painter, Mir Chand, and 
describes the style, technique and tradition attributed 
to him. A brief account about his contribution to Jiogul 
school, have oeen discussed. Describes many miniatures 
from various collections. 
PORTRAIT, BAHADUR SHAH. 
252 GANGOLY (0 C) . Portrait of Bahadur Shah, iupaia. 17; 1924| 
60. 
Describes a portrait v/hich belongs to the Late Hoghul 
period. This portrait represents an atnperor in the 
costume of Moyhul traditions. Discusses the style, 
composition and background,and identifies this emperor 
as Bahadur Shah. 
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PAlOTIi^G, MOGHAL, 1 7 5 0 - 1 8 0 0 , PROVIIICIAL, r«NlATURE. 
Bf<CM?il (Percy). iliaiatur® picture of a youth holding a 
camel. Journal ox: Indian Society of Oriental Art. 4, 1; 
1936; iT, 
Describes a miniature of a young man of princely appearance 
in the costume of the Mughal period of the last half of 
the 17th century. Also described the composition, style and 
other background and suggests that it is a picture of the 
Mughal School of painting. 
MUI^ SFUDABAD, HISTORY, 
SKELltJW (Robert) . lurhidabad Painting. Marg. 10, 1; 1956; 
10-22, illus. 
Thtj ei<l?hteenth century idughal album could fail to be impre-
ssed by the great number of paintings which it is difficult 
to attribute to any of the known schools. This is? 
surprising, the average account of Mughal painting ends in 
1707 with the death of Aurangseb. Wilst it is known that 
painting was carried out at a number of provincial centres. 
As a result, several schools of painting are still virtually 
unknown. Amongst the schools which have received such scant 
attention is that of Murshidabad in Bengal and the purpose 
of this essay is to reconstruct its history and identify, 
for the first time,a number of its typical products. 
The history of Mughal painting in Bengal started from 1717 
with the provincial Diwan Murhid Qull Khan and ended in 
1829 with Hawab Nazira. 
OUDrt, COMPOSITION. 
COTTOK (Evin), Mawabs and Kings of Oudh. Bengal Past and 
present. 43, 86? 1932; 137-40. 
Produces a picture of Kawabs and kings of Oudh, by the 
courtesy of Mr, H.L.Ehrich. Suggests that this picture is 
ranging from about 1760 to about 1840. Describes the subject 
and ccsaposition of the picture. Discusses that this picture 
shows whether the European style or Iniian style and about 
the identification of the sawabs aud Kings shown in the 
picture. This pictui'e is compared with other pictures of 
Late Moghul period for discussion. 
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